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I

WELL The broad outline of Poet's theory .of mental development

Although thi« thesis is primarily concerned with Piaget's

work on the child's idea of number, this irqaortant book cannot

be studied adeqjiately unless it is seen against the background

of Piaget' s extensive theory of mental development in children, and

in particular his ideas about the evolution of concepts during

childhood. The following brief sketch will therefore attempt to

aay something about piaget's method of study, as well as about his

long series of investigations.

Piaget began his career as a biologist, and as he tells

us himself,

" The way I came to study child psychology
was far from orthodox. I had studied natural
sciences, and iry doctor's thesis dealt, of
course wit molluscs. What interested ma most
were the problems of adaptation, of the relation
between an organ awl its environment find the
problem of variation as a function of
environment and as a function of structure. But
while I was preparing my doctorate in zoology
I was taking a very lively interest in the
problems of knowledge, of episteraology of logic,
and the history of sciences, etc. At the
same time I was highly suspicious of philosophers
who I thought had treated the problem of knowledge
in a fashion that was far too speculative and
not sufficiently experimental. I then considered
devising a genetic theory of knowledge, studying
knowledge as a function of its growth and
development, so I felt I should read psychology.
I thought I would spend four* or five years
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studying the development of logic and the
Intellectual functions in the child and the
growth of intelligence during the child's
development! these studies have lasted more a
than thirty years and are not yet finished. "

We never lose sight of the biological discipline in

Piaget * s studies, and we find that certain biological concepts

are fundamental to his whole theory of intellectual development,

in particular the concepts of acooirraodation, assimilation

and equilibrium.

It is sometimes assumed that Piaget, in his long analysis

of mental development in children, was trying to concoct a lengthy,

largely unstandardised and somewhat amorphous intelligence test.

Piaget, however, was never primarily interested in intelligence as

it is normally thought of today, that is in terms of mental

efficiency or output expressed by a statistical device, or else

as mental components to be inferred from factor analysis. Instead

of concerning himself with assessing how much a particular child

could do according to a given intelligence scale, Piaget's purpose

was to look beyond that aspect of thinking and first of all to

reveal the underlying qualities and attributes which are characteristic

of a child's thought at a given point in his life, and secondly to

demonstrate how those characteristics have emerged from earlier and

more immature stages of development, and how they come to form a

foundation for further development in the future. In this way Piaget

has tried to show the evolution of the structure, as opposed to the

a; Hef. 2 p. 31 •
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efficiency, of children's thinking.

His method of study was invariably one of interrogation,

that is, free and spontaneous cjiestions and answers during which

the investigator may ask whatever question he considers may ho

useful in helping the child to express the true character of his

thoughts, without any time-limit being applied, or set foxm of

response being required from the child. In his earlier books the

method may appear to be rather too verbal in character, as Piaget

himself says, but in time he used pieces of apparatus in order"to

study reasoning through objects set up so that the child could make

oertain experiments". Piaget practises a clinical rather than a

test method. "The test method", he says "has its uses, but.*..it

tends to falsify the perspective "by diverting the child fran his

natural inclination. It tends to neglect the spontaneous interests

and primitive reactions of the child, as well as other essential
CL.

problems."

An example from one of Piaget's early books may be helpful

at this point, since it illustrates both his psychological method

and the general form in which his findings com.- to be expressed. The

problem wan to analyse the growth of the concept of "life" in
b

children's thinking. A number of children wpre interrogated. How

large car how small a number Piaget, as is his usual custom, does not

spy. The question put to the children took the form of "You know

what it means to be olive? Is the sun, a tree, the mind, etc alive?

Why? Which is more alive the wind or a bicycle?" ... and so on. A

a: Ref. 3 p.4. bjRaf.3
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single "yes" or "no" from the child was not enough} he had to

give reasons If possible. "Yes, It makes the sunshine and gives

light during the day... No, it's man who makes the engine go.M On

the evidence of such interrogation Piaget found that the concept of

"life" goes through four stages as the child's thinking develops,

and these may be summarised briefly as Stage 1 ; Life tends to

be def ined in terms of " an activity in most cases useful to man and

always clearly anthropooentric". For instance clouds, the wind

and the sun are alive; so too is a gun because it shoots and an

oven because it cooks the dinner? but not a stone because " isn't

much use". Stage 2 ; Life tends to be identified more with more

movement in itself without such notions as spontaneity or purpose

entering into it. For instance a lake is alive "because it is

always moving a bit". Stage 3 : Life is referred to spontaneous

movement only. Thus the wind is alive because it moves itself, but

not a oloud since it is moved by the wind. Stage h. ; At this

stage the concept is restricted to plants awl animals, and is defined

in every day non-scientific terms. These stages are spread throughout

childhood until about the eleventh or twelfth year, and three-quarters

of the children do not reach stage 4 before the age of 11 years. One

must note that the importance lies not so much in what objects the

child declares to be alive, but in his reasons for their being alive.

Among other concepts and notions studied in this way were various

aspects of physical causality, moral and intellectual judgement, ideas
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about the nature of the v/orld around the child, and language

development.

While these and other studies were being pursued at the

Institute of Rousseau at Geneva, Piaget was also observing the

development of thinking at an earlier age, using as subjects his

own children. His findings in this field, to which we shall refer

later, are contained in two books of quite exceptional interest, and

here again he identifies a number of stages of development in

intellectual growth from birth to late infancy.

In his more recent works Piaget records the results of what

many believe to be his most important researches, in which he analyses

the genesis throughout childhood of a variety of notions and concepts

which have a special place in thought as the foundation of scientific

and mathematical thinking. This group of researches includes work

on the child*s conception of number, quantity, space, time, chance,

the symbolical function of play, and other topics. It is in relation

to these concepts, moreover, that Piaget develops his theory of mental

operations, which will be discussed in due course.

All these studies are special instances of v.hat for Pisget is

the essence of intelligence, namely adaptation. He defines adaptation

as "an equilibrium between the action of the organ! sail on the environment
a

and vice tffersa. " Two co; piementary processes are implied in this

definition. First of all assimilation, when the child acts on the

environment around him, modifying it and "imposing on it a certain

a:Ref«15 p.7.
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structure of Me own". Secondly there is aooaaaodation, when the

environment acts on the growing ohild. Circumstances around the

child "modify the assinilatory cycle by accomodating him to

themselves". Thus adapbitim is an equilibrium between the processes

of assimilation and accommodation, and intelligence or mental

adaptation is revealed as a parallel to organic or biological

adaptation whose structure is essentially the same. Piaget will go

on to point out t'nat equilibrium, whether mental or biological, mast

if it is to be dynamic at all Irxply movement two ways, as it were in

the correcting of the balance. In other words equilibrium implies

reversibility - another key concept in Piaget*s theory. Tliinking

emerges fr m the simple aenoori-motor adaptations of the infant,

adaptations which are "rigid and uni-directlonaln, and so thinking is

rooted in organic and not psychological functioning. Mental life slowly

throughout infancy becomes dissociated frcsn its organic roots, and the

equilibrium which adaptation on a mental level demands tends towards a

progressively greater degree of reversibility.

Turning from the dynamic forceswhich direct the growth of

intelligence, we find next that for Piaget there emerges an over-all

pattern of intellectual development which shows a series of comparatively

well marked stages. An interesting statement of Piaget's stages of

mental development is given by Inhelder in her contribution to the

proceedings of the first meeting of the World Health Organisation in
u

1953. For a more complete sunriary however the reader is referred to

gc;-i-tear,4£ a:Ref. 2,
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Piaget'a own paper in the 1955 Synposium de 1 •Association
a.

psyehologique sclentiSque de langue franoaise. He opens by

stating his belief that in displaying stages of growth, intellectual

development appears to be in a privileged position. In the

evolution of perception or language, for instance, "nous dbservons

une oontinuite tout autre que sur le terrain des operations logico-

mathematiques, et beauooup plus grande." On the other hand, in the

development of mental operations, " nous voyons des structures se

former, que nous pouvons suivre pas b pas dds les premiers lineaments,

et que, d'autre part, nous assistons a leur acheveraeait, c'est-a-ciire

b la constitution de paliers d'dquilibre." Piaget makes it olear

that before a particular period in a child's mental growth can be

regarded properly as a "stage", certain conditions mist be fulfilled.

Stages are identified by the acquisition of specific mental functions,

and it is a necessary condition of having stages at all that the order

of succession of stages is more important than the chronological age

at which a stage arrives, since the latter is conditioned so much by

environment, whereas stages should be thought of as obeying laws of

structural growth in a regular and predictable way. Environment

cannot alter the order of succession of stages, it can only retard or

accelerate their arrival. Moreover, there should be structural

integration between the variou stages. That is to say, one stage

should not in due course be discarded, but must become an integral

part of the stage which follows it. Piaget lays great stress on the

a;Ref.l6 p.33-42,



characteristics of stages, because they are evidence that stages are

clearly identifiable points of growth, and not merely conventional

divisions Inposad arbitrarily for the convenience of psychological
i
%

study.

The various stages which Piaget has found between birth and

adolescence are grouped into four main periods. In effect these

foui' periods are identified by the medium of thought which

characterises each of them, and the following is a brief outline

of their characteristics. *

Period I. The sensor-motor period. This extends from birth to

about or 2 years, and during this time the child's thought is

carried on largely in tems of motor activity plus sensory perception

e.g. in such early habits as 3ucldng the thumb, the co—ordination of vision anc

prehension, and at a later state contriving means of grasping an

object just cut of reach. Pi&get finds 6 stages in this first

period, during which sensor-motor intelligence is growing in

complexity until it finally merges into the stages cf the second main

period. One of the moat important acquisitions of the first period

is the constitution of the permanent object. In the early stages,

the infant does not behave as if it recognised permanency in an object:

thus he gives up the attempt to reach an object if it is covered up

or obscured frcm his view, the object having now " ceased to exist H

for him. Fiaget records many other observations cf infants* behaviour
'

- L-':. $'

m The researches which deal primarily with one or other of these
periods of development are noted in the bibliography as follows
References for Period Ij- 8, % j for Period II:-jk<$« 2 ( /*.
for Period IHi,m , • ^ <k. j for Period IVj- n .



from v/hioh he infers this lack of permanency in their

comprehension of objects, and he finds that an object becomes

a permanent entity in a child's perceptual field only towards the

end of the first year. Permanence of an object i3 therefore the

first important "invariant" •which the child acquires. He reaches

it after an increasingly wide exploration of his spatial field

during which time various points in the field gradually cease to

be isolated and unique, and become instead recognisable and inter¬

related in the child's understanding. With this oo-ordination of

points in the spatial field established, the child is able to move,

either bodily or peroeptually, from one point to another, and then

deliberately to return to his starting point, thus having his first

experience of " reversibility

Period 2. The period of pre-operational thought, extending frora

approximately 1-jj or 2 years to 7 years. This period is subdivided

into two stages.

Stage I : Prom approximately 1-^ or 2 years to k. years. In

this stage we have the appearance of a general symbolic function, by

means of which the child can think about the world around him in

terms of representative symbols, such as images, imaginative gomes,

imitation, aid of course language. Piaget distinguishes it further

as the stage of a "preconoeptual reasoning", meaning by preconoepts

"the notions which the child attaches to the first verbal signs he

learns to use". The usual characteristic of preconcepta is that



they confuse the generalised concept with the individual and

particular one. The child cannot yet distinguish between "all"

and "sane", and hence cannot appreciate the significance of

general classes. At the sane time the individuality of an object

la not yet fixed in a child's thought but is subject to the influence

of space and time. For instance, a mountain is thought by the child

at this stage to change its shape as the observer moves past itj or

he may think that the cow which he sees in a field as he goes for

a walk is the same cow which he sees later on.

Stage 2. Fran 4 to 7 years approximately. During this

period there develops what Piaget calls intuitive reasoning, which

can best be illustrated by referring to one of a collection of

simple experiments described in his book I»e develo poment des

efuantites chex 1*enfant. The child is asked to make two balls

of clay the same size and the same weight. If he does this himself,

or if he has to have it done for him, a k year old child will

■usually say that each ball has the same amount of clay and that they

weigh the same, when however one ball is rolled into a sausage, or

flattened like a pancake, he will say that the ball has more clay

and weighs more than the sausage or pancake. His thinking shows no

idea of conservation of substance or weight. Why does the child's

thinking break down in the way that these and other experiments

reveal? According to Piaget, it is because at this state of mental

development, the child still cannot think in terms of logical

operations. During the stages of sensor-motor thought of Period I,
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the child indulges in "activity" rather than in thinking as we

normally use this word. His thought is externalised in activity.

With the emergence of the symbolic function, sirrple mental actions

become possible; that is to soy, thought becomes internalised. At

first only relatively simple mental representations play any part

in thinking, and external action on objects as distinct from mental

action must acoompany thinking. Thus we have Stage I of this,

the second Period, Gradually, however, the child increasingly

tends to Introduce jaental action into his thinking; in other words,

the actions which he perfozroed on external objects can now be

performed by representation on his mental symbols. By a mental

action the child can mould two luiips of clay int two balls of the

same size and weight, and ill appreciate that the two balls of clay

shown to him will likewise be the same in weight and substance. The

significance of stage 2 of the second Period, however, is that when

one ball of olay is flattened out or rolled into a sausage, the

child cannot mentally reverse the action and "see" the clay in its

original form of a ball. Hence he loses his notion of the

conservation of the similar weights and substances of the balls of

olay once the perceptual correspondence is broken, because his mental

action is irreversible. Piaget uses the word "intuitive" to describe

such mental actions which are as yet irreversible and which are

characteristic of this stage of mental development. He shows in a

vast number of experiments, how intuitive thought is only a preparatory
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stage before the emergence of the specific operations which lead

to concepts of conservation, equivalence, classification, and

several others.

Period III. This period, from 7 to 11 or 12 years, is a stage in

itself, and occurs when the irreversible mental actions of the

previous stage become reversible. The child*s understanding of,

say, the problem of the balls of clay, is no longer intuitive and

stereotyped by perceptual factors. On the contrary, when one ball

is flattened out, the child says at once that it "weighs the same

and bar, as nuoh stuff as before" and gives in addition a correct

explanation of Ms answer, Ftaget argues that he could not do

tills unless Ms thinking had acquired this characteristic of being

able to retrace its steps, or reversibility as he calls it, and

that it is only when the constraint of irreversible thought is lost,

that reversible operations become possible. Operations therefore

are "actions which are interoalizable, reversible, and co-ordinated

into systems characterised by laws which apply to the system as a
a.

whole". Concepts of conservation, equivalence, etc., are a

consequence of reversible operations. The operations which appear

at different points throughout this stage, are not yet however

completely Internalised, but are closely dependent on objects in the

spatial field - hence Piaget calls this the stage of "concrete"
that

operation. He points ou^at this stage, concrete operations are only

fragmentary. They will enable us to classify things with some

a:Ref.18 p.8,
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understanding of the relation of parts to a whole, to set up

correspondence between sets of objects or quantities of liquid

with full appreciation of necessary conservation, to keep the

serial relationship of two sets of objects in mind even when the

perceptual view of the series is broken, and so on. But these

concrete operations are not yet part of a single psychological

structure. They tend until 11 or 12 years to be tied so rnuoh

to material objects, that they oarmot be generalised into an

integrated struoture. Hence they have a concrete as distinct from

a formal character. They cannot yet be the basis of formal logic.
Period
IV This period, starting usually at 11 to 12 years, is marked

by the gradual weakening of the link between operations and real

objects, so that operations tend to become mare formal, abstract, and

capable of forming the basis of a logical stiucture. The obvious new

characteristic of the period is the ability to reason by hypothesis.

The same operations of classifying, constructing equivalence^ seriation

etc are employed, but the difference is that during the previous stage

of concrete operations we were reasoning about external actions on

objects themselves, whereas now we are reasoning about operations as

such. As Piaget says " Formal thought consists in reflecting on

these operations and therefore operating on operations or on their

results, and consequently effecting a second-degree grouping of
a.

operations". The child is therefore beginning at this stage to

reason on the basis of propositions which are laid down for him to

a:Ref. 15 p.148.
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consider. He can start right away to reason from a theory, and

to accept the logical structure of the theory as being the

important thing, rather than the actual content of the prepositions

in the theory. Piaget illustrates this point by referring to a

problem from one of Burt*a testB m Edith is fairer than Su.nanj Edith

is darker than Lilys who is the darkest of the three?" Thi3 type

of problem is very seldom solved by children under 11 or 12 years,

although these same children, assuming they have reached the mental age of

about 7 years, can solve a problem which is the same in form but

differs in being concrete, such as the serialisation of sticks. In

trying to solve the Burt problem, children between 7 and 11 years

make the serne type of formal error as children under 7 who try to

serialise sticks. liarcover, below the age of 11 or 12 years, the

child is often led off the point of the problem by some irrelevancy

touching the content of the propositions themselves - for instance,

getting confused about the v.holo thin;- beoause he happens in real

life to know a blonde Susan. After the age of 12, most children

would accept the propositions as more hypotheses, without being led

off the trail by seoondary considerations such as their truth or

falsehood, conformity with fact, or their moral rightnoss. Piaget

summarizes the distinction between the periods of concrete and

formal operations in these words "Formal thought reaches its fruition

during adolescence. The adolescent, unlike the child, is an individual

who thinks beyond th present and forms theories about everything,
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delighting especially in consideration3 of that which is not.

The child, on the other hand, concerns hinself only with

action in progress and does not form, theories, even though

an observer notes the periodical recurrence cf analogous

reactions and may discern a spontaneous systeciatizaiion in
a.

his ideas".

It would "be interesting to deal at greater length with

this notion of "operation", but as a subject for special

treatment^theySare outside the scope of this thesis. The
question of whether to some extent(they")have a parallel in

Hebb*3 learning theory ccsaes to mind, although to the writer's

knowledge Piaget and Hebb never refer to each other. Hebb's

theory of concept formation as based on a progressively more

complex neurological structure - although such a notion in

general teras is not of course peculiar to Hebb - appears to

parallel in its particular organic framework the logical

structure of Piaget's mental operations. It must be remembered

that for all the logical symbols by which mental operations

are pictured (for instance in the little book "Logic and

Psychology"), they are as we have quoted already, "actions

which are inter-: naliaable etc", the crucial word being "actions".

a:Sef,15 p.148.
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They are not "mental" la the old sense of being divorced

from brain functions; but like all external actions they

have a neurological basis, ^ieget discusses this aspect of

operation in a paper published in 1 in which he seeks to

explain how in the- neurological sense "reversibility" becomes
a

possible.

Such are the bare essentials of Piaget's teaching, from

which much has obviously been emitted - for instance the

notion of ego-centrisni has not even been mentioned. A very

excellent suBraazy of Pj_a,get's work in its relation to child
b

psychiatry has been given by E.T. Anthony, end in addition

he indicates briefly the sources of some of the concepts In

Placet's theory, Anthony calls Piaget "a creative borrower

of genius, transposing and amplifying all that he borrows,"

and this assessment is perhaps a reflection of the growth

of Piaget *s reputation in this country in recent years. This

article is a thought-provoking synaptic treatment of Piaget*s

work which should be read by every student of Piagetian
i -

psychology, A recent paper by D.E. Beiime relates the

logical aspect of stages of development to general educational

a:Ref.23. b;Ref.19. c:Ref,20,
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theory. The writer's short paper on stages of development

was intended to introduce this aspect of Piaget's theory to

medical officers vAio have to assess degress of mental
«

retardation among defectives, Norah Gibbs brings Piaget's

work into relation with the difficult problems of backwardness
b.

and handicapped children, K, Lovell has also published a

study of some aspects of the work of Piaget and Inhelder on
c.

the child's conception of space. These papers are mentioned

to show how Piaget's psychology is now playing a more

significant part in the work of specialists and general

practitioners in psychology, and how we are all now fully

aware that Piaget thought up other young characters besides

the ego-centric child.

a:Ref.21 b:Ref.22. c:Ref. 32.
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PART II. An outline of' the topics considered in "The Child's Conception of Tiug&er"
In the foreword to this book Placet indicates clearly its

position in the development at his thought. His early books, as we

have seen, are concerned with various verbal and conceptual sides

of the child's thinking, covering such fields as language development,

judgement and reasoning, ideas about the external world, physical

causality an so on. Then cone the studies of the origin of

intelligence in children, fran the moment of birth, until the end of

the sensorimotor period of intelligence at about 2 years of age.

This is followed by the book on number, which is the first of a series

of volumes devoted to discovering "the mechanisms that determine

thought". All these volumes aim at demonstrating how the various

sohemata of sensorimotor intelligence gradually cast off their

sensorimotor dependence, and rise up to the level of relatively free

conceptual thinking. As we have seen, Piaget does not consider

sensorimotor intelligence to be thinking in the strict sense, but

the schemata of this period of mental development do nevertheless

become "organised in operational systems on the plane of thought".

The purpose of these later volumes is therefore to traoe the

development of the qperatiorr,which give, rise to concepts of number,

continuous <uantities, space, time:, etc, through the stage of

intuitive pre-logic to that of concrete operations, and on to the

final stage of formal operations.

It will be convenient now to outline the contents of the chapters
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in his book. *

Chapter I. Piaget opens his book -with the proposition

"Every notion, whether it be scientific or merely a matter of

coraaon sense, pre-supposes a set of principles of conservation either

explicit or implicit." (3) He contends that conservation is a

necessary condition of all rational activity, and instances the

principle of inertia in physics, conservation of matter in

chemistry and the schema of the permanent object in perception. In

arithmetical thought the same principle can be found. For instance,

the concept of a set or collection is possible only if the set

remains the same no matter what change may be made in the arrangement

of its parts. Thus, that XX XXX is the same set as X XXX X

presupposes a principle of conservation. Similarly a continuous

quantity such as a specific volume of liquid can be used intelligibly-

only if it is conceived, as a permanent whole, so that a pint of milk

remains a pint whether it is contained in one milk bottle or

distributed among four tumblers. "Conservation of something is

postulated as a necessary condition for any raathessfctcal understanding."

Having made this point, Piaget suggests that the psychological problem

following from it is to decide (a) whether conservation precedes any

numerical or quantifying activities, so as to exist as a sort of

"Innate idea" present in the very earliest experience of childhood,

• There will be quite a number of quotations from his book in the
following nummary. Most of these will be followed by a note in parenthesis
of the page on which they will be found in the English edition of "The
Child's Conception of Number".
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or (b) whether the notion of conservation is a logical

construction which is only gradually built up in the child's

mind. The experimental evidence which Piaget produces suggests

emphatically that the second alternative is the true one. The

chief aim of this part of the book is therefore to analyse the

intellectual mechanism which underlies the evolution of the

concept of conservation.

The first group of experiments are concerned with the

conservation of continuous quantities. Cylindrical glass

containers of various dimensions are used, together with quantities

of water. A typioal way of presenting the prdblem to the child

might be as follows. Two containers, A and B, of equal size and

having the same quantity of water are shorn to the child. 'Then the

child has agreed that there is the same quantity of water In each,

the contents csf one container are poured into four smaller ones.

The child is then invited to compare the quantity of water in A,

the first of the larger containers, which still lies before him,

with the quantity in the four smaller containers collectively.

Alternatively, the water in B could be poured into one larger, shallow

container end the child asked to make the comparison between this and

A. Obviously there are many ways In which the child's notions of

quantity and conservation can be analysed, according to the variety

of container's used, and it is important to note that Plaget does not

infer a child's conceptual level fraa one experimental approach only.
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The children's reponses revealed three stages * of

development as follows j-

Stage 1# Absence of conservation. At this stage there is no

evidence that the child has any notion of the conservation of the

liquid as it is poured into a variety of containers. A change in

the size or the number of containers will invariably suggest to the

child a change in the quantity of the liquid itself. Moreover, a

given child's response will vary on different occasions. For

instance, pouring the water frcra a large container into four smaller

ones moy at one mom-at ntggest to the child that there is now less

water, while later on he may say that it results in there being

more. Similarly, the use of a tall narrow container, or a wide

shallow ono, will lead to confusion and self-contradiction. The

subjects are obviously basing their judgements of quantity on

isolated perceptual factors, those usually being the number of

containers or the level of the water in a given container - the

two are never at this stage coordinated. The children at this

stage in short can reason with respect to one dimension only at

a time, and they have no concept of multi-dimensional quantity. To

take a simple example, comparing A and B quantitatively means for

them looking to one or other of two qualities, either the height

of the two water levels, or their respective v/idths, but not to both

simultaneously.

wThe 3-stoge development is cliaraoteristic of all the pre-number
concepts which Plaget studies. The average child is at stage I
until approximately 5 years, from which time the operation gradually
emerges until by 7% years most children have reached stage III.
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In his Interpretation of the reactions of the first stage,

Piaget suggests that we examine the way in which,from their

earliest perceptual contact with an object, quantity and

quality are differentiated from one another. He argues that

when objects are perceived, and when concrete judgements (i.e.

judgements arising directly out of these perceptions) are made

about; the sane objects, then qualities are necessarily attributed

to than, either implicitly or explicitly, and these qualities must

necessarily be related to each other. In the present context,

the qualities which he has in mind are those which, more than any

other, have a bearing on the genesis of number concepts, namely

the spatial qualities of shape and size. From the process of

relating a group of objects according to a specific quality, two

kinds of relationship emerge. We may have symmetrical relations

which express resemblance, e.g. glasses 01, 02, 03, Ck are equally

small. These lead only to the classification of things which are

like one another in a given respect. On the other hand we may have

asymmetrical relations which imply "more" and "leas", e.g. B is

analler than A and bigger than C, and which thus indicate the

beginning of quantification. Thus "quantity" in its simplest

form is given at the same time as quality. perception and judgement

lead to av/aronoss of qualities; this in turn iiplies awareness of

relationships between qualities; some of these relationships are

asyrametrical and arc thus in a limited sense "quantitative". At the

level of stage 1, however, quantification is restricted to the
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immediate perceptual relationships, and does not extend beyond
i

this point to that of true relationship# Piaget calls this the

level of "gross quantity" because of its limited scope, and pairs

it with "gross quality", i.e. directly perceived quality which

cannot give ri.se to olaaslfioation because it is not linked to

other qualities by relationships of likeness or difference. Now

this primitive system of quantification, based as it is on immediate

perceptual relationships, cannot yet lead to systematic quantification

(i.e. a true conception of number). Before it can do this, Piaget

argues, the pe ceptunl relations raist become true relations.

Psychologically the chief characteristic of perceptual relationships

of gr ss quantity is that they cannot be cq posed one with another.

The child is asked to ooepare two quantities from several points of

view, height, cross section, number of glasses, etc, but this he

oaraiot do. Instead he considers these relations separately, as

though they were quite independent of one another. In other words,

he is incapable of the addition and multiplication of relations.

Stage II. Intermediary reactions. There appear to be two types

of responses among children at this stage. Some of them seem to

realise that there is conservation of the water when it is poured

frcra A into two glasses B1 and B2, but when, say four glasses are

used, he falls back to his earlier belief in non-conservation.

Secondly, there are same who appreciate the notion of conservation

when differences in level, or in cross seotion, art sLlght, but when
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these differences are Increased they will, like the former group

revert to non-conservation.

Placet interprets these reactions as shovdng that the

conditions necessary for the transition from "gross quantity" to

true quantifioation are be inning to be fulfilled. The child at

this stage is trying to deal with two relations simultaneously, say

level of water and width of containersj in other words, he is

trying to coordinate two perceptual relations in a way which vould

transform than into true operational relations. He attains, however,

only partial success, and hesitates between his attempt at

coordination and the pressure of the simple perceptual relations,

Even if the child at this stage could carry out the operation of

logical raxLtiplioation of relations, this, Piaget insists, would

not in itself lead to conservation of the whole oiantlty. Given a

column of water whose height increases and hose width diminishes with

respect to another colunaij the former column may, in the child's

judgement, be as a consequence greater, equal to or less than the

latter, and in making his judgement, he may \as these stage II

children do) coordinate or multiply two relationships. But such an

operation so far gives only intensive quantification i,e, notions of

"more" or "less" but without any conception of "by hen? many parts or

units" more or less. In order to be logically certain that there is

equality, intensive quantification, possible at this stage, must give

place to extensive quantification, i,e. being able to establish a
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true proportion between gain in height and loss in width, which

would inply if only in a very elementary way, the concept of

partition or quantification by specific units. Now during this

stage II, the child does begin to understand that a whole remains

identical with itself when it ia divided into two halves (container

A is equivalent to container B1 and 132). Unfortunately this

simple instance of extensive quantification, implying also a simple

concept of partition, breaks down when more complex perceptual

elements are involved (say four small containers instead of two).

Piaget's conclusion is that multiplication of relations (e.g.

coordinating relations of heij^it, width, etc) must go hand in hand

with partition (i.e. concepts of exact or extensive quantity).
Both of them make their appearance and begin to develop during

the second Btage, and "both are subject to the same limitations,

namely, neither of thou can survive too elaborate a perceptual

framework. He asks what is the link that unites these two types

of operation, and suggests that the analysis of the third stage would

provide the answer.

Stage III. Necessary conservation. At this stage children state

immediately, or almost iranediately, that the quantities of liquid

are conserved. Piaget says that when the child discovers this

invarianoe he "states it as something so simple and natural that

it seems to be independent of any multiplication of relations and

partition". (17) There arises then the question of whether this

independence is genuine or not, and if it is not, what factors link
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up the nor^conservation of stage I and the apparently direct

apprehension of conservation of stage III. Piaget then

quotes examples of responses which indicate that conservation

does in fact depend on the coordination of relations. In

particular he refers us to tlie responses of same children who,

although definitely in stage HI, nevertheless hesitate for a

moment, and in their verbal responses reveal the mechanisms of

their logical constructions. One child, for instance, starts off

by thinking that the li uid in A becomes less when poured into

P, but immediately afterwards says 'It seems as if there is less,

because it is bigger (wider), but it is the same." In other

words, he corrects his mistake by coordinating the relations of

height and width. Although the responses of many children are

prompt and irmediate, and make it appear as if their notions of

conservation were the result of an a priori analytic deduction,

Piaget believes that at some point of their development a

coordination of relations, such as we have Just quoted, must take

place, this coordination having the twofold aspect of logical

multiplication of relations ant! mathematical composition of parts

and proportions. With regard to the 1 gioal rnutiplication of

relations, Piaget declares that in itself it is not enough to

ensure the discovery of the invariance of whole quantities, and

he proceeds to explain why this should be so. When at stage I a

child bases his Judgement of two quantities on, say, the level of

the Water only, the perception is uni-dimensionnl. At a later point
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in liis development, he begins to coordinate relationships, end

thus to construct multi-dimensional v,holes, but these holes

remain "intensive*1, end are incapable of having any numerical

value assigned to them. But if the child is to arrive at the

notion of conservation, he must be aware, let us say, not only

tiiat similar width and similar water level in two glasses entail
3

a similar amount of water, but that the quantity remains constant

even if in one container height increases and width decreases.

Such a conclusion as this, however, goes beyond the limits of

logical multiplication of relationships, which in itself does not

contain the basis of exact numerical inferences. The problem then

is how does the child progress beyond this limit; that is to say,

how does he effect the transition from intensive to extensive

quantification*

It is at this point, according to Piaget, that a second process

intervenes, namely, the notion of the "unit", i.e. "extensive

quantification in the form of arithmetical partition or of

proportion." To illustrate the point he refers to the case of a

child who was asked to put into M the same amount of liquid as was

in A.

A
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The child pcsured in a higher volume of water and said "It is the

same because this one (L) is narrower anil this one (a) is wider."

Piaget argues that the child could infer that the liquids in a and

L were c ual only if the height of one and the width of the other

were intex-changeab1e. He believes thus that something more is

implied in the child's reasoning, i.e. the feeling of a definite

proportion, an awareness that the increase in height in liquid in

A when it was poured into h war. equivalent to the decrease in width.

We have seen that mere logical multiplication of relationships does

not lead to the division of a given quantity into units that are

recognised as equal and yet distinct. Both proportion and numerical

partition, however, imply the "fusion of asymmetrical relationships

of difference with those of equality", that is to say, two

qualitative relationships of differs ice (inorease in level and

decrease in width) are seen to be equal, although they continue to

preserve their asymmetrical character. The child appears to grasp

mite suddenly the notion that the differences compensate one

another, and it is through this fusion of equality and asymmetrical

relationship that the concept of proportion canes into being, and the

step from intensive to extensive quantification is taken. This

proportion Piaget says is already a partition, because in equating

the increase in level with the decrease in width, the child shows that

he now regard;3 the quantity as something capable of division into

units. The elements of the whole are equated with one another and
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yet remain distinct, and this Fiaget says, is the criterion of

arithmetical partition. So at this stage the ohild can see that

the liquid in A remains the same when poured into two, four, or

any number of smaller glasses of equal si se. "Nuineriaal partition",

Fiagot says, "is therefore essentially an equating of differences,

like proportion itself, but in the oase of A =» B1 + B2, the two

halves B1 and B2 are seen as equal, whereas in the case of A « L,

it is only the differences that are equated." (23)

Chapter II. Piaget now goes on to examine the conservation

of discontinuous quantities. He uses the same glass containers and

pours into them not water but small glass beads. They oon serve

for the same evaluations as the liquids (i.e. level, cross section

etc) but in addition to this it allows the child to make a .global

quantification on the lines of "Suppose the beads in the two glasses

were made into a necklace, which would make the longer necklace?"

This enables one to check the quantification of the contents of the

glass containers in a way not possible when liquid is used. Operations

of correspondence can also be used, for instance the child and the

examiner putting beads one by one into two containers which may be

the same or different in shape. Suoh an operation may make more

decisive the question of the absence of notions of conservation in

the child*a thinking. Thus we find that even with the help of one-one

correspondence children will continue to be deceived by the apparent

variations in quantity which uncoordinated perceptual relations tend

to arouse in their minds. In fact, Piaget finds the same three stages
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as were revealed in the experiments with water, and they occur at

the same ages. "The conflict between one-one correspondence and

perceptual relationship", he says "thus comes to an end only

during the third stage, with the triumph of correspondence over

perception". (37) Piaget stresses the important criterion of stage

III, that the perceptual relations have now becomes "operational".

For instance, a child will now say "If I emptied this one (p) into
this one (l) or that one (L) into this one (p), they would be the

same". In this process of thinkin , the child is "expressing the

reversibility characteristic of any logical mathematical operation."

Chapter III. Assessments of quantity may be made in either of two

ways. By comparing the dimensions of two quantities, or by making a

one-one correspondence between their elements. The former was

considered in Part I, and now Piaget takes up the study of the

equivalence of corresponding sets.

His thesis may be suranarised as follows. Making a one-one

correspondence is the most elementary way of comparing two sets of

objects, either in estimating which set is larger, or in building up

the two sets to equal each other. Thus two young children (say A yrs)
are playing marbles: if one lays out 6 marbles, the other 111 place

one of his opposite each of his partner's and thus get an equivalent

set, even if he is as yet unable to count. Nevertheless, this one-one

correspondence is not in its earliest form accompanied by the concept

of lasting equivalence of the two sets. As the experiments will show, a
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child may himself build up two ecjuivalent seta, but yet a change in

the configuration of one of them will destroy his notion of their

equivalence. Furthermore, it is evident that even if the child

counts aloud villie constructing the sets, his concept of equivalence

is not necessarily permanent. The verbal factor, Fiaget asserts,

plays little part in the development of correspondence and

equivalence.

Correspondence may be either between objects of the sa e kind,

e.g. the two sets of marbles or counters, or between objects that are

different fraa each other, but which are qualitatively complementary.

This latter, Piaget says, is correspondence which is "provoked by

external circumstances"; it is simpler than the first type of

correspondence, and he therefore studies it e:xpe>*iraentolly before

the first type.

Provoked correspondence between sets of different objects.

A number of experimental techniques are used. For instance,

six small bottles are put on the table, in front of the child, while

at one side there is a collection of small glasses. The child is then

asked to "take off the tray just enough glasses for the bottles, the

sane number as there are bottles, one for each bottle." When the

correspondence is established, the glasses are grouped close together

and the child is asked "are there as many glasses as bottles?" If he

says "no" he is asked to show where there are more and why. The glasses

may then be re-arranged opposite each bottle, the bottles grouped, and
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the questioning repeated. Other seta of objects are used to make

the correspondence, applying the same technique; for instance,

setting up a correspondence between flowers and vases, or eggs and

eggcups. The technique of exchange may also be used. The child is

given pennies to "buy sweets. The child puts out pennies one by one

for the examiner, who in return gives him one sweet for each penny.

The perceptual correspondence between the two sets is at first quite

apparent, but it is then broken by grouping one of the sets, and the

child is questioned on the same lines as with bottles and glasses.

The exchange technique is used twice, once with counting aloud, and

once witbut counting.

All the techniques used give the same three-stage development,

which may be sunmarlzed asfollows

Stage 1. Here the children's characteristic response is to moke a

global comparison between the set of objects placed before him, and

the sets whioh he is asked to build 15). Usually the oonparison is

based on total length, and he will make Ms row of glasses approximately

the same length as the ytwo bottles, "but with no attempt at getting an
equal number of objects in the two sets. The qualities which the

child perceives are capable of giving rise only to simple quantitative

rc5lationships such as more or leas "big*, or "long" or "narrow" etc.,

and are Piaget says "without operation in their true sense". The

child's judgements are rigidly stereotyped by perception because the

quantities perceived are not multiplied with one another, as we found

at the same stage in the study of continuous quantities. At this stage
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then, there is no correspondence and no permanent equivalence of

sets,

Stage XI, The child is now able to make a one-one correspondence.

Thus he will place a glass opposite each bottle, place an egg in each

egg-cup, or a flower in each vase. This however is only intuitive

correspondence, since he no longer recognises the sets as equivalent

when the one-one correspondence is broken by one set being closed up

or extended. Ills concept of correspondence at this stage rests on

perceptual relationships, and perception, Fiaget says, is essentially

Irreversible, The perception itself can not be "run back" like a

film to its original position, and so the child at this stage cannot

say "They are still the same because the ones close-up could be

spread out to the same plaoes an they had at first," Such a scheme

of thought would iriply a more advanced operation, namely the

equalization of differences, which is the essence of the next stage.

Stage XII, The child will reach this stage when he sees that if the

objects in one set are, let us say, spaced out, the number of objects

for each unit of length is diminished, and that if they are closed up,

the relative number increases. In other words, he mist be able to see

that the differences condensate one another, and this is the operation

which Piagat calls "equalization of differences". He defines it as

"a coordination of the displacements such that they can offset on®

another when they become reversible", (58) Thus, when the elements

of one set tare closed up, they do not become merely something new in
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perception, but remain linked to their original configuration by

the possibility of the internalysed inverse action of going back

to their first position, and henoe of retaining at one step's

remove their relationship of equivalence which was set up by one-

one correspondence. Reversibility is thus the souioe of lasting

equivalence, or as Piaget puts it "the triumph of the operation

over perceptual intuition is the outcome of the progressive

reversibility of thought."

Using the exchange technique, Piaget found that ability to

count aloud correctly made no difference to the stages of

development of correspondence and equivalence. It may hasten

the evolution at the point where correspondence begins to become

quantifying, but Piaget is emphatic that the process i3 not begun

by numerals as such.

Chapter IV. In thi3 chapter Piaget goes on to analyse

the mechanism of spontaneous correspondence, that is, correspondence

which is not suggested to the child by any qualitative relationship

between the two sets, as happens between a set of eggs and a set of

egg-cups, or flowers and vases. In spontaneous correspondence the

elements of the sets are the 3axne, and the problem will be to see how

the child spontaneously attests to estimate the cardinal value of a

set, Piaget presented the child with a succession of figures made from

counters, and asked him to take the same number of counters as each

figure contained. No method of selecting the same numbers is suggested,

and one-one correspondence is not suggested to the child by such direotion
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as "Put an A opposite (or with) each B". In short, whereas in

earlier experiments correspondence has been imposed in order that

its results could be examined, here the question is to see what the

child' s procedure will actually be without suggesting any method.

Five types of figures were used, as follows :-

1* Badly structured figures: that is to say, a collection of
counters distributed at random before the child.

2. Open figures, for instance two parallel rows of counters.

3. Closed figures, in which the shape does not depend on the
number of elements used} for instance a circle, a right
angle or a house.

4. Closed figures, where the shape dtpnded on the number of
counters, such as a square or a cross.

More complex closed figures which would be less familiar to
the child, such as a rhcuiibua.

The child is shown one of these figures, and then asked to "pick

out of the box the same number of counters."

In a supplementary experiment the child is shown a row of six

beans, one or two centimetres apart, and is asked to put out the same

number.

From the child1s responses to all the figures, throe stages of

development emerge, all of them parallel to the three stages revealed

■by the various experiments already described.

Stage I. At this stage the child,as vewould now expect, ooes not feel

the need for quantitative comparison, but confines himself to global,

cju litatlve assessments, without any coordination of the qualities

which ho compares, and we find as before that the only quantificat!on of
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which he is capable, is expressed through the relationships

of"more and less". The child*s judgement is still intuitive

and perceptual, lacking in mobility and hence irreversible.

There would appear to be seme small variation in the child' s

ability to reproduce the different figure, but these do not

affect the non-operational and wholly intuitive nature of Ms

thinking, and Ms inability to effect even simple correspondence.

Stage II. Piaget introduces tMs stage by classifying certain

types of correspondence.

(a) Qualitative correspondence- "based on the qualities of

the corresponding elements." TMs inny be either

(1) intuitive* i.e. entirely based on perception, and
therefore not preserved outside the actual field of
perception, or at least of clear recollection.

(2) Operationalj then the correspondence is baaed on
relationships of an intellectual nature. TMs
implies that it is preserved independently of
actual perception and that it is therefore
reversible.

(b) Numerical correspondence* each element is considered as a

unit, irrespective of the qualities; for instance, n blue

counters corresponding to n red counters, whatever their

distribution may be. Except for the first three or four numbers,

numerical correspondence must be operational.

The responses of Stage II, then, belong to the class of

qualitative intuitive correspondence. In the course of Stage I the

cMld becomes more and more adept at copying the models, until he is

capable of precise one-one correspondence whatever the shape of the
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figures may bo, thus signifying his arrival at Stage II. Since

however, the correspondence is based on perceptual comparison, it

is not numerical, although it may appear to be so. One can

prove this by altering the configuration of the corresrending

sets, and it will be found that the child no longer accepts the

equivalence of the two sets.

Stage III. The correspondence is now operational, either in a

qualitative or a numerical sense. The child may or may not copy

the model. If he does, he will recognise the lasting equivalence

even when one set is altered in shape. He may or may not employ

counting. If he does not copy the model, he will recognise the

equivalence by counting, arid the pattern of the model will be

an irrelevant factor.

Piaget now surerariaes this chapter at some length. He reminds

us of what the experiments described in the three earlier chapters

have revealed. We have seen that in comparing both continuous and

discontinuous qualities the child does not assuae conservation when

the perceptual configuration is changed. Next it was found that

even correct one-one correspondence of the simplest type did not at

first ensure lasting equivalence of sets. The spontaneous

processes of quantification were then studied in the present chapter,

and three spontaneous procedures were revealed j- (1) global

evaluation; (2) correspondence without lasting equivalence, and

(3) numerical correspondence with lasting equivalence. These

experimental findings load in their turn to three key questions : -
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"A. Why does the ohlld not feel the need, from the
beginning, to decompose the global totalities that
he thinks he can evaluate?

B. How does the first form of decomposition or intuitive
qualitative correspondence make its appearance?

C. In what conditions does operational qualitative
correspondence become numerioal correspondence? " (85)

Piaget proceeds to answer these questions in two separate

analysis, psychological and logical, which we shall now attempt to

combine in one summary form.

The experiments described so far reveal that at a first stage

of development, terminating at about 5ir years, the child tends to

base his quantitative Judgement on shape and pattern, and on such

relationships as more or less "long", "wide", etc. He evaluates,

in other words, discontinuous quantities as if they were continuous.

The question now is whether the child does not feel the need to

break up the set of objects which he can perceive and which he is

trying to evaluate, or whether he is unable to effect this

breaking-up process or decomposition through lack of the necessary

logical mechanism. Piaget recognises that what we already know

about the psyoholo/y of thinking at this stage is quite consistent

with the ohild taking this non-analytic view and his not feeling the

need to deconpose so long as experience does not cancel him to do so.

In his book "The Language and Thought of the Ohild" he has already

studied this global or syncretic character of the young child*s

thinking, and this is merely another instance of the same attribute.
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He poses the question now, "If the ohild does not feel the need

for decomposition, does this riean that he is incapable of it?"

and declares that there must be a clear affirmative answer to

this question.

There is only one constructive principle at the disposal

of the child at this stage, t at of intuitive global perception

of the total configuration in question. In making his

Judgement about relative amounts, size, etc, the child roust

therefore rely on a number of unrelated perceptions of length,

width, density and so on, and in doing thi3 his tendency is to

base his evaluation on one criterion only. For instance linear

series tend to be evaluated by their total length only,

irrespective of their density. "The notion of conservation is
s

lacking "soys Piaget "beoause the elementary relationship inherent

in the lobal perception are merely Juxtaposed instead of being

coordinated". And there is almost couplets irreversibility of

thought because the perceptions to which the global Judgement is

bound are imnoblle, or one-way only. It is, of course, true that

each of the global cju/ilitatlve relationships established by the

ohild, e.g. "longer", can give rise to an inverse relationship

"less long" etc, but these relationships cannot be broken up into

units, implying "by how much longer", nor are they coordinated

with each other, which would imply, for instance "so much longer

at that point, but balanced by so much narrower at this point."
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They are merely put together in a non-structured whole and

hence cannot form part of a reversible system, I,ogioally,

the child at this level of gLobal quantification is

incapable of either decomposing, combining or multiplying

relationships, find striotly speaking what one calls "relations"

at this stage are not yet relations at all. Global relations

are described by Piaget as "gross quantities", or relationships

between "gross qualities". The word "gross" implies that they

are tied rigidly to immediate perceptions, and that mobility is

not yet possible.

Global relationships become transformed into relations

proper by the appearance of two operations, namely (l)additive

seriation: this consists in establishing that "the total

length of a row is formed by the sum of the intervals separating

one element from the next"; (2)aultlplioation of additive series;

this is "the construction of a new row having the some length and

some intervals as the first", In other words it is qualitative

correspondence.

Given two sets which are in qualitative correspondence, having

that is the same total length and the same intervals, then from

logioal multiplication of the relationships it follows that j-

(1) Equal length and equal density
0000000
0000000
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the sets are the same. This is sir ply qualitative
correspondence.

(2) Greater length and greater density or smaller length
and leas density

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

one set has more or less, elements that the other.
■

(3) Equal lengths and greater density; or ecgjtal lengths and
smaller density,

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

one row contains more, or less, elements than the other.

(4) Similarly with equal density and greater length, or equal
density and smaller length

00000000
0 0 0 0 0 0

(3) Greater length and smaller density or greater density and
smaller length, the number of elements in one series may be

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
largeroo ooo r Y>

ooooooo „

oooooooo or analler
0 0 0 0 0 0

^

no o 0 0 0 or 9<$iel
The child at the second stage, says Plaget, can easily grasp

the first four compositions. None of them requires an "abstract

operation" since perception is enough to guarantee equivalence.

Alt: ough the fifth, composition is implied by the other four, the child

at Stage IX cannot grasp it yet. In the experiments, the composition

of five is presented to the child by starting off with composition 1

and then proceeding to alter it to the following variations of 5:-
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(6) a. Equal numbers multiplied by greater length
implying greater density, and equal numbers
multiplied by smaller length icplying greater
density,

(6) b. Equal rturiiber multiplied by greater density
implying smaller length, anil equal numbers
multiplied by smaller density inlying greater
length

OOOOOOO
0000000

At stage II the child is still thinking at the intuitive level.

From direct perception he sees that the length and density of rovm

are variable, and fraa the point of view of perception he is quite

right in thinking that this involves variation in the number. He

ceases to be logical, however, in failing to understand tliat in,

for insta ce, a contracted series the decrease in length carries

with it increase in density. He cannot yet "logically multiply"

and so he makes the mistake of assuming that the number of

elements in a row depends on one (duality only, either length or

density. It is dissociation of length and density which makes his

thought at this stage irreversible.

In passing frcra this to the third stage, when the child

discovers the constancy of number, a distinction must be made between

qualitative and numerical correspondence. When a series of red

counters is placed below a series of blue counters with correct

one-one correspondence, the two series are linked by the relationships

"above" and "below", and from this point of view they possess
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equivalence. A stage III child will often grasp this

notion and state, when one row has been closed up, that "they

are the same, because the heap can be made into the row again".

This however is not numerical correspondence, and does not in

itself imply constancy of number. This equivalence depends on

the same configuration. The next step is to see that the

counters in the heap correspond to those in the row and to any

other set of counters of the same number whatever their

distribution. Given that each set has six counters, the

correspondence is no longer determined by the spatial properties

of the counters. Instead each set acquires the new quality of

"number six", instead of simply the quality of being a row spaced

in a given way. Each counter becomes a unit ecfial to the other,

and distinguished from the other by the order in which they appear

in the correspondence - this order being quite relative and

varying frara operation to operation. Correspondence therefore

becomes numerical when the elements are understood to be

equivalent in all respects, and "when the differential properties

that distinguish them within the set are replaced by the only

differences compatible with their equality, that is, their

relative position in the order of correspondence. It is once again

found that it is the equating of difference that is the origin of

the unit and consequently of number". The child now sees that a

decrease in, spy, length, is compensated for by increase in
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density# Thus the length and density of the rows lose their

significance, and it is only this constant relationship of being

a unit equivalent to another unit which holds between the elements.

Chapter V. The various Forma of correspondence and

equivalence examined in previous chapters lave been concerned

primarily with the cardinal aspect of number. Piaget now asserts

that the making of a one-one oorrespondence between elements of two

series does not a priori involve primaay of the cardinal over the

ordinal. But when the elements of a set are identical (e.g. a row

of similar counters), the order can be disregarded and the

significance of the correspondence becomes primarily cardinal, since

the equivalence between two suoh sets can be established irrespective

of the order. On the other hand the ordinal aspect of the

correspondence is more marked when the elements of the sets in

question differ from one another by characteristics capable of

seriation, and when the characteristics detemine the position of

the elements in each of the two sets. We may consider a sequence of

wooden figures of varying heights, and a series of sticks of corying

lengths. Three operations are possible

(1) Sinple qualitative seriation, i.e. taking one set at a
time and, from direct observation of the varying sisea,
putting the elements into their serial order.

(2) Qualitative correspondence between two sets: i.e.
matching the smallest doll with the smallest stick,
etc until the two series are carplete.

(3) Numerical ordinal correspondence between the two
aeries: i.e. building up the two 3eries together from
a full understanding of the ordinal concepts: first,
second, etc.
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Piaget then examines the reactions of the ohild with regard

to these three operations, and sets out to determine if the

"intuitive character" of the series will lead to a more

stable correspondence, mid also to the notion of permanence of

order, that is to say, the understanding ; that even when the

elements are disarran ed, a given position in Set A always

corresponds to a given position in Set B.

The chief materials used were 10 wooden dolls of clearly

differing heights, the tallest being twice as big as the shortest;

and 10 sticks similarly varying in sise. The child is told that

the dolls are going for a walk, and he is then asked, to arrange

the dolls and sticks so that each doll can find the stick that

belongs to it. If necessary help is given, until the ohild

understands the principle of serial correspondence. When the

two rows are arranged in correspondence, changes are made while

the child watches. The rows are left parallel, but the dolls are

brought closer together and the atioks spaced more widely, so that

the corresponding elements are no longer apposite one another.

The examiner then points to one of the dolls, and asks which stick

it will take. This is repeated several times to bring out as clearly

as possible that the child has either retained the notion of the two

series and can still relate corresponding elements, or that the spatial

change has destroyed the notion of seriation. Next the order of one

of the series is reversed, so that the largest doll is opposite the
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smallest stick, etc. The same questioning then follows. The

next test is to disarrange both series, and to ask the ohild to

find t e stick which belongs to a specified doll. Finally, all

the elements of the two series are mixed, and one of the dolls

selected; the child is then told that some of the dolls are'r y '

going for a walk, namely those that are bigger than the selected

one, and he has to find the sticks which belong to the dolls

which are going for a walk, and those staying at ha.se.

Three problems emerge from these tests (1) that of

constructing a serial correspondence; (2) that of detenaining

a serial correspondence vhen it is no longer perceived; in

other words, of making the transition to cardinal correspondence;

and (3) that of reconstructing the ordinal correspondence when

the intuitive series are destroyed.

In the solution of these problems three stages were

observed.

(1) Construction of serial correspondence* Stage I,

Global ccsparison, without either exact seriation or spontaneous

one-one correspondence. The children's responses at this stage

show furthermore that when the child cannot make the dolls and

sticks correspond, he is also unable to construct the single series

of dolls or sticks; and that when seriation becomes possible,

correspondence also is possible. Stage II. Intuitive, progressive

seriation and correspondence. Here the child can himself construct

a correct series after some trial and error, and he oan solve the
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problem of serial correspondence. But this stage differs from

the next one in that the child does not yet master the whole

set of relations necessary for serlation, but only discovers

them by trial and error. He compares the elements of the

series by small groups, whilst at the next stage he compares

the whole set of data continually and is able to choose;, for

instance, first "the smallest of all", then "the smallest of those

that are left", and so on. This, Plaget says, is because at Stage

II there is a primacy of operation over intuition. Stage III.

Immediate, operational seriation and correspondence. The child

may »ow operate by inmediate correspondence, without finding it

necessary to seriate first the dolls and then the sticks.

(2) Finding the correspondence when the intuitive series

are disarranged. Stage I. The child cannot find the

correspondence between a doll and a stick once the elements in

each aeries are no longer opposite each other. When the series

is displaced, the child seems to lose all idea of correspondence,

and merely chooses the elements that are opposite one another.

Stage II. Here the child may try to solve the problem by counting

or by making a new one-one correspondence suggested by the changed

appearance of the rows. This can in some instances lead to

success, but the child is never certain of his result and he

frequently becomes confused. Stage III. He now finds the

correspondence by combining ordinal and cardinal notions; that is
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to say "ho coordinates his estimate of the required position

with that of the oardinal value of the sets in question"* He

no longer hesitates in stating that the number of sticks is

still equal to the number of dolls even when the order is

Inverted or the series displaced, Plaget goes on to say that

the two mechanisms of oarilnation and ordination are now

correlated. The cardinal value of an element in a set is now

independent of the other parts, and the value in question could

"be applied to any element in the set. Also the ordinal value is

no longer dependent on quality| an element N can have the Rth

position simply because of having been counted to position N,

irrespective of qualitative factors such as its sise.

(3) Reconstruction of a corresoor denoa. Stage I, There

is no correspondence and the two series are not constructed, the

elements being chosen at random. Stage II, There is an attempt

to solve the problem, but without any systematic method of counting

or of reconstructing the series. At this stage the ohild can

make only an intuitive attempt to link up the cardinal and

ordinal aspects of correspondence, and he does this in four

ways, (i) He may sinplv make a ©less at the correspondence, or

else order one series and guess at its correspondence with the

other. Although he thus knows what is wanted and tries to do it,

his solution is only approximate, (ii) He may use cardination but

ignore ordination. For insta ce, he may, in trying to find the
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stick for doll 1, correctly seriate dolls 10,9*8 as id 7, find then

pick four large hut randomly selected sticks and give one to

doll 7. (iii) He may seriate "but ignore card!nation. For

instance, if he wishes to find the stick belonging to doll 6,

. hen the sticks are .already seriated, he may seriate the dolls

to number 6, but without putting them opposite the sticks, and

chooses stick 4 merely because it happens to be opposite doll 6.

<iv) He may use cardinal ion and ordination simultaneously, but

still not be able to coordinate the position of the element looked

for with Hie cardinal number of the set of elejaents. For instance,

in the case of finding the stick for doll 6, he may count the four

preceding dolls (10,9*8* 7) and tloen point to stick 7* the last of

four sticks also counting from 10. This method of attacking the

problem shows that the child is attempting to reconcile order with

cardinal value, but that he cannot keep both in mind at the same

time. Stage III. At this stage ordinal correspondence is

linked with Hie process of eardination, both now being fused at an

operational level.

Chapter- VI. This chapter contains some further

experimental materiel on the problem of a child*s attempts at

seriatim. It is not proposed to summarise it here, since it does

not add materially to the findings of Chapter V. The final section

of Chapter VI however, is an Important milestone in the book, since

it comments on and compares the experimental findings concerning
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both ordinal number and cardinal correspondence, and links up

the data of Chapter V with that of previous chapters.

Placet first of all indicates how the three stages of

seriation and ordinal correspondence are related to the levels

of cardinal correspondence.

(1) Two oliaracteristics in common are found in the first

stages of seriation and cardination, namely their global nature

and the fact that in each case the immediate percept, as

distinct from operational, logical composition, controls the

child's thought. When the child makes an unseriated row of

sticks and dolls, perhaps only distinguishing the large from the

small, his reactions are similar to those which he displays when

he tries to set up 9 counters as erfuivalent to 6 by pushing the

9 close together so that they will more or less "look the same"

as the 6. In both instances the criterion of truth is

perception, and "not a system of operations that can be caapoaedtt.

(2) Ordination and cardination also correspond in their

second stages, when the child no longer reacts globally. He is

now capable of oorreot analysis, but this analysis is limited

to perceptual data and has not yet reached the operational stage.

Whether he has constructed two series to correspond correctly,

or matched two qualitatively similar sets, he only believes in the

correspondence as long as the r&itionship as actively perceived.
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(3) Both ordination and oardination now show "the

victory of operation over intuition: in both cases the

child coordinates beforehand all the relations involved, because

operational composition triumphs over perception, or rather,

because the latter is frotri now on controlled by the former".

In brief, then, the same processes and levels are to be

found in the development of both ordination and cardination.

Piaget next goes on to consider the progressive coordination of

cardinal and ordinal processes, and to explain their convergence.

It will be obvious that at the first stage there is no

convergence simply because ordination and cardination do not

yet exist. The experiments referred to briefly in earlier

parts of this aunmaxy will make this abundantly clear. Cardinal

evaluation is merely global Judgement, without conservation or

one-one correspondence, Seriation is merely the juxtaposition

of one term to another with no governing principles except that

of "big" elements and "small" elements. Piaget points out that

the two processes are in a sense antagonistic. Seriation

requires that each element shall be distinguished as different

from the others, whereas classification entails putting together

a certain number of elements seen as equivalent. The experiments

show that the child at this stage will disregard sets when he is

trying to seriate, although he may be able to form simple sets,
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and when he is trying to evaluate an assembly of elements, he

will disregard order.

In the second stage there is the beginning of a

convergence, at a very sinple level. The cardinal evaluation

of this stage is achieved by moans of one-one correspondence

wliich Involves a kind of ordination. And on the other hand in

the construction of an intuitive series the child grasps the

fact that each torn can be counted., and. that it forms, with the

preceding terms, a set capable of being counted. But of course

the cardinal correspondence does not yet entail lasting

equivalence, because it is still dependent on perception, and the

same is true of ordination, since the order is constructed only

in so far as the total series is actually perceived. There is

then no complete coordination between ordinal and cardinal

processes.

The coordination is achieved in the third stage, and as

Plaget has said before, it is a result of the triumph of

operation over perceptual intuition; or, as he otherwise expresses

it, of reversible grouping over static reoo nition. It is

reversibility which gives the reactions of the third stage their

op rational character. For instance, »to seriate operationally

is to coordinate the two Inverse relations S > R and S T,

and this implies the possibility of setting out the series in either
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direction". (155) When reversibility is achieved in

seriation and classification, it then beecuss possible for

operations to be assenibled into what llaget calls "groupments",

translated as "groupings". For instance, the variously

sized dolls rosy be conceived from two points of view: (l) as

similar, by disregarding their differences and considering

only their- common properties, their "doll-ness". This regard

for the equivalence of the elements lead to the concept of

logical classes » e.g. the class of "dolls cm the table",

differing in size perhaps, but dolls nevertheless. (2) In

constructing fee class the child mast at the same time

distinguish the elements, i.e. he conceives them as different

by other qualities than the common cpi&lity of dollj by colour if

not by size, or if they are all identical then by position. It

is from tliis idea of the non-equivalence of elements in a set that

we get the notion of asynBetriojil relations. Piaget new? points

out that olasses and asymmetrical relations are complementary:

"It i3, he says "impossible to construct classes without relations

which distinguish the elements, arid to construct relations without

classes which define the linked elements? (156) They are,

however, no more than caaplorncntaryj there are no ^qualitative

relationships that are at the same time both relations and classes,

since "the class disregards differences, and the aayiaaetrical
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relation disregards ecpivalences", At first the class is

merely a synthesis of qualities, or combination of elements

that are qualified but not counted. But the asymmetrical

relationship, since it is a relationship between qualities, is

essentially quantifying! and in that it distinguishes the

elements instead of combining them, it prepares the way for

number, When at stage HI these operations of correspondence

and seriatim are composed logically (into a "groupment"), the

child can deduce from them the corresponding rmo'ieriaal oenpOBition.

In fact, according to Piaget, number is possible ,:to the extent

that the elements of a set are viewed no longer as equivalent

or non-equivalent, but as being at the same time equivalent and

non-equivalent". In other words, number is neitiier merely "a

uniting class nor merely a seriating relation", but is both at

the same time. It has however been noted that we cannot have on

the qualitative plane a logical relationship that is both a class

and a relation. What has to be done therefore is to eliminate the

qualities and to treat each element in the set as a unit equivalent

lo the other, A cardinal number is therefore a class whose elements

are conceived as units that are equivalent, and yet distinct, and

thus capable ox being seriated and ordered. And conversely, each

ordinal number is a series v/hosc terns, although serially ordered,

are also units that are equivalent ma can therefore be gx-ouped in a
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class. Piaget concludes "Finite numbers are therefore

necessarily at the same time cardinal and ordinal, since it

is of the nature of number to be both a system of classes and

of asymmetrical relations blended into one operational whole", (157)

Chapter VII. It has been established that number is the

product of class and asymmetrical relation. This does not imply

that these come before number. This chapter will try to shear that

number is necessary for the corrpletion of truly logical structures.

Piaget does not derive class from number, nor consider the two as

independent, but regards them as developing side by side in

complementary fashion. Classes and number have an important

common basis, namely the additive operation, which "brings together

the scattered elements into a whole, or divides these wholes into

parts"# In number, however, the parts are homogeneous units, while

the parts of a class are still only qualified classes and are united

only by virtue of their common qualities. Now additive composition

necessarily entails intensive quantification, in that there must be

"mare" elements in the whole than in any of its parts; and therefore,

Piaget says, "the four essential determinants for any combination of

classes, namely one, none, some, and all, clearly have a quantitive
r

significance". The problem new is, can the quantiative relationships

inherent in the process of additive composition be operated before the

constitution of nurober?
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Piaget goes cm to describe a series of experiments whose aim

was to study the additive composition of classes, and to bring out

the element of quantification inherent in any addition either of

classes or numbers. The general pattern of the experiments is

that B is a set of objects forming a logical class definable in

qualitative terms, and A a part of that set forming a sub-class

also definable in qualitative terms. The problem put to the child

is that of discovering whether there are more elements in B than in

a. For instance, Glass B might be a set of blue beads, most of

them square, A1, but a fee? of them round A2. The child might then

be asked "If you made two necklaces, one with all the blue beads

and one with all the scjiare beads, which would be bigger?n The

linguistic approach must vary considerably, and the material itself

may be flowers (B) in two sub-classes of bluebells (A1) and poppies

(A2)j or children (b) in sub-classes girls (A1) and boy;-, (A2). In

his preliminary questions the examiner must make sure that the

child appreciates what is being talked about, e.g. blue-bells as

distinct from poppies} bluebells and peppies as together being a

bunch of flowers, Tlie ohild may be asked to count the number of

elements in the classes and sub olasses. Three stages emerged from

the various experiments j-

Stage I. At this stage the child is not yet capable of

understanding that the B classes will always contain more elements

than the A classes. He may s*\y for instance that a necklace of
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square beads (A1) would be longer than one of blue beads

(B), or that the teJSfeer has more girls than children In

her class, end this even after he has counted the classes

and sub-classes of beads and children. It appears that

as soon as the child is asked to think simultaneously of

the v.hole and the part, he forgets the whole when he thinks

of the part, and he forgets the part when he thinks of the

whole. He cannot establish a jjeinnanent inclusion between

the whole and the parts, and Piaget says that "It thus

seems to be the relationship of inclusion which is the

stumbling block for these children. " (171) For these

children, a whole is not yet a logical class entailing

necessary relationships with the sub-classes, but is merely

an "elementary schemata of assimilation or sycretic aggregates"

held together by merely qualitative participation} there is

as yet no quantitative relationship between pert and v.hole,

Tlie child knows that the "square beads" are also "blue beads",

and that they therefore form part of the same whole as the round

ones. But when he is asked to envisage simultaneously the square

beads and the blue beads, which means thinking of the inclusion of

the two classes, he i3 then unable to Include in the class of blue

beads those which he has just classed as square beads. This shows,

according to Piaget, that qualitatively the child understands that

one bead can be both s uare and blue, but that from the point of

view of quarfit ative classification he cannot place the same
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beads in the two classes simultaneously. The same applies

to a olass such as "children" with its sub-classes "girls" and

"boys". The child will easily point out and count correctly

the girls, and the boys, and finally all the children, but yet

he will be unable to grasp that "girls" being included in the

class of "children" will be smaller than the class. This then

is the stage where the child is still incapable of the additive

composition of classes, and is unable to handle the relationship

of inclusion. He "replaces the nesting of classes by mere

intuitive relationships between the sets in question". (17?+)

Being intuitive, and dependent on perception, these

relationships cannot result in any stable composition, and so

Piigftt finds on the logical plane the phenononen common to all

the stage I reactions in the numerical problems, nan-conaervntion

of wholes. In the numerical problems w have found that once the

pert is separated from the whole, it is no longer conceived in

terms of the initial whole, but only in relation to the parts as

they now face the child in the present situation. The parts,

although they may be seen as deriving from an original whole, are

definitely not regarded as belonging to a logically indestructible

whole. Thus at stage I the whole, whether nwriber or class, is not

regarded as invariable, but as "varying in qualitative value aocordlhg

to the displacements of its parts".
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Stage II. At this stage we have the Intuitive discovery

of Hie correct answer, the child achieving it by trial and

error and not by immediate insight.

Stage III, Here the discovery is spontaneous and imroediate.

The children show right away their capacity to think siinltaneously

of the total class and of one of its parts. Thus they see that the

part and the whole are defined by the same attribute, but that the

./hole also includes the remaining part. Younger children cannot

do this because they are still on the plane of perceptual intuition,

which is immediate and irreversible. The diffic lty, Piaget

argues, appears to come about in this fashion. Consider the problem

of the wooden beads (Class B) with its two sub-classes of brown

beads (A1) and white beads (A2), The child is asked to point to

the necklace which could be made by the brown beads, and then the

wooden beads. For the latter, most children at stage I would point

to the white ones. Their reason for doing so might be something

like "because the other girl has taken the brawn ones". The reason

for such response is that the child can in imagination take the

brown beads to make one necklace, but when he has to construct

mentally a necklace of wooden beads he disregards the brown ones as

if they had already been expended, as no longer available. For the

adult, Piaget points out, there is no difficulty here, since adult

deduction is characterised by the capacity to construct all possible

combinations by returning to the starting point and comparing

severe, possible solutions simultaneously. The child on the other
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hand regards his mental experiences as actual and having

constructed one set mentally, he cannot mentally make another

with the same material. "Tiro irreversibility of the child's

thought and representations prevents him from acquiring the

power of decomposition that is necessary for combining analysis

and synthesis, and therefore for the understanding of inclusions

and relations". (179)
The psychological Irreversibility can be expressed on the

logical plane as follows. If the child is to conceive the

parts in terms of the whole, he roust be able "to compose

simultaneously the two operations A1 + A2 « B, and A1 » B - A2

i.e. to carry out both the inverse arid the direct operation"• The

two equations must form part of erne operation, which from th®

logical structure of the aquations would necessarily entail

reversibility. 1/hen the child's thought is irreversible he

cannot proceed from one of these operations to the other, which

means that he cannot use operations as such. What such a child

does, Piaget tell us, is "to replace a two-way mobile operational

mechanism by successive static perceptions which it is impossible

to synchronise and therefore to reconcile". (180) At the third

stage, however, the child is relying, on additive composition of

classes when, as in the ease quoted by Piaget, he makes arch a

statement as "the wooden ones and the brown ones are the same";

but the neoklaoe "would be longer with the wooden ones because
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there are two white ones as well". This xs equivalent to saying

that B = A1 + A2, and A1 = B - A2. Prom the point of view of

logical multiplication, the child can now regard elements in the

part as "being at the same time in the part and in the whole.

The point brought cut so far in this chapter is that class

and number have a coirmon mechanism, namely their additive end

multiplicative operations. In arithmetic, reasoning consists in

combining objects (numbers) by means of operations, so in

classification, reasoning consists in combirangobjects by means

of operations on classes, i»e, by logical addition, multiplication etc.

In summing up the position so far, Piaget refers again to

the two equations quoted above. These he says, constitute the

elements of any additive "grouping" of classes, and once they

have been acquired, a number of other logical compositions can

be made. For instance, if B is included in 0, and C in D, then

B plus B' = C, and C plus 0* « D, and the inverse operation will

follow, D - C* = C etc. The important point is that the various

equations which can be made, are "associative with respect to

addition and subtraction" so that in the world of concrete things

they imply a building-up to larger quantities or a reducing to

smaller quantities. But when we consider each tern itself, however,

we find that e.g. A added to A does not give something quantitatively

new, but results simply in A; A + A = A. Let A be the "total class

of objects on the table," To add this class to itself is merely to

say that "the total class of objects on the table" is "the total class
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of objects on the table." In the concrete, although you may go
«

on adding new objects to the "objects on the table" you don't

affect the status of the assembly of objects as being the "class

of objects on the table." You may, in other words, add objects

to the class A and make it bigger, but you can't add the class A

to itself and get twice the class A, because the class A is qua

class something unique. The terms A, or B etc Piaget calls

"identical operations". This is the fundamental difference

between olasses on the one hand in which iteration is disregarded,

and on the other hand number:;, of which the main characteristic

is iteration. It distinguishes, Piaget says, logical "groupings"

from groups of Integers, 1 plus 1 a 2 1 plus 2=3 etc.

Piaget considers finally how olasses are to be transformed

into numbers.

The essence of a olass is not the number of elements it

contains, but the sharing of cannon (polities by all the elements.

One-one correspondence between two classes therefore means

qualitative correspondence: it means that the two classes have

the same hierarchial structure, the sjane classification, but nothing

is implied as regards their respective numbers. In itself therefore

class cannot give rise to number. Correspondence can only become

quantifying when the "olass" is disregarded, and the elements are

regarded as "equivalent from all points of view simultaneously."

In such a situation the elements of two sets could correspond
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nume rically terra for term, and this would lead to a numerical

definition. As we have seen, however, if we disregard the

difference between, say, A and A1, i.e. the class B, we arrive

not at the number two, "but only at a class of objects defined

by the cannon attributes of A and A*. And of course if we

try to escape from the dilemma by again taking account of the

differences between A end A*, these elements will no longer be

equivalent. In order that the class B can be equivalent to the

number "two", B must be the union of any pair of elements, A and

A1 or A and E1, etc. In such a case, these objects will have

lost their differences, and v.ill have become a homogeneous class.

"In a word*1, says Piagct "if we say that A plus A* = two objects,

A plus A* plus B' s J objects, etc, we are regarding these

elements as being so many units equivalent to one another and yet

distinct, and this two-fold prerequisite cannot be reduced to the

scheme of additive composition of classes without some further

operation." (183) 'hen we say that A plus A* « two beads, we are

saying that A is any bead, A- is any other bead, but essentially

a different one. The differences cannot be of colour, or any other

qualitative difference, since this would bring us back to a schema

of classification; the difference can only be of position; by "any

other bead" we mean "placed next to", "coming after, the first one".

And so, in addition to the inclusion of A plus A- ° B, we require

a prinoiple of sedation. Seriation has already been analysed as
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being an addition of differences, differing from addition of
L s

classes which in on addition of elements that are equivalent

from one specific point of view. These two conditions then,

according to Piaget, "are necessary and sufficient to give rise

to numb r. Number is at the same time a class and an asymmetrical

relation, the units of which it is composed being simultaneously

added because they are equivalent, and seriated because they are

different from one another". (184) The fusion of these two

processes would be impossible in qualitative logic, as we have seen;

but when you have the gmeralisation of equivalence and then the

generalisation of seriation, numbers become possible. In number,

a given unit, say the first one, is equivalent to the second, and

if their order of enumeration is changed, the second becomes the

first, and vice versa.

This analysis, Piaget concludes, shows why the processes of

the additive composition of classes, seriation of relationships,

and operational generalisation of number appear at approximately the

same time, 6 to 7 years. The reason is that class, asymmetrical relation

and number are "three conplementary manifestations of the same

operational construction applied either to e uivalences, differences,

or both together". The child * s intuitive judgments have become

mobile, and he has thus reached the level of reversible operations

implying that he is now capable of inclusion, aeriation and counting.

Such is the explanation of number, "a fusion of class and
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asymmetrical relation into a single operational whole".

Chapter VIII. In the previous chapter Piaget has discussed

the problem of how the logical inclusion of one class in another

presents systematic difficulties for a child because he cannot

consider both the parts and the whole at one and the sane time.

Now the question arises of whether the same difficulty appears

in the numerical field, so that additive composition of units

into a number is at first made difficult for a child by an inability

to coordinate the relationship of a given whole (e.g. the number 8)
to its various parts (e.g. 4 end 4» or 2 and 6 etc).

Three methods are used to study this problem. In the first

place a set of 8 beads are presented to the child in two groups of

4 and 4* and a second set of 8 presorted in groups of 1 and 7. The

problem is of course expressed in a suitable linguistic setting

which will lend scsae realism to the situation for the child's

benefit. The problem for the child consists in deciding whether

4+4 consists of more or less sweets than 1 + 7. At stage 1

the child does not regard the two sets as equivalent. As in

previous experiments he is guided by perceptual relationships which

he orsimot. correct by means of operations. Thus he thinks that 1 + 7

is greater or less than 4 + 4 according to whether he concentrates

on the 1 or the 7# although he knows that he has to compare the whole

set 1 + 7 with the whole set 4+4. There is yet no integration
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of the whole and part relationships, and his responses are similar

in character to those of the child who says that there are more

girls than children in the class. In the second stage the child

starts by making the same type of response, but he gradually in

the course of the questioning cones to see that although 7 is

greater than 4, and that therefore 7+1 ought to be greater than

4+4, at the same time 1 is less than 4, 30 that these two

differences may compensate each other. What is called for here is

a double sixailtaneous comparison, and this leads him to think not

only of the relation of parts to parts, but of parts to wholes.

It is the principle of condensation, or equalization of differences,

which is the important factor in the development of the operation.

However, the quantification is still only intensive and does not

entail exact numeration. It is complementary to the addition of

classes, in which the sub-sets are regarded as having some

qualitative individuality. Only when the sub-sets are no longer

regarded in this way, but are thought of as units which can be

"equated without being identified" can addition as a reversible

operation become possible. To quote Plaget in full "All the elements

in the various sets and sub-sets become units which are equivalent

and distinct and are involved in operations, which at the third stage

function automatically and imneuiately, without the need for preliminary

intuitive coordination". So far as addition is concerned, therefore,

this becomes possible when the items to be added are united into a
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■whole, and at the same time when this whole is seen to be

quantitatively permanent no matter how its parts are distributed.

Thus stage III is reached when "all the relations in question

form an operational system such that the hole, whichhas become

invariant, is the result of composition through addition of the

parts, and that the relationships between the parts are univocally

determined by combined additions and subtractions". (190)
In the second me thod by which Piaget studies the problem

the child is given two unequal sets of counters, say 8 and 14» and

he is asked to make them equal. The third method consists in giving

the chilu a heap of counters and asking him to divide it into two

equal parts. The two methods involve similar principles as the

first one, and the stages of development are caapleraentaiy.

In the final section of this chapter, Piaget emphasises his

belief that although very young children, say from 2 to 5 years, may

•add* by sinple enumeration, there is no true addition without the
o, ■

construction of an invariant whole. Mare enumeration may, he says,

lead to an "awareness of a succession of events, and a more or less

vague feeling that the sets in question are exhausted or increased".

Such primitive addition however remains global and intuitive.

"Addition and enumeration are at first uncoordinated because, for the

child, the perception of a figure and the perception of its elements,

seen one after the other, have nothing in cosrmon". (201) When

the stage of true intuitive correspondence is reached, there comes a

Certain progress in coordination, since the child shows that he can
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now in a rough sense quantify the elements of one set by

relating them in correspondence to another. As we have seen,

however, this does not entail lasting equivalence, and a

change in configuration destroys the colligation (i.e. the result

of the additive process) of the sets. Finally, with operational

correspondence we have corrplete coordination between enumeration

and the process of collecting elements into a quantifiable whole

i.e. the additive process; change of configuration is now

understood as an irrelevant factor; the process of enumerating

leads to a stable and quantified whole which can be split tip into

a variety of parts, re-assembled and always retain its numerical

identity. The child's thinJdn is not/ reversible.

Chapter IX. Very briefly, this chapter is concerned

with correspondence between several sets. The procedures outlined

in Chanter III are used, but in this instance the child must not

merely make a correspondence between two sets, but he must compose

the relationship of eciuivalence between three or more sets. He

must in other words show an understanding of the formal structure,

X = Y, Y = Z therefore X = Z. Piaget finds he con effect this

composition only if he can already understand one-one correspondence,

and in fact that understandin of the latter means that the child can

ence compose several relations.

In his concluding note in this chapter, Piaget stresses

the need to distinguish, both psychologically and logically, the
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various forms of equivalence. In additive equivalence, for

instance, the equivalence is in respect to one attribute

(e.g. blue and pink flowers are equivalent in being flowers).
v (L

In multiplicati«n equivalence on the other hand, two or wore

attributes vdll be involved (e.g. the fact of being flowers and

of having a certain position in a series). As yet, however,
»/e

number does not enter into these multiplication operations - it

will only do so when "the classes in question shall be 'singiar*,

as we saw in the transition from addition of classes to

addition of number in Chapter VIIIw.

Chapter X. In his final chapter Piaget returns to his

technique of water and variously shaped glass containers

described in Chapter I. He now puts the following six problems

to the child. A. That of conservation of continuous quantities,

already studied. B. Spontaneous numerical measurement. The

child is given two or more quantities of liquid in containers of

different shapes, so that he cannot estimate their relative

proportion by direct perception. He is then asked to say whether

one of the quantities is equal to, greater than or less than, one

or both of the others. He is given seme empty containers which he

may use as he pleases in solving the problem, and the aim of the

experiment is to see if he vdll adopt for his use a definite unit

of measurement. C. This is similar to the previous problem,
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but this time a cannon measure is imposed by the instructions.

Using the seme containers as a unit of measure each time, the

same quantity of water is poured into three containers differing

in shape from each other, The same problem as in B is thus put

to the child. Problems D, 3 and F are concerned with composition

of relationships.

In the development of the notion of measure (Problems A, B

and c) Piaget declares of the first stage that "there could be

no more striking evidence that measure is inpossible without

conservation of the quantities to be measured, for the very good,

reason that quantities that are not conserved cannot be composed".

3y the third stage the child is capable of measuring and making

•use of a coesaon unit, and he is also successful with all the

elementary compositions of Problems, D.E and F, In the solution

of the last probfem in particular, Piaget finds "a particularly

explicit example of the process that takes place inall

measurement, the very notion of a comroon measure depending on that

of multiplication equivalence".

And so to his last paragraph, in which he restates finally

hi s thesis *

"We thus find, as at the conclusion of Chapter IX,
that while multiplication of classes and
multiplication of relations are two distinct
operations, the one bringing into correspondence
terms that are qualitatively equivalent, and the
other asymmetrical relations between non-equivalent
terms, all that is necessary in order to make the
terms of these relations equivalent and thus to
fuse multiplication of relations and that of
classes into a single operational whole, is that
the differences shall be equalised. We then have
multiplication of numbers. Once again, therefore
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nuafcer Is seen to be the synthesis of al&ss
and asymmetrical relation. This general
conclusion is supported by the shale of our
analysis of xaafoer in the preoedlng
pages. *
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PART III. The re3nanr.es of a group of normal children to
sore of Planet's experiments

Section 1.

In spite of the great -weight of theory and speculation

in Piaget*s books, they are all primarily experimental

studies, in which the experimental findings are the basis

for the theories which follow i/hem. The book on number

follows this pattern, and the principal aim of the present

writer* s own study is to repeat some of the experiments which

Piaget has outlined in this book. One hears a good deal about

the need for verification of Piaget*s experiments. He is

criticized for not stating the number of subjects who took

part in a given experiment from which he has drawn a specific

conclusion! for not giving precisely the age range of the

subjects, and for not relating their performance to mental age

as well as to chronological age. Up to a point, therefore, our

purpose now is simply that of verification, together with a

little filling out of the background which Piaget tends to leave

rather vague. Do the children of our sample show the same

general trends of development of pre-number concepts; do their

ages at various points of maturation tally with those quoted by

Piaget; her/ do their mental ages come into the picture; do

they give qualitatively the same type of explanation as Piaget *s
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children? Some further points will be considered as the

occasion arises. When Pia^et ouestions a child to determine

the presence or absence of a given concept or logical

operation, he usually employs two or more tests as a means

of probing into the child's mode of thinking# We shall

therefore use the word 'experiment* to mean the application

of one or mora tests to determine the stage of development

of an operation} each teat will be described, but the

results which vill be tabulated will refer to the findings

of the total experiment, not to individual tests. For

Instance in Chapter VII the problem of the additive

ccoposition of classes is studied by a number of tests in

which the material used may be flowers, beads, or drawings of

children} the important point is whether or not the various

tests all indicate the same stage of development. Whatever

the concept or operation under study, Piaget does not like to

establish its presence or absence in a child's thinking cm the

result of one test only. Sight experiments were selected

from Piagot's book, and these will be desoribed in due course.

The children who took part in the present study were

drawn from schools in the county of Cumberland.

1. School A, supplying 19 boys and 22 girls is an infant and
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junior school (j? to 11 years) in a small industrial town.

A high proportion a£' the children are considered by the

authorities (medical, social and educational ) to caae from

rather poor homes. The cultural background is usually very

lew, and many of the children are indifferently cared for -

shabbily dressed and somewhat ummahed. This school itself

is an anticoated building, but this is off-set by the

delightful atmosphere of friendliness which pervades the place.

The children talk spontaneously find easily to teachers and

visitors. Teaching methods are good within the limits of over¬

crowding and staff problems.

2. Scliool B, supplying 20 boys and 17 girls, is in a fifUP.3.1

market torn. It is an infant and early Junior school for

children of 5 to 8 year's, and is one of the show schools of the

county. The building is new, the teaching methods are first

rate, and it is rare to see a dirty or neglected looking child.

Needless to say the children are friendly and happy#

3. School G, supplying 11 boys and 11 girls, is a rural school,

for ages 5 to 11, in a fairly big village. Teaching methods are

excellent, and as with most country schools, it is a fair

mixture of rather poor children and these who are better off.

Extremes at either end of the scale are not so cannon.
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4# School D, supplying 11 boys and 15 girls, is similar to

C, but in a very small village. It has two teachers as against

the three of School G.

Thus in all 126 children went thraigh the experiments

which follow# Their chronological age range was 4:9 to 8:7

awl the ages were distributed as fellows

Table 1. Distribution of chronological and mental age

Up to 5:0 5:1-6:0 6:1-7:0 7:1-8:0
8:1

Upwards

Ghron. age 25 32 34 28 9

Mental age 17 38 31 26 14

It will be seen that the table also gives the

distribution of mental age; for instance, of 126 ciiildren tested,
£~

17 had mental ages on Termen Merrill L (1937) of Syears or

lower. In relating Piaget's test results to mental age, the writer

is well aware of the objections to the mental age concept which

have been put forward in recent years# Without therefore wishing

to read too much into the antological status of a "mental age",

the results are quoted in order to give an approximate picture of

the comparative maturation of pre-number concepts and a child*s

general cultural and intellectual development#
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All the schools mare able to provide that most essential

need for an investigation such as this, a private room

relatively free from noise, Normally each child, underwent

three sessions of testing as follows ♦- (1) The Toman

Merrill Intelligence Scale L 0937); (2) the first four

or five of the eight Piaget experiments selected for study;

(3) the remainder of the experiments. In a few oases a fourth

session might be required fear checking previous results, or

for assessing a child*s arithmetical ability. Pull testing

time averaged about 1-g- hours. Perhaps it should be stressed

here that the emphasis was on thoroughness of examination

rather than on trying to test as many children as possible,

Piaget*s interrogatory method does not lend itself to high

speed testing; it is by Piaget's choice a time-consuming

clinical method in which every chance must be given to a

child to express subtilities and nuances of thought. The

examiner irust also try to record as much as possible of what

the child says, and without a tape-recorder this inevitably

slows up pr ocedure. With very few exceptions, the children

appeared to enjoy the session, and cooperation was excellent,

even among the youngest. Only one five year old found the

situation too much for her, wept bitterly '"ter a few minutes
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testing, and could complete satisfactorily only a few

tests, A number of the older and brighter children -

thorough-going Stage III types - showed unmistakeable

inpatience at the simplicity of the questions, but as a

rule these brighter ones appeared to find the test

questions rather amusing in spite of being so easy for

them to see through. They would justify and explain their

answers with great triumph and vigour. On the actual

interrogation itself, the questioning may be clothed
• rtT

suitably to the child * s age and social maturity, and should

always be friendly and conversational. A good example from

Piaget is the following, "Have you got a friend? (Yes, Odette.*

Well look, we're giving you, Clairette, a glass of orangeade

(A1, * full), and we're giving Odette a glass of lemonade

(A2, also full). Has one of you more to drink than the ot er?

(The same. This is what Clairette doesj she pours her drink into

two other glasses (B1 and B2, which are thus half filled). Has

Clairette the same amount as Odette? n This type of approach

seemed to be quite helpful tfriroughout the eight experiments with

children of mental ages of 6 years or less; but with older ones

the pretence and padding which it involved did not appear to be

relished, and the children seemed to favour a. narch more direct

approach, with the problem stated in siirple straightforward terms.
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When one comes to the crucial question in which the child is

asked, to make a Judgment "Which has the most water?" "Which has

the most beads?", "Are there more flowers or more glasses?" etc,

the children*s responses may have to be accepted with great

caution. Children sea.: to follow the rule "When doubtful,

repeat the last thin. *, the man said", so it is better whenever

possible to avoid disjunctive questions. Similarly, if the

question is put in the form "Are there as many flowers as glasses",

the ohild in doubt will tend to say "yes". The technique should

therefore be to present each problem in several ways, if

possible varying the form of the crucial question each time,

and in this way one can be fairly sure in the end the true state

of the child*s thinking.

The eight expeilraents, together with their main findings

will now be presented individually.

EXPERIMENT I. THE CONCEPT OP THE CONSERVATION OF CONTINUOUS
QUANTITIES.

AIM (i) To determine whether this concept is an a priori

structure or "innate idea" present in the ohild* s mind from its

first awareness of its environment! or whether it develops in

the child's thought only after environmental contacts and

experiences.

(ii) If the latter be true, to reve^x the characteristic

progress of this development.
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(Notej- A continuous quantity, such as licjuid, or clay, is

distinguished from a discontinuous quantity whose elements can

he separated and counted, such as a quantity of heads. "Gonservation"

in this context means the reco nition that the quantity of, say

liquid, remains the same no matter how the shape or appearance of

the liquid may he altered. As we have seen, Piaget stresses the

idea that any scientific notion presupposes a set of principles

of conservation, and the conservation studied here and in later

experiments is the prerequisite of the notion of number.)

APPARATUS (i) Supply of water.

(il) Glass cylindrical containers as follows:-

Two large containers of the same size and shape, A1 and A2;

similarly two smaller- ones B1 and B2: four containers C1 to

smaller in size than B; one long narrow container D, a little

taller than A.

METHOD Piaget does not appear to have had a set sequence of

presentation of the containers to his subjects, but in this study a

fixed sequence was followed, although of course there was no set

linguistic formula used in questioning the children. (a) The

child was first presented with two containers A1 and A2, each

holding the sane amount of liqiid and being about three-quarters full.

The examiner must then establish that the child appreciates that the

mount of liquid is the same; it may be necessary to direct his
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attention to the identical size and shape of the containers, and

to the levels of the water. With sane of the younger children it

was sometimes thought advisable to pour a little of the water

out of A2, let the child see the difference in water level, and

then slowly replenish A2 until the levels were onoe again the same.

As one would expect, however, even this procedure made no

impression on the few children in whota the concept of equality

and inequality had not yet developed, at least as regards linguistic

expression. The next step was to pour the liquid in A2 into B1

and B2, and the child was then asked if this liquid was still equal

to the liquid in A1. (b) The water in B1 and B2 would then be

poured back into A2, and the equality of A1 and A2 confirmed once

again. A2 would then be poured into C1,2, 3 and 4, and the child

questioned as before. (c) Prom the four C containers the water

was next poured into D. The water level of D was always

appreciably higher than that of A1, and the child was asked to

Judge which of the two containers A1 and D contained the greater

amount of water. (d) A fourth test was sometimes used in doubtful

cases, where same further confirmation was wanted. Container B was

filled about three-quarters full of water. The child was then asked

to pour into A the same quantity of water as B contained. The amount

he poured into A was observed, and he was questioned as to why he

had poured in just that amount. (e) In some instances some of the
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above tests might be repeated two or more times,

RESULTS jm ocwstns.

1, Some general ocranents on the children* s responses. It very

soon became dear that one could not rely on one test alone to

reveal a child*s level of development. Quite frecjiently one would

find a child giving a correct response to test (a), but failing
in (b)s or being correct in (a) and (b), and wrong in (c).
Sometimes too a child would give inconsistent responses to the

same test, being correct in say (b) on one occasion and wrong in

it later during the same or a subsecjient session. In a few «

instances this occurred even when the child had given a correct

reason when his answer had been right. Rather more common were

oases where the child*s first response to one or more tests

might be wrong, but as tho experiment proceeded, understanding

seemed to dawn, and he would come firmly down on the correct

answer with the right reasons. Children whose responses

indicated that they understood the principle of conservation

always gave a reason for their answers and invariably the right

one. But the ones who were in doubt or corplete ignorance were

frequently unable to justify their attempts at a solution, their

answers probably being for the most part sheer guess-work.

2, Piaget*s results, he says, seem to prove "that continuous

quantities are not at once considered to be constant, and that the
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notion of conservation is gradually constructed by means of an

intellectual mechanism which it- is our purpose to e:xplain".

By gro ping the children* s answers to the various questions

he then goes on to distinguish the three stages of development

which the children's responses appear to reveal# These stages

are already outlined in the nummary of the book on number. The

responses obtained in the present stucfy undoubtedly support

Plaget*s findings, and we shall now re-state briefly the three

stages of development, and at the sane time comment on the

responses.

Stage I. When the notion of conservation is absent, the child

appears to think that the quantity of liquid increases or

diminishes according to the size and number of the containers.

One gets such responses as B1 and B2 having more water than A1

"because you've got two glasses and I've only got one". On the

other hand another child might give the opposite answer, sayin

that A1 lias more than Bt and B2 "because mine's a bigger tumbler".

The problem of containers A and D was invariably answered at this

stage by saying that D had more water than A, for instance "because

it comes higher up here" (pointing to the level on D).

Stage II, The transitional stage is characterized by uncertainty on

the child's part. Piaget refers to two transitional reactions which

he believes deserves special note. A child may answer B1 + B2 = A1,
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"but when B containers are poured into C1, 02, C3 and C4, he

then affirms that the 0 containers altogether have more liquid

than A1, for instance "because there are lots of jars"# Again,

the child may accept the idea of conservation when the

differences in level, oross-section etc are not too greatj hut

when these are Increased they fall "back on notions of

non-conservation. The same trends were found in the present

sample. For instance, about three-quarters of our Stage II

subjects had a steady idea of conservation for A1 = B1 + B2, "but

would contradict themselves repeatedly over the problem of A1 = C1.

Plaget states that Stage II is "not necessarily foun in all

children". This point could be decided conclusively only after

a longtltudinal study of a large sample of children, but Piaget

gives no hint of whether this has been done or not. In this

present study the small number of Stage II children suggests

simply that for many subjects, probably the majority, the

transitional stage is a comparatively short one. The existence

of Stage II responses provides Plaget with the answer to a

possible objection to his method. It might be argued that the

absence of conservation is due to the child not properly

understanding the question: instead of regarding the liquid as a

whole, he limits his viewpoint to a consideration of the levels

only, or the vddths. However, the fact that a child may hesitate,

and give the correct response 'when the differences are snail, but
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fail to assume conservation when the differences in shape are

greater, suggests that he doe3 in fact understand the question,

that he sees some of the Implications of conservation, but that

he does not yet see them an necessarily binding under all

conditions. As Piaget says, the child at this stage is "trying

to take the two relations into account sirultaneously, but

•without success, hesitating continually between this attempt at

coordination and the influence of the perceptual illusions".

Stage III. In the stage of necessary conservation, piaget says,

the child states the invariance "as something so simple and

natural that it seems to be independent of any multiplication of

relations and partition". He quotes responses which suggest that

the global comparison between the initial and final state of the

liquid is in itself a sufficient basis for conservation, and that

conservation scorn to be "an a priori analytic deduction".

Responses such as "It's still the same, because it always comes

from the same glass", illustrate* the point. In the present study

the majority of responses of this type were given by children

over 7 years (chronological). Piaget goes on to argue, however,

that on the basis of a second type of response "we are ccupelled

to recognise that the reasoning that leads to the affirmation of

conservation essentially consists in the coordination of the

relations...." The responses referred to are those in which the
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child makes ^ his mind only after making due allowances for

size and width of jar and. levels of water; for instance with

containers A and D (test C) one of his subjects said "In this

one (D) we must put more because it is narrower, and in the

other there is more roan because it*a wider". Piaget appears

to accept the fact that since seme children reveal the

mechanism (of coordination of relations) in their responses, all

children therefore arrive at conservation by the saiae process,

"by should this neoessarily apply to the children giving the

a priori type of responses referred to above? Piaget would

probably reply to this objection by saying that the a priori
y

theory does not provide us with an explanatory mechanism to

link the initial and final stage; and that since such a mechanism

is revealed in some responses, it can reasonably bo assumed to

be implicitly operating behind all responses vMch show

understanding of conservation. The child giving the a priori

responses could if questioned more closely give the coordination

of relation type of response. In the present study the opportunity

was taken of selecting a dozen children who gave the a priori

response, and interrogating them more closely. They were simply

told that although they had given the correct answer, it was not

the only correct answer, and they were to think carefully what

other reasons could be given. Sight of them definitely went on
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to give the coordination of relations type of response, while

the remaining four gave up the struggle without much show of

Interest, Such a small sample does not of course prove anything,

but it does suggest that on this point, as on many others, a

more detailed analysis of responses and some attention to

statistics would he of considerable value,

3, As has been alz-eady noted Piaget seldom tabulates his

results, and in hie book on number he does not supply tables

shewing at what age a given stage of development is reachea, or

when the child is ready to pass on to the next. Nor does he

relate his stages of development to "mental age" as determined

by a reoo nised intelligence scale. When he quotes an

individual child's response, he always gives the child's

chronological age, and as we have seen before, he states in his

various works the <p proxiiaate ages at which stages of

development are reached. Criticism of Piaget on this point has

already been discusseu, For the moment the following tables arid

those relating to the remaining seven experiments) are offered

as suggestive evidence about the behaviour of a sample of

English children in the selected experiments. Basically speaking

the tables will aim at answering three main cjpes ^ions 1, Bo

the results of the present sample indicate that English children

at least (but not all En>1 iuh-speaking children) pass through
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the same stages of development of these concepts, and at

about the same ages as the Swiss children ".hex.: Piaget

studied? 2. When the children are classified according

to their Tertaan Merrill mental age3, do the same trends of

development appear? 3» And a third important ouestion

might be, are the children *s responses affected significantly

by social background and sex?

Sable 2 classifies the children according to five

tironological ago groups, and shews the percentage in each age

group who cone within each of the three stages of development.

Thus in the age-group 5:1 to 6;0 9t$ are at Stage I. The

lower figure in each cell is the mean mental age of the

children who make up the percentage of the cell in cuest ion.

For instance the %$l children just ouoted have a mean mental

age of 5:11»

Table 2. (a) Percentage of children at each stage of
development according to chronological age group.

(b) Average mental age for children in each cell.

Chron;age 4:0 - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0

Stagej- 88F/o 9*$ U-Tfo 0>

I 5:2 5:11 6:2 - •

n
10^ (F/o 10% -

5:10 - 6:8 7:0 _

m &/a k7fo $Qf?o 100^
5:10 7; 8 8?,1 8:10
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The age limit of the children v/hose responses Piaget

quotes are as follows for each stage of development in the

concept of conservation of continuous quantities s-

Stage I 4:0 to 5:6
Stage II 5:0 to 7:0
Stage IH 6j 6 to 7:2

We have however no indication of the mental level of

these children#

The evidence of Table 2 is that the children are pretty

solidly at Stage I "before 6 years of age. During their 6th year

there i3 it ould seem a sharp spell of development when nearly

jaovc than. rJ3fo of them reach Stage III, but leaving still quite

a large proportion at Stage I. By the time 8 years is reached,

they have almost all passed on to Stage III# One should notice

the small proportion who at any age are at Stage H# As we have

seen, Piaget suggests that not all children pass through Stage II#

Be that as it may, the present evidence certainly suggests that

Stage II is of short duration, and this is not surprising when

one reoalls that Stage II is not characterised by absence of

conservation, but rather by hesitation and confusion in using an

operation vhich is already there. It requires only a short period

of normal experience, for the child to use the operation in every

situation when it can logically be applied# Looking at the column

for children under 5 years of age, one might wonder why close on
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WOfo are not at Stage I, particularly when %fo of 5 to 6 year

olds are still at Stage I. The reason which suggests itself is

that the Stage II and in children are of high mental age, which

would explain their fuller development. So far as the Stage II

children are concerned, this is the case, their average mental age
\o o

being 5:& and the range 5s& to 6:5» The l$> at Stage III is in

fact only one child who has a mental age of 5:10, and this mental
£.

age, as we shall see from a later table, oan be associated with

Stage III development. In other respects too the mean mental ages

quoted in this table reflect the same general trends. For instance

the children of 6 to 7 years who are at Stage I have a mean mental

age of 6:2, but for those of them at Stage III, it Is 7:3* ^be

mental ages of all Stage HI children are on the average above

7 years, but if we look at the individual mental ages we find that

they range from 5s 10 to 12:0, three of them being under 7 years.

In Table 3 the children are classified according to mental

age, and it shows the p rqportion of children found at each stage for

the various age grows.

Table 3.

Mental age:-

Percentage children at each stage of development,
according to mental age.

Stage I 100 71 9 -

n - 12 6 9 -

HI ■11 30 82 100
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Below a mental level of about 5 years, all children are at

Stage I# Between 5 and 7 years the position seams to be that

between 6l and 8Q?o are at Stage I, and between 15 and 30^ at

Stages II or III. The sudden development into Stage III is

again shown by the small proportion of Stage II children, and

by the sharp rise from &./$ Stage I at 6 to 7 years to 82$ Stage III

at 7 to 8 years. At this age only about 1C$» remain at Stage I or

H. By the time a mental age of 8 years is reached It seems

probable that close on 100^2 of children have reached Stage III.

In spite of the very positive trends shown by this Table, perhaps

the most important finding (particularly frcm an educational

point of view, as we hope to discuss later) is the evidence that

a child may have a Tenaan Merrill mental age of 7 to 8 years, and

yet still be at Stage I, and that below a mental age of 6 years a

very small proportion may have reached Stage III. It is possible,

of course, that larger sampling would show that the true

proportions differ from those of Table 3.

EXPERIMENT II. THE CONCEPT OP THE E( MIVATjEHCE OP 0il7--0HE
GOREESPOHD'ITCE

AIM To illustrate the development of the concept of the

necessary equivalence of two sets of objects for which a one-one

correspondence has been made; the objects in the two sets will be

different, but will be functionally related to each other so that
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to sane extent the correspondence will be provoked or

suggested to the child.

/■PPARATIJS Test &. A collection of small bottles (2 or

3 inches in height) and mail glasses - about 15 of each is

an adequate number.

Test b. The same collection of glasses and a

bunch of 15 to 20 imitation flowers, all the same colour and

design, and wit short enough stasis to enable them to stand in

the glasses.
Test c. (Supplementary) * The same collection of

flowers, and a handful of pennies.

Test d (Supplementary). Two seta of counters, each

set being of a distinguishing colour.

METHOD. Test a. A set of 8 bottles was placed, equally spaced

in a row, before the child. He was given then the collection of

glasses, and instructed to "take the same number of glasses as he

has bottles, so that each bottle will have its own glass." He

was not told to count the bottles. If he made a wrong

correspondence, for example trying to make 12 lasses correspond

to 8 bottles, an attempt was made by suitable questioning to let

him work his way towards a correct correspondence. For instance

he may have been asked "Is there the same number of glasses and

bottles?", and he would then be encouraged to add or subtract frcm
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the bottles until the two sets were matched. If the child

succeeded in making the correspondence, one of the sets was

closed up into a compact group, while he watched, and he was

then asked "Is there the same number of glasses and bottles?"

If he said in effect "They are still the same", he was asked

to say how he knew this. If on the other hand he said that one

set had mere or less than the other, he was asked to give a

reason for this. The questions, let it be stressed again, were

not stex-otyped, but were repeated and varied according to the

child*s age and reactions. The procedure was repeated by making

the sets correspond again, usually asking the child to do this,

and then closing up the other set and questioning as before. It

was found in this study that when the child was making his

correspondence he usually placed the glasses opposite or beside

the bottles. A few would lift the bottles and place them inside

the glasses, and another small group, all of whom of course were

Stage IH children, merely counted out 8 glasses.

Test b. Using the glasses and the flowers, this was carried

out in exactly the same way as the previous test.

Test c. The examiner gave the child a bunch of flowers,

saying "Let*s pretend that these belong to you. I would like to buy

sane from ycu, and 1*11 give you a penny for every flower you sell
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to me". He placed the first penny before the child, and

received in exchange a flower, which he placed opposite the

penny. This was repeated until there were two rows, 8 pennies

with 8 corresponding flowers. The child wa3 then questioned

to make aire that he agreed that there were as many pennies

as flovrers. The flowers were then closed 15), and the child

again mestioned about the size of the two sets. Whatever

response he gave, the two sets were made to correspond again,

the pennies than closed up and the question put to him as before.

Test d. This technique was not employed by Piaget.

A row of 8 red counters was placed before the child. He was

told "These red counters are yours". A row of 6 green counters

was placed apposite the red set, each green corresponding to a

red, with the ~?ih and 8th red counters standing alone at the end

of the red set. "The green counters are mine", said the examiner,

and he went on to ask the child, "Who has the most counters, you

or me?" If the child said that the examiner had the most, this

part of the test was repeated, perhaps using fewer counters, or

making a more obvious difference between the two sets, in order

to see if the child was able to compare the two sets and make a

judgment about their equality or their difference. If he continued

to show confusion on this point, it was concluded that he was still
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too inmature to make any judgnent of "more" or "less" or

"the same as", and of course he was noted, as being at Stage I*

However, if the child correctly replied that he himself had

the most, a 7th green counter was added to the examiner*s set,

corresponding to the 7th red counter. Again the child was

asked who had the most. If his previous response had been

correct, he invariably answered correctly that he still had the

moat. The 8th green counter was placed opposite the 8th red,

and the c?uest ion repeated. The ohild was most unlikely to

make a mistake at this point if his tv/o previous responses had

been correct, but had this occurred, the examiner would have

gone over the routine, vaiying it according to circumstances,

in order to see if the two earlier responses were the result of

chance rather than understanding. As it happens, in the present

study no such instance occurred, and when the child's response

showed that he recognised the two sets as now being equal, one set

was closed up and the child questioned as in the previous tests.

RB 'ULTS AMD CTOHITS

1. Tests a and b were used as the primary method of assessing a

child's stage of development for "provoked" correspondence. The

two test: invariably confirmed one another. In a few eases which

were doubtful, and in other cases when it was felt that
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supplementary tests might be of special interest, tests c

and d were added. Table 4 however was constructed solely on

the result of tests a and b. The children*s responses were in

line with Piaget • s basic thesis that during a child *s early years

one-one correspondence is not a function of his thinking, and

that even when the child can build up a one-one correspondence

between two sets, this correspondence does not necessarily entail

the notion of true and lasting equivalence between two sets. We

have then the characteristic three stages of development v/hich

have already been outlined in the summary. Briefly they are as

follows J-

Stage I. The child is unable to construct a one-one correspondence.

For instance-, when he ia asked to set out as many flowers as there

are glasses, he may place opposite the glasses a row of flcsrers

equal in length to the glasses, but of greater density, thus making

8 glasses e. uivalant to, say, a dozen flowers. In every case when

a chil made this type of response, the examiner asked him to

count aloud the two sets. In a few cases the counting enabled the

child to see his error, and such cases went into Stage IIj but to

the majority it made no difference, and they continued to base the

equivalence of the sets on a perceptual comparison of the length of

the rows. Clearly with such children the notion of lasting
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equivalence is impossible, and even when the examiner made the

correct correspondence for the child, he would then respond to

the closing up of one set in the same way as children of Stage II.

Stage II. This is not merely a transitional stage of confusion

and uncertainty like the Stage II of Experiment I. The child has

now acquired a new mental skill vvhich he can use correctly with

a high degree of reliability - he can, at this stage, make for

himself a correct one-one correspondence. This is probably the
It ^

reason why Stage II for discreet correspondence contains many more

subjects than Stage II for correspondence of continuous quantities,

and why as a stage it probably lasts longer. What the Stage II

child cannot do, however, is to realise that, having constructed

a correct one-one correspondence, and agreed that both sets

"are the same... as big as each other, have as many in one as in

the other" etc, a change in the configuration of one set makes no

quantitative difference to either of the sets. Thus, if the

examiner closes up one set, he will now assert that the unclosed

set has more than the closed one. Or he may, but this occurred

in only about l$> of cases, say that closing up or bunching one set

made that set more than the other. When the test was repeated and

he was asked to count the two sets, this in a very few cases

enabled him to see through the problem, but in most oases it left
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the cliild still believing that closing up a set made a

quantitative difference to it. Very surprising responses

■were obtained frcm some children and a few will be quoted

later. It is obvious however that at this stage the notion

of correspondence is still based on factors of configuration

(length, density, etc) and not on an appreciation of number

as such. Although a child may have a correct idea of "how

many", this notion, as a basis for quantitative comparison,

is pushed aside by the old and well established habit of basin,?

comparisons on global, perceptual, non-quantitative factors.

Stage III. The child now not only establishes a correct one-one

correspondence as in Stage II, but he furthermore realises that

once the sets have become equivalent through one—one

correspondence, they remain so no matter what alterations are

made in their visual appearance. Indeed for most of the mentally

older children the step of making a one-one correspondence is

by-passed, and the child goes straight to the counting out of

8 flowers to match 8 glasses. Approximately 80^2 of children v/ith

mental ages above 8 years did this, as against h.QP/o of those

mentally below 8 years. With a few of the Stage III children

(about 8 was all time would allow) the tests a and b were repeated

with sets numbering 20 to 25 elements: the increase in the number
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of elements did not appear to make any difference to the

speed and correctness of their responses.

2. In Table 4 the percentage of children at each stage

for the five age-group is shown, together with the mean

mental age for the subjects in each cell.

Table 4. percent, stage of development in C.A, groups,
(b) Average M.A. for each cell.

Stage:- II

ni

4:0- - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0
28* 6$ -

4:3 4:6
6lj$> 72% Wo «■» -

5:7 6:0 6:3

8$ 22% 56% 100$ 100
6:0 6:7 7:1 7:11 8:10

The most clear ait results are :- (1) that it is very-

rare to find a child of more than 5 years vivo has not reached

Stage II; (2) that between 4 and 7 years a largo proportion of

children are still at Stage II: (J) that from 7 years almost

all normal school children may be expected to have reached

Stage III. As in all experiments described in this study, the

spread of mental age in the sample has tended to blur the outlines

somewhat when the results are tabulated according to chronological
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age. In Table 5 however, the classification according to

Terman Merrill mental age is more sharply defined.

Table 5. percent, stage of development in M.A. groups.

Mental Age;-

Stage:- I
II

III

Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 upwards,

$2fo W

- -

- w w 100$ 100^

Here we find that no child of mental age above 5 years

remains at Stage I; and that from a mental age of 7 upwards they

have all reached Stage III. We still have the large proportion of

children between 4 and 7 years at Stage II, and in fact nearly

100^ of 5 to 6 year olds are at Stage II.

EXPERIMETT III. THE COMPOSITION OF RELATIONS OF EC UIVALENGS.

AIM Given the following relations of equivalence, x « y, y a a

.*. x s z, it is necessary to determine whether the child can use

this logical structure before ho di30overs the mathematical notion
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of invariance of sets, seriation, etc.

APPARATUS (l) A collection of small jars,

(2) Two sets of imitation flowers, each a distinguishing

colour, say red and blue,

METHOD A set of 10 jars was placed before the child. He was

then asked to take as many red flowers as there were jars, one

flower for each jar. If the child could not make the

correspondence himself, it was done for him by placing a flower

in each jar, and the fact noted, (The examiner will usually know

if this step is going to be necessary, since the experiment usually

follows straight on Experiment II), The flowers were then removed

and placed in a bunch on the table in full view of the child. He

was then asked to take as many blue flowers as there were jars,

assistance again being given where necessary. When the

correspondence had been made, and he had agreed that there were as

many blue flowers as jars, the blue flowers were removed and placed

in a rather more spaced out heap before the child. He was then

a3ked "Are there as many flowers here (pointing to the red) as there?"

(pointing to the blue). The test was repeated two or three times,

on each occasion arranging the flowers differently as they were taken

from jars,

RESULTS AND OQHMTNTS

1, Piaget * s thesis in brief is that the composition of relations
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of equivalence "presupposes that understanding of the

equivalence has already been achieved". In other words,

before the child can arrive at the equation, "therefore x a 3",

he must be at Stage III in the problem of the lasting

equivalence of one-one corresponding sets. We therefore do not

expect to find a child ho cannot appreciate the permanent

equivalence of two corresponding set3, and yet is able to argue

that since the red flowers are as many as the jars, and the blue

flowers as many as the jars, therefore the red flowers are as

many as the blue ones - no matter what arrangement the red and

blue flowers may have. If a child should in fact give two such

responses, it would tend to confirm the view that the

comprehension of relations of equivalence is so general a

mechanism that it requires logic only, and is independent of

whether the thinking refers in its content to number, area,

olasses, etc. This, of course, is the view which Piaget rejects,

and on the contrary he asserts that "formal structure will not

be acquired at once, irrespective of its content, but will need to

be re-acquired as many times as there are different contents to

which it is applied". He quotes a few of Ms subjects* responses,

which reveal a three stage development as follows.

Stage I. Here there is failure both in ranking a correct one-one
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correspondence, and in composing the relations of equivalence.

Even when the child was reminded that the red flowers and the

blue flowers had both been shared equally among the 10 jars - one

flower of each colour to each jar - the child still could not see

a relation of equivalence between the two sets of flowers.

Stage II. As in Experiment II, the subject can new make a one-cane

correspondence, but invariance of Bets is only understood as long

as the one-one correspondence is observable to the child. When

therefore the ciiild has to consider the red and blue flowers at

the same time, having recognised them as being each equal to the

jar, he can appreciate their equivalence only when he can see the

sets opposite one another and having the same perceptual character.

Stage III. This sees the transition froa intuitive judgment based

on rum-numerical factors ( of density, length of line etc) to the

use of a logical operation. A number of Piaget*s Stage III subjects

gave responses which he believed clearly demonstrated the "reasonable"

character of thinking at this stagej for instance, a child says

"I keep on thinking all the time that we are putting then1, back in

the vases." In the present study our records show that a small

number of subjects, chiefly fraa Stage III, did in fact give

such telling responses, but by no means alls probably the majority

did not have a clear image of the process being reversed.
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Reversibility however is not essentially the passing 8f a seriea
of images through the mind, although in its early functioning

there may frequently be a tendency for imagery to accompany

an operation# The evidence from the responses of our

children at least suggests, let us put it no stronger than
i;

that, that after a greater or leas period of use, the operation

takes the child straight to the solution with implicit rather

than explicit reversibility# A small number of Stage III

children were asked if they imagined they were putting the

flowers back into the jars, set at a time, in order to judge

if they were equal or not: all of them answered in the

negative, adding, for instance, "I knew because there are 10

jars" - '♦it's easy, you know at once" - "well, they must be the

same, they wouldn't all have gene into the jars unless", etc#

2# In Table 6 we have the results tabulated as in the previous

two experiments, basing the classification first on chronolo, ioal

age and secondly on mental age#

Table 6 (*) percent, stage of development in C, A. groups.
(b) Average It A. for each cell.

Chron# age;- A:0 <• 5:0 5:1 — 6:0 6:1 » 7:0 7:1 * 8;0 8:1 - 9:0

I 8kfo
5:4

6$%
5:7

11%
6:0

• -

Stage:-II r5:2
w°
6:8

&%<
7:0

mm •

ni &$
6:0

1.8^
6:7

61$
7:4

i

7:11
100?S
8:10
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The most strikin,: difference between the results here and those

quoted in Experiment II is that in the present experiment only

a small proportion of children are in Stage II. In this respect

Experiment III resenfcles Experiment I, but in the latter Stage II

is a period of transition between absence of an operation and a

more or less fully developed operation, a temporary unsteadiness

pending the moment when the operation becomes completely

integrated into its appropriate logical structure. Stage II

of Experiment III, on the other hand, is similar in character to

that of Experiment II, being the perio when a distinct mental

activity is achieved (making a one-one correspondence) and one

would expect in both instances a proximately the same proportion

would be found at Stage II, Piaget unfortunately gives no

tabulated results to guide one on what his findings were on this

point. One may say here in anticipation that Experiment II is the

only one which shows a high proportion of children at Stage II,

and it may well do this largely because of the simplicity of the

activity of making a one-one correspondence - in itself it is

a simple almost mechanical type of activity, and in any case was

here provoked by the characteristics of the material used. The

tables bearing on all the experiments will show that in no other

experiment except the second one did such a large proportion of
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the children reach Stage II between a mental age of 5 and

6 years - in the other experiments a good many children were

still at Stage I tip to 6 years of age. In other respects

Table 6f and likewise Table 7^ is ouite strai 'htforward.
Table 7 percent, stage of development in M.A. groups.

Mental age:-
Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6{1 -7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 upwards.

Stage:- I 100$ 60$ 44$ •

II • 11$ 11$ - -

III m 29$ 45$ 100$ 100$

It seems clear that few If any children with a mental age

of less than 5 years can even begin to cope with the problem of

composing relations of equivalence, and that after a mental age

of 7 years virtually all of them can do so. The emergence of

this operation is gradual during the years 5 to 7» but as the

7th year approaches, the child's understanding of the problem

seems to dawn inevitably.
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EKPEKIMEHT IV. THE CONCEPT OP MULTIPLE CORRESPONDENCE

AIM We have seen in Experiment HI how there comes a stage

of development when the child, understanding the equivalence

x = z and y = z, oan compose these equivalences into a third

one x = y. The present experiment will show that this

function can be generalised in the form of one-one

correspondence between any number of setsj that is to say,

since sets x and y each correspond to z in a one to one

relationship, x + y together will correspond to z in a two to

one relationship, three sets, w + x + y together will correspond

in a three to one relationship etc.

APPARATUS

(a) A collection of artificial flowers of the same design

and colour; it is helpful to have AO, although not all these

will necessarily be used.

(b) A set of anall glasses.

METHOD

This experiment follows straight on after Experiment III#

Piaget• s description of the experiment is very condensed, and it

is probable that the following is a simplified form of his

procedure. At the conclusion of Experiment IH the two sets of

flowers, x and y, were put in one heap. The child was then asked
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haw many flowers v.ould be in each glass if they were all put

back in the glasses, with the same number of flowers in each

glas3. If lie answered correctly, a third set of 10 flowers

was put down with the others, and he was aslced how many flowers

would each glass contain now. He had also to give if he could

a reason for his answers. He was then asked to suppose that he

was going to put each individual flower into a small bottle, and

to say how many little bottles he would require to take, so that

there would be one bottle for each flower. His response was

noted, and if it was correct he was asked how many small bottles

would be needed for If, and then 5» sets of 10 flowers.

RESULTS Al3) CffifttEHTS

1. Piaget puts this experiment into a very complex setting,

in which it appears as one of several experiments which aim at

analysing the development of a complicated logical structure from

a number of different angles - this point has been brought out in

the summary of Chapter 10 in Part II of the thesis. The writer

feels now that in rooting this experiment out of its context, he

has deprived it of much of its value both as a means of

corroborating Piaget's experimental work:, and in studying the

development of pre-number concepts or operations in the child.

The more one gets to grips with Piaget ' s book on Number, the more

one comes to realise that almost every chapter deals with a topic
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sufficiently fundamental to provide ample scope in itself

for any type of research project. However, for what they are

wort'n, the following results were obtained.

The three stages are again to the fore. Stage I is the

response of a child who does not understand that if x and y

correspond simultaneously to z, then there are two elements,

and not merely one, corresponding to each element in Z. When

asked how many flowers (x + y) would there be in each of the

glasses (*) if the flowers were shared equally and without

remainder, he does not know. Nor can he say how many small

bottles will be needed for all the flowers. Frequently he will

say 10, the number of glasses, but he has no understanding of

duplication, or triplication, etc. He merely makes an arbitrary

estimate of the increase. It is not easy to know what Piaget

means by Stage II in this experiment, and we therefore took the

siiqple way out of classifying as Stage H all children who after

several trials continued to show confusion of thought together

with a limited understanding of the problem involved. In Stage III

the child knows at once that if there are two sets of flowers, each

glass will contain two flowers, and that 20 small bottles will be

needed. He can furt ermore show evidence of being able to

generalize to 3» 4 or 5, once the 2 to 1 multiplicative relationship
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is reached. To what extent the generalization goes beyond

5, Piaget does not make clear.

2. In Table 8 and 9 the results have been tabulated in the

sane manner as the previous experimental findings.

Table 8. (a) Percent stage of development in C.A. groups,
(b) Average M.A. for each cell.

Stage:- II

III

4:1 - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7,1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0

100$ 78$ 47$ - -

5:3 5:9 6:3
- 14$ 24$ - -

6:4 6:10
- 8$ 29$ 100$ 100?

7:8 7:8 7:11 8:10

Table % Percent stage of development in M.A. groups.

Mental age:-

Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 upwards•
I 100$ 100$ 37$ - «•»

Stage:- II m - 18$ 24$ 8$

III
• iV— 45$ 76$ 92$
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Table 9 in particular suggests that we are dealing with

a more difficult notion than in the previous experiment. No

child with a mental age below 6 years lias reached Stage II or

III, and it is not until the mental age level of 8 years and

over is reached that we approach 100$ responses at Stage III.

This would agree with the fact that we are concerned with a

more elaborate operation than those dealt with in the previous

experiments, hence its first appearance should not be

contemporaneous with conservation, lasting equivalence of

corresponding sets, nor the sinple coordination of relations

of equivalence.

EXPE ILENT V SPONTANEOUS CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN UKE OBJECTS

AIM To study the mechanism of correspondence when the child is

ccupelled to find the correspondence of his own accord, without

having it suggested to him by the characteristics of the material.

APPARATUS

(a) A quantity of loose counters.

(b) A set of 5 cards with counters pasted on them

making on each card the following pattern:

1. A random scattering of 9 counters.
2. Counters in a circle
3. Forming a right angle
A. Forming a square
5. Forming a cross
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METHOD

The first card was put before the child. He was then

given the box of loose counters and asked to take out of

the box the same number of counters as those on the card.

Care was taken to see that his attention was not drawn in any

way to the pattern - it was an estimate of number that hs was

to make. The child*s response was noted. If he succeeded in

putting out the correct number, he would in most cases have

copied the pattern more or less correctly. When therefore he

was satisfied that the correct number had been selected, his

counters were brought together in a heap as he watched, and

he was asked then if there were still as many in each set as

before. As in the previous experiments with correspondence,

it was necessary to cheok whether the child had the notion of

the permanent equivalence of the two sets once they had been

matched either according to pattern or numerically. The

procedure was repeated with each card.

RESULTS AND COMMENTS

1. It had been hoped to make a separate analysis and to

keep independent statistics for the 5 types of figures, on the

assumption that varying characteristics and points of difficulty
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of the figures might result In the children giving responses

peculiar to the various figures. This, however, was found

not to he so, and no differing trends in responses could he

observed. The responses to all the figures are therefore

considered simultaneously, which in effect is what Piaget

himself has done. It may well he of course that a larger

sample, and one more homogeneous with respect to age and

range of intelligence, might show different reactions to the

different types of figure - later studies may clarify this point.

The three stages in the development of the operation -

its absence, its transition, and its completion - have already

been described in the summary of the book on number, in the

present study the children's responses followed much the same

pattern as those quoted by Piaget, Ta&tes 10 and 11 showed the
statistical pattern of responses which we have corae to expect in

the eight previous experiments. We find again that the crucial

time is in the span of mental ages frcro 5:0 to 7:0,

Table 10. (a) percent, stage of development in C.A. groups,
(b) Average K.A. for each cell.

Chron. age;- 4:1 - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0

I1 72
5:1 E 21$

6:0
7$
7:0

-

Stage:- 11
24"
5:8

26"
6:2

23$
6:7

-

III kfo
5:10

Wo
6:8

56$
7:4

9%
8:11

100$
8:10
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Table 11, percent, stage of development in M.A. groups.

Hental ages-
(Jp to 5:0 5:1 - 6;0 6:1 - 7:0 • 7:1 - 8:0 8:0 upwards.

I 100^ 50^ iOfc -

Stagej-TI - -297? &y?o •

III 4K -21% 7^ 917? 1Q07&

EXPENIMT VI. THE CONCEPT CEP ORDINAL OORRESPONDHTCE

■AIM When two seta of similar objects (e.g. a set of red

counters with a set of blue counters) are made to correspond,

the elements may be arranged in any order, and the

significance of the cor espondence is primarily cardinal -

i.e. concerned with the number itself of the elements in each

set. The ordinal aspect (i,e. concerned with position in the

set, first, second, etc) comes out marc clearly when the

elements of the sets differ from each other in a manner which

makes them capable of seriation, thus making it necessary that

one specific clement will be first, another second, and so on.
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The aim of this experiment was to study the deve3paent of the

operation of seriatian and ordinal correspondence between two

sets, each set consisting of elements which were capable erf

being seriated according to a specific characteristic of each

set, and which when taken together allow of ordinal

corrsgpondence,

MATERIAL

(1) A series of 10 drawings of small boys, the first

one measuring 26 cm, and the tenth one being Just over half that

size, 14 cm, and the intervening ones become progressively smaller

in steps of 1^- cm,

(2) A series of drawings of hoops, the largest having

a diameter of 16 cm, the others decreasing in steps of 1 cm down,

to the smallest, measuring in diameter 9 can,

METHOD

She two series wore presented in five different wajsb

as follows j-

(D 'The boys and hoops were presented to the child, the sets

not being in any order. The child was told that the boys were going

out to play, and that each bey was going to take with him his own

hoop, "So you sust arrange the boys and the hoops so that each boy
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will quite easily find his own hoop." In this way the

correspondence was suggested to the child, "but without

any specific reference to size. We wished to find out

when the child would see the point of differing size for

himself, and when and how he would work on it. The child's

success or failure was noted. If he failed to seriate and

correspond the two sets, this was done for hiin, drawing his

attention now to the differing sizes, in order that the

subseclient problems could be presented.

(2) When the correspondence had been made, the sets

formed parallel lines with the elements opposite one another,

smallest boy to smallest hoop, etc. The examiner now closed

up one set, the hoops for instance, so that they no longer

lay directly underneath their corresponding boys, although the

two sets still remained in parallel lines beside each other.

Pointing to one of the boys, the examiner now asked "Can you show

me the boy's hoop?" The child's response was noted, and also

how be arrived at it - e.g. by counting from one end of each set,

or by sheer guess-work. This was repeated several times, selecting

different elements in the sets, until it was Imown whether the

child could recognise and act on the series when the

corresponding elements no longer lay beside one another.
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(3) The sets %vere reversed, so that the smallest hoop

was under the largest boy, and so on. The child was then

questioned as in (2) above.

(4) One series, say the boys, was left seriated in

position* the other was disarranged. The examiner pointed

to a boy, say number 4, and asked the child to find this boy's

hoop.

(3) Finally, all the elements of the two series were

mixed together*. The examiner selected, say, the 6th boy, handed

it to the child, and said that this boy was going for a walk,

together with all the boys who were smaller than he; the child

had to find thi3 boy's hoop, and also all the hoops of the

smaller boys.

RESULTS AW CmmTB

1. Praia these five questions, Piaget derived three problems

hich the subjects were required to solve j-

(A) that of constructing from scratch a serial

correspondence (Question 1) : (B) that of recognising and

aotingon a serial correspondence when it is no longer perceptually

obvious (Questions 2 and 3)} this entails making the transition

to ordinal corresponden e; and (c) that of reconstructing the

ordinal correspondence when the intuitive series are destroyed

(Questions 4 and 5).
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The ntap.es of development for each of the three problems

are as follows

Problem A;- Stage I. Global comparison: No exact serintion

or one-one correspondence. In the present study the child

tended merely to pick out one of the larger boys, then to

select a large sized hoop; if the two matched correctly, it

was purely by chance. A roughly smaller boy would be chosen

next, accompanied by a chance selection of the corresponding

hoop: and so on. Discrepancies in the series did not worry the

children at this stage. If one pointed out that here was the

biggest boy in the middle of the line, setae children would

move him and his hoop rip to the head of the row, others would

merely shift him up one or two places. They showed no precision

in their concept of a series, but could construct their series

only from the "more or less big to the moreor less small",

without any appreciation of individual linlcs in the serial chain.

Nevertheless they did spontaneously, v/ithout prompting from the

examiner, try to match the boys and hoops according to the concept

of "big to smaller". "Global" describes this reaction very

suocintly. On the other hand, some of those with mental ages

arou d k to l+i; years merely selected a boy and a hoop at random#

without even the slight understending of the "large to small"
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seriation of the children a little older. One therefore could

subdivide Piaget's Stage I into la and lb, the forcer showing

no idea of the "big to small*1 concept, the latter having a

rudimentary awareness of it, and a realisation that it is

worth vdiile trying to apply it in this problem.

Stage II. At this level the child can make the two

series, and make them correspond, without help from the

examiner. He succeeds in doing it, however, ortly after a

certain amount of trial and error, comparing the elements

by small groups, and in a somewhat painstaking way building

up the series. One assumed from his behaviour that he: does

not yet apprehend the series, either each one singly or the

two together as a whole, but tends still to see them in a

fragmentary way.

Stage III. Here, however, the child is all the time

considering the relationship between all the elements} for

instance, he may start with the biggest of all, the biggest of

those that are left, and so on. He is much more systematic and

more free from trial and error than those at the previous stage.

Problem (B). Stage I. This child loses all idea of

correspondence as scon as one of the series is displaced and the

elements are no longer opposite one another. The condition
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of the elements being opposite to each other is the only

guide which he knows to solving the problem of "which is

hi3 hoop", and when the guide is los,, there is nothing

for him to do but to guess, which he proceeds to do with

supreme confidence.

Stage II. T/hen the examiner points to a

particular boy, e.g. number 6, and asks the child to

"point to this boy*s hoop" fthe line of hoops of course

being closed up), the child tries to use his knowledge of

counting to find the correct hoop. He vdll point to Boy 1,

then Hoop 1, then Boy 2, and Hoop 2, and so on. He may

sometimes answer correctly using this or similar techniques,

but he will certainly make mistakes, either omitting an

element or counting it twice. Furthermore, the closing up

of the elements of one set may cause some of the children

at this stage to think that the closed up set now has fewer

elements - and this will obviously make even more uncertain

their understanding of the seriation.

Stage III. Here the response is made without any

hesitation, and the reason given often shows the complete

insight which the child now possesses: e.g. "Well, that* s the

third biggest boy you are pointing to, so he *11 have the third
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biggest hoop". "It's the same really, you've just turned

them (the hoop) round;" "You start from that end and that

end now, and you can count up to 4 for the boy a d up to

4 for the hoop?

Problem (C). The stages here follow the same pattern as for

Problem (A).
cli f-f I tvl t~

2. The mechanics of Problem (C) appeared to be different for

a large number of children. Most of those with a mental age

below 8 years required considerable help from the examiner. They

became quite muddled in their organisation of the material. It

was felt that the practical difficulties of this part of the

«$kpei~iment in many instances prevented the child from

demonstrating v.hether he understood the seriation or not, and

it was finally decided that the results wculd not be recorded.

It was evident, as subsequent tables will 3how, that

Prcblem (A) was considerably more difficult than Problem (B).
The difference between the two problems is lXindamentally this,

that whereas in (B) the child already knows of the seriation

and is asked to solve a problem in which he must use the notion

of seriation as part of the given data, in (A) he must find the

seriation for himself and then proceed to act on it. With a

large element of the unknown in it, the greater difficulty of (A)
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is not unexpected. As work on the experiment progressed,

however, it was felt that the dimensions of the material

may well have constituted an added difficulty to the child's

task. Piaget used wooden dolls, but does not speciiy their

size - all he says is that the largest was at least twice as

big as the smallest. Our drawings of the boys followed this

principle, and it wa3 therefore perfectly obvious that there

was a decreasing order of size among the boys, as well as the

hoops, so that the material should have suggested the idea of

seriation as readily as Piaget's. However, it was when a

child had to select between two of the drawings which were next

to each other in the series that difficulties eppear to have

arisen; for instance, the child might be handling the drawing

of the third boy, and he would then show unusual uncertainty

and hesitation In trying to decide whether number 4 or 5 was

the next in size. One had a strong impression that many of the

children instead of persisting gave xip the effort of making a

correct comparison, and so technically failed to seriate, xvhen

with more obvious material they might have seriated. It was

decided that those children should be regarded as being at

Stage II .

In their response to Problem (B), it was noted that very-

few children indeed succeeded in one part of the test, and
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failed in the other. On the face of it, therefore, there

seemed to be no difference in difficulty between the. two

parts. Those who did fail in one and succeed in the other

were classed as Stage II, The other Stage H children vere
i

those who, Irrespective of vMch part of the test they were

working on, would give a number of wrong answers. Clearly

setae children would Juek too hastily to the answer and get it

wrong, and it would be absurd to class a child as Stage II for

one or two over-enthusiastic slips. Pretty lenient scoring was

therefore allowed. Usually four questions were allotted to

each part of the test, and a child might get two wrong in each

part and yet still be olassed as Stage III, provided his other

responses were not merely correct in themselves, but were

accompanied by satisfactory explanations and evidence that he

understood and was using the seriation before him. Among all

the experiments, Problem (B) of Experiment VI appeared to be

the happiest one for very many of the children, who quickly made

it into a game. This may explain why so many exuberant wrong

answers were given by children who otherwise gave every

indication of knowing what the problem was all about.

3. Tables 12 and 13 give the results for Experiment VI (A), and

Tables 14 and 15 for VI (B).
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Table 12. percent stage of development in C.A. groups,
(b) Average M.A. for each cell.

Chron. age;-

I

Stages:- II

III

Table 13
Percent, stage of development in M.A. rc*^ps.

Mental age*-
Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 upwards.

I 100^ 10# W 18fc 23$

Stage:-II
- mm 35$ W 25$
* mm 2C$ 3% 52$

III

4:1 - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0

9# *5$ 52$ 56- 25$
5:3 5:10 6:4 7:4 9:2

K% 15$ w 28$
5:10 6:6 7:4 7:9

mm w 36% 75%
8;6 9:0 8:9
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Table 12m (a) Percent stage of development in C.A. groups.
Average IS, A, for each cell.

Chron. ag©:- 4:1 - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0
i

I 9
5:2

.

6^
5:8 6:4

1M
7:0

1•

1 ■>

Stage:- II ef°
6:2 6:11 6:10

iapc
7:5

III
- m%

6:3
41 fo
7:2 8:5

100^
8:10

Table 15
Percent stage of development in M.A. groups*

Mental age:-
Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6-1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 towards.

I 10CF' S9f' 3# 4 S

Stage:II
. - kO?» 25^ -

III
- 11^ 71# 100$
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Looking at the results based on mental age, we see that

Problems (a) and (b) are seldom if ever solved with a

mental age below 6 years. After that age, however, success

in Problem (B) comes awey quite cjuickly, and one is unlikely

to find a child who fails in it after reaching a mental age

of 8 years. Progress in Problem (A) is considerably slower,
. o* H

In the 7 to 8 year level there are still 5Q$ at Stage I, and

among the children above a mental age of 8 only a little over

50ji are clearly at Stage III, The difference in the rate of

development of ProblemJ (A) and 0) is probably due in part

to the sheer difficulty of the mechanics of A, To demonstrate

one's understanding of seriation by shuffling among two

disordered series of drawings is intrinsically more difficult

than merely to point to various parts of the same two series

when laid out in order before one. The operational structure

which enables a child to seriate will not suddenly appear in

a child, so that all at once he finds that he can seriate every

type of material in all circumstances. The period of couplets

absence of the operation will end when the child can, around

6 years, begin to seriate sinple material, but fails with

harder material whose perceptual qualities make it intrinsioally

more difficult to work with. The full attainment of Stage HI
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strictly should come only when the child can seriate any

type of material irrespective of its appearance, because

understanding should, as Piaget likes to say, "have

triumphed over perception". That may be so, but in his

study of IJuniber development, he does not appear to stretch

his children to their limit in their triumphal assaults on

perception, but contents himself by allowing a child to be

classed as Stage III when he can seriate successfully and

apply the concept of seriation to relatively sisple material

of the child's daily life. Obviously what has just been said

would apply with equal force to all the operations studied in

his book and reviewed in this thesis, Piaget nowhere in his

experiments is concerned to take his subjects to the point

where perceptual factors are finally and irrevocably helpless

against understanding expressed through reversible operations.

Such a stage is however likely to be reached at sane point in

the period when concrete operations are becoming consolidated,

EXKd :PIEMT VII. THE ADDITIVE COMPOSITION OF CLASSES.

API Piaget's thesis is that "class" and "number" are

complementary and develop side by side, Ilumbers and classes

have a conmon basis, namely the additive operation which "brings
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together the scattered elements in to a whole", Eveiy

additive composition entails oertain quantitative

relationship, "one - none - sane - all? The problem is

whether "the quantitative relationships inherent in the

inclusion of the part in the whole....be manipulated

operationally before the constitution of number."

material

Test 1, A set of 16 wooden beads (Class A): 12 of

the beads are round (Class b) and k of them are cubes (Class c).
Test 2, A set of 10 flowers (a): 8 of them red (B)

and 2 of them blue (C),

Test 3, A card with 8 children drawn emit (a) : 6 of

them drawn in a line are girls (B): and the remaining 2, shown

on a separate group from the girls, are boys (C),

METIR3D

The questioning for each of the tests followed the same

pattern. For instance in Test 1 the child was shown all the

beads, both square and round. He was told "Here are a lot of

wooden beads? lets sort them out; these ones are round

(placed in a line in front of child), and these are scmare

(placed alongside the round ones. J The question was then put to
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the child "Are there more wooden beads or mare round ones?"

If he replied that there were more wooden ones, he was asked

to point to the round beads, then to the square ones, and

finally to show the examiner all the wooden beads# The

question was then repeated, possibly changing its form a

little. Piaget allowed some at least of his children to

imagine that they were making a necklace of the beads

followed by the question as to which would then make the

longest necklace, the wooden beads or the round ones. He

also had various other suggestions for using the imagination

in seeking the solution to the problem, thus hoping to leave

no doubt as to whether the child could or could not employ

the operation. When in the present study a child was

experiencing difficulty, he was helped in much the same way,

but the examiner formed little evidence that visualizing a

specific situation (e.g. making a necklace of beads) helped

significantly. The physical presence of the beads, (and of

the flowers and drawings of children) which he can handle if

desired, seems to give the child all the mental props he needs

to demonstrate at what stage of development his thought has

reached in this particular problem. The questioning was
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repeated in the same fashion "with the flowers and drawings of

children, The child would be given a "bunch of flowers", and

then told that the red ones were poppies and the blue ones

violets. He was asked whether he had more flowers or more

poppies, or "a bigger bunch from all the flowers, or from the

poppies". For the drawings of the children he was told that

the children were all in the same class, "Has teacher more

girls or more children in her class?" And as with the beads,

he could be asked to point to "sill the flowers....all the

children" and then to the several parts thereof.

RESULTS AMD COMMENTS

The three stages have already been outlined in some

detail. It ill be remembered that Stage II covered those

children who in the course of the examination made an intuitive

discovery of the correct answer, more or less by trial and

error. In the present study only a very small proportion

of subjects, in fact only two children, appeared to do this,
a few

and there were utui4—wsaaaibEg (see Table 16 ) who fell into

Stage II through their inconsistency of responses? that is to

say, they might reply correctly to the question on flowers, but

wrongly to that on beads. When such an inconsistency occurred,

the questioning was always repeated after an interval (anything
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from half an hoar to a few days according to force of

circumstance), and if on this second occasion the child

gave correct responses to all the testa, he was graded as

Stage HI. It was noticeable how confident most of the

children were with their answers - they came oat emphatically

with a right or wrong answer, and the/ gave one the

impression also of being able to resist suggestion more

successfully than in the other experiment. As a minor

supplement to the experiment the examiner from time to time took

a clear Stage I child, and carefully explained to him just why
\

his answer was wrong, and what the correct answer should have

been, using the three types of apparatus. Nineteen children

were "coached" in this way and were retested after an

interval of three to four day3. In every case the child on

being re-tested was still at Stage I. It seeraed pretty

evident too that when they were questioned immediately after

the working session, although they could usually give the

correct response then, this was mainly because they were

repeating to the examiner what in effect they had been told to

say, and there was little or no evidence of temporary insight

into the problem. Clearly, however, the question of to what
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extent and at what age a child who gave negative responses

can be taught how to solve this problem requires pursuing with

a large sarrple using more controlled questioning and material.

Tables 17 and 18 give the statistical results.

Table 16. / »

(a; Percent stage of development in C.A. groups.
(b) Average M.A. for each cell.

Ohron. ag©:-

I

Stage;- II

III

4:1 - 5:0 5:1 - t>:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8t1 - 9:0

9&% 92$ 85^ 45;' 25?°
5:2 5:11 6:11 7:7 8:0

m 10 15$ mm

7:2

8% • 55$
5:10 6:0 8:5 9:2

Table 17. percent stage of development in M.A. groups.

Mental age:
Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 upwards.

I 100^ 67% 84?° 54'' 42$
Stage:-II - - 9$ 20$o —

III! -

L 13% hfo 26% 36%

s
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The most evident trend is that most children remain at

Stage I until a mental age of about 7 yeera is reached.

During the raental age levels of both 7 to 8 years, and

8f years, they ©re spread widely over the three stages, and
*A

the experiment did not study far enough at the raental age

scale to show at what point one gets virtually 10C$ response

at Stage IH. This in fact is the most difficult problem

in all these eight experiments to be put to the children. It

Is clear however that the additive composition of classes does

not precede the cosqpositian of number.

EXPERIMENT TO. THE ADDITIVE COMPOSITION OP NUMBERS.

AIM In the field of number it is the arithmetical union of

parts into a single whole which constitutes one of the

fundamental operations of number, namely addition. We have

to ascertain whether thi3 additive composition of parts into

a whole give3 rise in the case of number the same sort of

difficulties as those of inclusion of classes in a total class.

It could be, Piaget suggests, that "the difficulties of

inclusion are exclusively logical*.

APPA2MTTJS

(1) A quantity of beads

(2) A quantity of counters similar in shape and size.
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METHOD

Piaget used three teclmiqu.es to study the development

of this operation, hut in this study there ns time only for

two of these to be applied as follows

Test 1. Here we wished to see if the child realised that

a .hole remains constant irrespective of the various

additive conposition of its parts. As in Piaget's test, two

sets of eight beads were presented to the child, using

however a slightly different verbal framework. The examiner

asked the child to suppose that teacher is going to give him

am his friend John (or whoever the child nominates as his

friend) eight sweets. "Let•s suppose she gives you four in

the morning with your milk (placing 4 beads before the subject)
and four after lunch (placing the second four alongside but

distinct from the first). Now John did not feel like sweets in

the morning, so he has only one sweet in the morning and seven

in the afternoon?" (these are placed well away from subject's

sweets, first 1 bead and. then the 7)» The child was then

asked to compare the two sets, A + 4 and 1 + 7» and to say whether

he or his friend would eat the most sweets at the end of the day.

Test 2. A heap of counters, say 18, were placed before the

chilli, and he was asked to divide the heap into two equal partsj
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e.g. "Make this big heap of counters into two smaller ones,

one for you and one for me, so that we both have exactly

the same amount." When the child had done this, whether

correctly or not, he was asked "Have we both got the same?"

and if he replied that one had more or less than the other,

he was urged to make them equal. When he had finally

declared the two heaps to be ecjual, he was asked to explain

how he knew they were equal.

RESULTS AMD CtlMaECB

As we would expect from the results of previous

experiments, and numbers II,IH and IV in particular, three m,

stages of development emerge, and these have already been

outlined in the summary. This experiment demonstrates that

although a child may be taught to repeat the fomnia 2 + 2 = 4,

2+3 = 5 etc, there is no true insight into the logical

structure and content of these statements as long as the child*a

thinking is dominated by non-operational, intuitive judgments

characteristic of Stage I in this and the other experiments.

Tables 18 and 19 show that in the present study a surprisingly

small number of subjects were classified as being at Stage H.

This may be due to inadequate presentation and questioning on the

examiner *3 part - this experiment was always the last to be
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presented. On the other hand the relative simplicity of

the material used in the procedure may have diminished the

tendency of some children from becoming confused and

doubtful about their own responses.

Table 18. ^ percent, stage of development In C.A. groups,
fb) Average M.A. for each cell.

Chron. age;

I

Stage:- IT

III

4:1 - 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 - 9:0

72$ 70$ kk.% - m

5:1 5:10 6:5

4$ m 10$ .

5:10 7:2 7:2

24$ 22$ 50tf W 10ff'
5:7 6:9 7:3 8:1 8:10

Table 19. percent stage of development in M. A. groups.

Mental age;-
Up to 5:0 5:1 - 6:0 6:1 - 7:0 7:1 - 8:0 8:1 upwards.

, t

I 70$ vcroCO 62$ 9$

Stage;-II 6$ - 8$ 9$-

III 24$ 17$ 50$ 82$ 100$
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NOTE It will "be clear that the percentages quoted in all
these tables are subject to a wide margin of error,
particularly in those cells which record the colleotive
result of only a few children. Practical considerations
made it out of the question for the writer to cope with a
larger sarple. The tables are presented as merely
indicating general trends, and the/ may be a useful
guide to those who wish to obtain more precise
statistical validation of Piaget's work.

Section 2. In all his works Piaget gives numerous

quotations from his subjects1 responses, and indeed in sheer

bulk these quotations form a substantial proportion of his

books, and they are of undoubted value. Such long extracts

from case records would considerably over-load this thesis,

and instead therewill be presented in this section fairly

complete reports on the responses of three subjects. These

children are quite characteristic of the others, and give

an adequate idea of the qualitative aspects of the responses

obtained from the entire sample. In a later section similar

reports on the responses of mentally retarded subjects will be

presented.

Example 1. Anne. Chronological age a 4.% Mental age a 4j1. I.Q.06.

Anne did not display any marked interest in the various

pieces of test material as they were put before her. She tended

rather to sit quietly with a passive expression on her face

waiting to be told what to do. She was at the time in a nursery
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class of 3 to 5 year oMs and possibly was a little

over-awed by the situation. Otherwise, however, she

cooperated well and gave every appearance of attending

to the questions put to her. It should be noted that

with most of the youn^r children - generally with a mental

age "below 6:0 years - the examiner found it helpful to let

the child inspect the material by handling it if necessary

before putting the test questions. For instance, the

artificial flowers were a source of curiosity, and many of

the subjects were clearly attracted by their appearance and

would ask who made them, what were they made of, and so on.

All this interest and curiosity had to be worked off to

some extent, otherwise it might have interfered with their

concentration cm the problem.

In Experiment I, when the liquid in A1 and A2 had been

shown to be equal to her, it appeared very doubtful if she

understood the notion of one thing being equal to another.

However, the question was put to her "Mow my lemonade is still

in this big jar, but yours has been poured into these two

(B1 and B2). Has one- of us got more lemonade than the other?"

She then replied at once "lea", and left it at that. She was
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quite unable to say whioh of vis was supposed to have more

lemonade, far less to give a reason why she thought on©

was more than the other. In the end it was decided that

tdie framing of the question suggested that an affirmative

answer was expected. When the question was re-framed, using

A1 and A2, as "Have we both got the same amount of lemonade

to drink?" she again said "Yes", When a little water was

poured out of A2, she still could not decide whether one

had more than the other, but persistently followed whatever

the framing of the question suggested to her, even although

the water levels clearly showed a difference. Even as she

looked at her own Jar (A2, with its lower level of water) and

was asked "Have I got more lemonade or have you got more?",

she replied at once "I *ve got more", but she could give no

reason for this, and even when the water levels were pointed

out to her it seemed clear that they did not convey to her

ideas of more or less, Frquent repetition with different

cadbinations of jars used in the experiment showed this same

simplicity of thought. The chief activity of her thinking

seemed to be to grope for an clement of suggestion in the
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examiner's question.

It quickly became evident that in Experiment II the same

difficulties would arise. She could not make the

correspondence of glasses to bottle or flowers to glasses.

The flowers were merely spread along the table in front of

her. She was shown hew to make the correspondence by putting

a flower in each glass. Then the question "Here are your

glasses, here are your flowers; which have you got most of?"

She then pointed to one flower, but could not elaborate on

this to indicate what might be at the back of her mind.

Frequent repetition and d emonstration using various

coribtnations of the material produced the same type of response.

It must be rsmerribered that at ibis point there had been no

bunaldng or cloning-up of the flowers, bottles or glasses.

They remained opposite one another with their correspondence

and equivalence clearly in view. It was found later that Anne

could discriminate correctly between a larger heap of flowers

and a small one, but only if the difference between the two was

considerable, and if the words "bigger" and "smaller" were used.

If she were asked "Where are there more flowers, and less flowers",
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her responses were ranch more uncertain. A return was made

to Experiment I, and it was found that she could discriminate

A1 and A2 if the cfiiantity of liquid in one was very much less

than the other, and again if such an expression as "bigger

drink, smaller drink" etc were used. When the difference in

amount was small although quite definite (say about one half

inch of liquid) her response was very uncertain whatever

language one used. She could also discriminate correctly

one line being "longer" or "shorter" than vm another.

This child, one of the first to be tested, gave two

valuable hints for later examinations. First of all, it was

realised that one should not rely on the words "more" and

"less" exclusively, but that big,meec~, long, short etc and

other more oowpoot expressions of relative quantity, should be

used as well. Secondly, the power of suggestibility was well

illustrated by her responses, and was found to be present in

many of the children subsequently examined. When a straight¬

forward alternative is put to the child "Is it x or y?", the

child who is doubtful of the answer will tend to say "y" taking

always the second of the alternatives. One oan turn the question

round and say "Here you have x and y which is bigger?", and this
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form of question is nuch better. In some of the experiments,

we have to ask the child to assess the equality or otherwise

of two sets or two quantities which are in fact the same but

which look different. If we say to the child "Are x and y

the same", he will if he is doubtful almost certainly say

"Yes they are", ami we cannot therefore be sure that the

child has given the correct answer through suggestibility or

because he has reasoned it out. So we frame the question

such that suggestibility would lead him to give the wrong

rati er than the correct answer, knowing that if he gives the

correct response, he is more likely to have arrived at it

through understanding of the problem than by mere chance.

For instanoe, having closed up a set of flowers which had

corresponded to a set of glasses, we say to the child "Now,

have you got more gLasses or more Hewers?" If the notion

of conservation is really operational in the child's thinking,

he will disregard linguistic overtones and declare the two

sets to be still equal, Slnoe Piaget lays down no set formula

for his questions, but on the contrary employs a variety of

forms, it is therefore advisable to follow his lead in
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maintaining a clinical approach by presenting the problems

in various "ways. The forms of questioning discussed here

are only suggested as possible ways of avoiding sources of

unreliability in a somewhat informal method of examination.

Each child resents his own special problems in this respect,

and an examiner must improvise his questioning in the way he

thinks beat.

Continuing with Experiment II, it was found that when,

say, a set of 8 flowers was made to correspond to 8 glasses,

the closing-up of one set completely confused her thinking.

In the first place it was doubtful how much understanding was

present when she agreed that the two sets had "the same

number of glasses and flowers". In fact, when the flowers

were closed up, and she was asked "Here are your glasses, and

here are your flowers? have you the same number in each?", or

"♦....have you as many of one as of the other?", she virtually

gave no response at all, but merely picked up a few flowers and

smiled. There was obviously no point in going on to

Experiment III and IV.

In Experiment V she made no attempt to copy any of the
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figures. In fact all she would do was to pick one or two

counters from the box and lay them on the table, When

she was told "Look at the nice picture which the counters

make on this card, you make one just like it with the

counters" she siiqply put a few more counters on the table.

Capacity for imitation is obviously very limited in this .

situation. The expression to do or to make a thing "like"

something else did not appear to convoy meaning to her in

this conteost. It is interesting however that when a toy

dog w&s made to jump as follows, X ..«• 1 ,...2 ,,*3 ,,,,*,,4,

and site was told, "Tou make the dog jimp like this", she did

so quite correctly.

There is little one need say about Anne's performance

in the remaining experiments. In the second and third parts

of Experiment VI, she merely pointed at random to the boys

or hoops. Previous to that, the boys were laid out in serial

order, and the seriation. pointed out to her. She was then

told that the hoop a also started with a big one, and that each

one was smaller than the one before. The hoops were then laid

out in serial order to one side of the beys so that no
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positional correspondence was shown. She was then asked, to

pick out the biggest hoop for the biggest boyj she

foiled twice to do this, and on the third attempt was

successful. The ohraotcristics of aeriaticm were not

clearly in her mind: unless strongly pre»»ted, she saw

the sots as simply two lines of boys and hoops, and not

of progressively diminishing boys and hoops. In Experiment

VII her response was completely randoa. When, to avoid th©

use of "more" or "less", she was ©steed "Is there a bigger

number of poppies or flowers?", or "children or girls", the

word "big" suggested, physical sis©, end after some doubt

about her slow response, it turned out that she was looking

for a big poppy and a big irl.

Example 2. Linda. CShronolcgioal age « 5:10. Mental age » 6j0
I.Q. 103.

She was definitely at Stage I in the first experiment,

basing her judgment on size of glass, or 1 el of water.

"Why do you think these two glasses hold as much as this one?"

"Because it's a big one". "How do you know this glass (the

tall, thin one) has more?", "Because the water is right up to

here" - pointing to level. "Yes, but this me is a big fat jar,
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doesn't that make a difference?" No response. In Experiment

II she made the correspondence herself, placing the glasses

opposite each bottle, and later the flowers inside the glasses.

She knew they were the same in number, having counted the

sets oorreotly. When a set was closed up, she always

declared the un-closed to be bigger, or to have more, even

when the question was ex-pressed as "Are there the same

number of x as y". She could however respond correctly

if after closing up a set she was asked "Are they still the

same." At a later session she was shown a row of 8 counters,

set A and underneath a second row of 6, set B, those being

made to correspond correctly to the first 6 of the larger

set. On being asked "Is one bigger than the other", she

agreed that Set A "Was bigger" than B. Two counters were

added to B, an . she was asked again "la one bigger than the

other", and replied that they were the same. But when one

line was closed up, and the same rjuestion put, she declared

the unclosed line to be bigger. Leaving the two sets before

her closed and unclosed, she was asked "If you counted this

line, would you get the same number as if you counted that one?"

She replied in the affirmative, and when asked why ahe had said
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one was bigger than the other, she answered "Because it's

a line," On further questionin t it was clear that most

quantitative terms such as "big" "more", "longer", etc

entailed for her a total, global or bulk assessment, and

not a <quantity analysed into units. She could it is true

count two sets correctly, but her knowledge of concepts

entailing "how nrny" was mixed up with perceptual factors

of bulk size and quality. Only at a later stage would

quantitative words, when she was applying then to e set

of discrete objects, become disengaged from the global

assessment, and take on their full numerical significance,
"4

In Experiment V she alwnys tended to copy the pattern,

with fair success. Usually however she was wrong with

the nunfcer of counters. She was shown several times how

to match the patterns correctly, and seemed to derive

satisfaction when two of them were made identical# But it

was clear from her responses to (questioning that when on©

pattern was broken and the counters closed up there was no

conservation and no numerical identity, "Why aren't they the

same now?" "Because you pushed them altogether," "('/ill they
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have the game number of counters still?" "I don't thirds

so." "Why not?" "Well, it's not the same, it's smaller."

Although Linda was not then asked to count them, the case

records show that several children were asked to do so at a

similar point to this. Most of them would then agree for a

while that a pattern and a heap of counters were still the

seme, hut re-testing at a later date show a reversion to

their first type of response, with the possible exception

of two children who were re-classified as Stage 111. It

seems that hero, and in the other experiments, unless the

child spontaneously introduces numerical analysis, it does

not help him rraioh if the examiner suggests it to him. The

pull of non-numerical perceptual factors invariably reasserts

itself. In Sspertasnt VI the serlation, explained carefully

to her in Prcblera 8, was euite lost on her. She was uite

unable to itXve any reason for her wrong answers. In

Experiment "II she was shorn several times the 6 girls, 2 hoys,

altogether making 8 children. At this stage, she pointed

readily enough to the girls and then the hoys, hut seemed

doubtful about all the children, and had to be shown several
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times that "the girls and the boys altogether are the

children - Just like in your class in school." Once

the questionin started slie was quite lost, and was even

unable to distinguish the children from the other two sub¬

classes. Experiment VIII showed the same characteristic

as H.

xamplc 3. Ian. Chronological age 7s1. Mental Age 8s2 I.Q.115

Ian gave quick and alert responses throughoutj although

he did not have complete success. His performance is quite

typical of children around this mental age. In Experiment I

he explained why the quantities of water were the same

"Because you haven't put any more water in, so they must be

still the Barne.11 "Well, it comes up higher here, but this

Jar is bigger (wider) hero and that makes than both hold the

same," In short, he was operating the concept of

equalisation of differences. In Experiment II, III and TV, he

had no need to make the correspondence, but merely counted out

as many items as were required. The rultiplioative element in

IV was quite easy to him. A typical response on being asked

how he knew the closed up set was equal to the unclosed -

"Well, they're Just the seme number as before." Forms of

question seemed immaterial to children at this level, they took

I
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it that "as "big as", "more than", "the seme as", etc referred

to numbers of elements# After Ian had given the above

response, it was suggested to him "But surely the heap of

flowers is not the same as the line?" He looked puzzled,

and then asked "Did you mean, does it look the same?" In

Experiment V he copied the pattern carefully, apparently

because he had assumed that it was an essential part of his

answer# The correct numbers were always put out, since h®

first counted the number on the cards. Many ahildren around

this mental level did not bother to make the pattern, but

merely counted out the required numbers. His further responses

all implied clear understanding of conservation of number no

matter how the pattern might be altered# With other subjects,

instead of always making a heap of the counters, they were

sometimes laid out in a long impressive line before the child#

Only the well-established Stage HI children resisted the urge

to say that there were more in the long line tlian in the pattern#

Since this was an extra step in the test, and was carried out

rather informally, it can no- be given a plaoe in assessing stages

of development, except on a few occasions to check doubtful cases#
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In Experiment VI Inn seriated boys first; he then arranged

the hoops, grading them against eaoh other, and finally

matched them to the boys. In Problem C of this experiment

he seemed to lose his methodical approach and make mistakes

through guessing* he could not explain his movements

coherently. In Experiment VII the most painstaking

identifying of iris, hoys and children failed to help him

to grasp the problem: arid similarly with the flowers and the

beads. She problem was put to him slowly, and he was told

not to hurry, and it appeared certain that it was not the

linguistic trick which was foxing him. It is easy to see

that many children will think you are going to ask them

"Are there more bqys than girls?"; and will hence give the

wrong answer to your question, hut the correct answer to the

question they thought you had asked. One must therefor®

emphasize clearly that they are aware of "the children, the

wooden heads, the flowers". If the child can point to each

olaso, and its two sub-olasses, and yet repeatedly gives the

wrong answer, the chance that he is falling for a verbal trick

is made very iirorobable.

^ I

I

|
1

i
*

|
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Section 3. She relation "between mental age and stage of

development is shown collectively for all the experiments

in Table 20. Here we have half year mental age groups,

and the table records the number of responses at a given

stage of development which were derived frna all the

experiments. Thus at age 4:0 - 4:5# the 5 children in
X ..y j

this group gave Stage I responses in all the experiments,

making 40 such responses in all. It will be seen that

the results of this table were obtained from 77 children

only, and unfortunately, owing to practical considerations,

it was not fauna feasible to extend the table to include

the results of the whole sample. By the age of about

7 years, 50^ of the responses are Stage III. It is also

clear from this table that, for Terman Merrill mental ages,

the great period for the development of concrete operations

Is between 6»0 and 8:0# when the proportion of Stage III

responses increased by nearly 70,lm
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Table 20 Relationship between M.A. and frequency of responses
at each stage of development

M.A.
group. N.

No. of responses at Stages:-
I II III

Expected % at
Stage III:-

for follow¬
ing ages.

4:0 - 4:5 5 40 0 0 1 4:6
4:6 - 4:11 6 46 2 0 2 5:0

5:0 - 5:5 7 47 9 0 6 5:6
5:6 - 5:11 11 65 15 8 14 6:0
6;0 — 6:5 14 74 1 : 18 20 28 6:6
6;6 - 6;11 7 21 15 20 46 7:0

7:0 - 7:5 10 18 19 43 65 7:6
7:6 - 7:11 3 0 2 22 81 8:0

8:0 *» 8:5 6 5 1 42 91 8:6
8;6 - 8:11 5 2 5 33 97 9:0

9:0 - 9:5 3 0 0 24 99 9:6

The percentage is 50 at about age 7:1.

Dr. D.N.Lawley advised the addition of the last two columns, and
he kindly carried out the necessary calculation. The "expected"
Stage III responses were fitted by an approximate probit analysis,
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Section 4# Sex differences in the stages of development#

In the course of examining the children in the four

schools, the examiner formed no impression whatever of any

difference in the responses of "boys and girls, either

qualitatively in their verbal expression, or quantitatively

in the relative proportion at any given stage of

development# To gain a more exact assessment of any

difference which might exist, fourteen pairs of subjects

were selected on the basis of mental age. The difference

between the mental ages of the boy and girl in any pair was

not more than 4 months. The following table shows the stages

of d veloproent of the children in each pair for three of the

experiments. With such a small sample only a tentative

conclusion can be drawn, that there is no tendency evident

for one sex to be more advanced or retarded than the other

in their field of concept development# Certainly if such a

sex difference does in fact exist, it is not an obvious one,

and until more evidence is accumulated, can be disregarded

in teaching practice.
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Table 21. Responses of matched pairs of boys and girls
in 3 experiraents.

Exptsj- I II VII

Stages : I II III I II I II III

1 B G G B G B
2 BG BG BG

3 BG B G BG
4 BG B G BG
5 BG BG BG
6 BG G B BG

7 G B BG BG
8 BG G B BG
9 BG G B BG
10 BG BG BG
11 BG BG BG
12 BG B G BG
13 BG BG B G
14 BG B G BG
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Seotion 5. Piaget*a jjre-nunber concepts and ability in

arithmetic. The question which is now to be raised is whether

there is any relationship between the presence or absence of

pre-number concepts and ability in arithmetic. It will be in

vain to ask for a scale of arithmetical ability which will

correlate with a given number of passes In the Piaget tests

so that it would be possible to predict the one from the

other. In the first place, as we have seen, in the present

state of our knowledge the concepts assessed by the

experiments make their appearance over a broad time belt from

at least 6:0 to 8:0 years: nor haa it been possible yet to

indicate a normal and expected pattern of passes and failures

in the Piaget tests for any specific mental age although

such a scale may eventually be produced.* Secondly, a valid

scale of arithmetical ability is very difficult to obtain

with young children. Even among the feur schools of this

investigation, there was a good deal of variation in teaching

methods, time ctvoted to arithmetic, age of entry to school, and

of course such factors as absence frora school, change of

teacher', etc. In the writer* s opinion Piaget would never intend

his experiments to be measures of how much arithmetic a child

m A standardisation is in fact in course of preparation. In a
letter which I received recently from Professor Inhelder she says:
"J© voua reitieroie beaucoup de l*inter^t que vcus teraoignes "a la
standardisation de nos recherchea. Le travail est presque acheve"
mais je croins qu'il faille attendre encore plusieurs moia avant
que la publication soit prete. Pour prendre date, M.Vinh Bang a
public quelque3 pages dons les Etudes d'ejpistemologie gometicne. **
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should he able to do. What they try to do is to Indicate

aspects of mental structure, so that we may know if a child

has developed mentally to the point of having the concepts

which arithmetic pre-supposes, which are the intellectual

foundations of arithmetic, and without which a complete
u

understanding of arithmetic is impossible, "Whether he says

"it be a matter of continuous or discontinuous qualities,

of quantitative relations perceived in the sensible universe,

or of sets and numbers perceived by thought, whether it be

a matter of the child's earliest contacts with number or of

the most refined axiamaaations of any intuitive system, in

each and every case the conservation of something is

postulated as a necessary condition for any mathematical

understanding," We will therefore expect that some children,

who fail in all the Piaget tests, may nevertheless be drilled

so expertly in mechanical arithmetic that they may appear to

have a real skill in it, but whose lack of ability becomes

evident when they are faced with simple problems, or more

advanced mechanical work. Again we will find children who can

pass all the tests, but who can do little or no arithmetic,

since the former is no guarantee of the latter. Such a child,

a:Ref.1 p.3.
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if he has not responded to teaching, is clearly an

educational prdblem, and in need of specific remedial

work. We shall in short look far guidance from Piaget'a

tests when we ask the question "Is this child intellectually

ecjulpped to cope with arithmetic?and the tests do indeed

clarify the whole idea of "arithmetic readiness" in its

intellectual aspect.

Par from correlating a series of Piaget "scores" with

a series of arithmetical scores, the present study could go no

further than the following. Class teachers were asked to review

each child's work in arithmetic, and to place the child

in one of five arithmetic grades.

Grade 1. No number ability of any kind: child may be able

to count, but he cannot pick out 5 ot more objects from a

group, or do a single 3taa even with counters. Grade 2. He

can pick out 5 or more objects from a gr up. Grade 3. Child

oan do simple addition and subtraction with or without

counters, orally or in writing. Grade 4. He can do slnple

problems presented verbally or in writing, and also will have

the skills of Grade 2j he oan in short use number with some

understanding. Grade 5. Any combination of number skills beyond

this point.
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Teachers did not find it easy to fit every child

clearly into one or other of these grades, and many of

them asked for a finer discriminating scale. The shove

scale, however, was thought to be quite adequate, since

it£d purpose was merely to pinpoint any child who might

be able to use number with understanding, and yet be

predominantly lacking in the pre-number concepts. By

"using number with understanding", perhaps better expressed

as "usin numbera successfully", we mean the ability to

attend to the numerical elements in a number problem, to

relate those elements correctly to one another, and to

resolve the correct numerical solution to the problem from

these relationships. The process must be distinguished

from that of "understanding number". For Piaget "number"

as such is understood only Mien the various concepts of

conservation, equivalence, equalization of differences, and

so on, oan be attached to a group of interchangeable units,

and this is assessed for a given child not by arithmetical

problems, but by the techniques outlined in his book. Usually

a negative answer is given to the question whether a child oan
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use number successfully before he can understand lumbers,

tout our evidence does not airport this view. Arithmetic

logically entails the concepts of conservation, equivalence,

and the rest, and ?euld not make sense without them, although

psychologically a degree of arithmetic is possible without

them. A child may be trained, not only in mechanical

processes, tout in problem work, to act as if he understood

number, Methods of solving a problem may toe skilfully taught,

and are moreover facilitated when the child solves the

problem by acting on material before him. The material

itself helps to keep his thinking in the channels of

conservation, equivalence, etc, and the presence or absence

of the concepts themselves does not constitute for him an

element in the problem. Even a written or orally presented

problem given without supporting material may toe successfully

tackled, if the child knows what has to be done with the

number symbols, responding in effect to the pattern of the

individual elements in the problem, rather as the car driver

who successfully operates the controls without knowing a coil

from a cam-shaft. Indeed as we shall see later, the child may
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do a problem correctly, and only on being made to reflect can,

say, the distribution and size of the elements before him,

will he begin to hesitate about the solution. There is no

doubt, for instance, that in ropeattrig Piaget'a experiments

one might on occasion, merely by suggestion and one's implicit

authority as an adult, cause a child to revert to an earlier

level when he had already ceased to be bothered by misleading

perceptual inmioks.

As yet there is not enough evidence to decide when

pre-nuraber concepts become an essential element in a child's

thinking for successful arithmetic. The following table, which

is only suggestive, may give a rough indication.

Table 22.

Arith. Percent totally or prodor.inantly at Stage:

Grade I and IS III

1 37 0

2 23 12

. 3 25 13

| 15 13

i 0 62

We find no case of a predominant Stage I child being in

Grade 5, and although under very favourable circumstances such a'
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case may "be found, it would be fair to state that as a

general rule more advanced vrork than the level of Grade IV

will Increasingly demand these concepts, There are a fair

proportion of Stage I children at Grade IV, and

significantly perhaps they all oorne from the school with

good home backgrounds and ood teaching methods, Suxoning up

one may say that one should not expect a child of

predominantly Stage I responses to go far in arithmetic, and

there is a strong case for regarding presence or absence of

the concepts as the main factor in weighing tp a child's

arithmetic readiness on the intellectual plane. On quite

other grounds, however, a proportion of Stage III children

will be found to be at too low a standard of arithmetic,

their backwardness arising from the numerous vicissitudes of

school learning and not from mental incapacity.

In addition to accepting the teachers' assessments of

ability in arithmetic and relating thou to Piaget's stages of

development, a small sample of children between 5:0 and 6:0

years was examined by the writer with the same purpose in

mind. There were only thirteen children in the sample,

varying from predominantly Stage I children to others v;ho were
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at Stage III. The aim was to assess their ability to do

staple msaerioal problems, suitable material being provided

to help thaa. They were not required to write down the

answers. Some of the problems had a definite slant towards

piaget type situations - for instance when perceptual factors

might mislead the child.

There was no set linguistic formula for the problems,

but they wore approximately as follows

"You have 3 smartieaj here they are, let me see
you count them. Suppose mother gives you
three more, how many would you have then?"
Five smartiea are placed before him in a line;
the box containing plenty more is placed on
one side. After stating the problem, and when
the child has surveyed the 3» the examiner says,
pointing to the box of sweets, "You may help
youraeIf by using some of these if you like",
assuming that he has not already done so.

"Here are 8 reel counters: suppose you lost 5 of
them, how many would you have?" The counters
are placed in a row before him.

"Mother picked 12 flowers, and then asked you to
go and pick 5 more. How many flowers would she
have then?" Presentat ion as for No. 1 •

"John saves up 18 pennies: he spends 6 on sweets.
How many will he have left?** Presentation as
for No.2.

"May saves up A pennies .... here they are 0 0 0 0
Molly saves 3 pennies ... here they are 0 0 0
Nov/ Jane starts to save up her pennies, and she

2.

3.

4.

5.
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saves ^ust as much money as May and Molly
together. How many pennies will Jane have?"

6. Examiner has some pencils. He gives child about
10 pennies. "I want you to buy one pencil, and
it will cost you 3 pennies

Here is the pencil
o o o

and you put your three pennies here

Not/ you arc going to buy another pencil, here it is

How many pennies vill you need for the 2 pencils?"

7. "John has 3 barbies en/i he wins 2 more 000 00

Billy has 1 marble but he wins 4 more 0 0000
Who has the most?"

8. "Here are 9 flowers for you. ? p c> o o ? ? ? *?
Your friend has none, but then e> c. ^ o
she is given 4 from her mother Q Q y p p p
and 6 frcm her teacher.
V/ho has the moat flowers now, you or your friend?"

9. "Tom and Diok are collecting pencils. Torn likes
short ones, but Dick likes long ones.

Tom collects 4 red ones, and 3 yellow ones

Did: gets 3 red ones and 3 yellow ernes.

Which of them has the most pencils?"

10. "Mary gives her mother for Christmas; 2 flowers,
2 handkerchiefs, 1 pencil.
John gives his father; 1 tin of tobacco, 4 pencils,
1 pipe.
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Here they are ;-

Who ia getting the most presents?"

Table 23 shows the responses of each child in the 10

problems, together with mental ages and the predominant stage

of development for individual children.

Subject Ho.

Pre- -

domin¬
ant
Stage

Response to individual Questions C. A. M»A.

1 2
"

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 I - - — mm - * - • 5:9 4s 10
2 I - 5:3 5:0
3 I • 5:5 5:0
4 I 5:3 5:2
5 I 5:7 5:3
6 I — 4M» — 4» — m mm • mm — 5:9 5:8
7 I 4 4 4 4 ♦ 4 4 - 4 — 6:1 5:10
8 I ♦ 4 4 4 •» 4 - m • m 5:4 6:0
9 X - - — « 4 «» • • - 5:5 6:4

10 HI 4 4 + 4 + + 4 4 4 4 5:8 6:8
11 I-II 4 4 + 4 4 ♦ 4 4 4 4 5:10 6:10
12 HI 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6:2 7:0
13 III + 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 6:1 7:4
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Comments on selected individual responses

Subject 1, He knew in Question 1 thai: something had to be

added, and in fact he added 3 mare, but he made no attempt

to count, merely declaring the answer to be 9. In Q.2 he did

not seen to realise that anything was to be taken away. He

responded as a typical Stage I child to Kos.7 to 10, making no

attempt to manipulate the numbers.

Subject 2. Similar to above, except that he did not grasp that

more sweets should be added to the 5 in Q.1, although he knew

that something had to be removed from the 8 counters in Q.2.

What he removed seemed however to be quite arbitrary, and his

answers were not the result of any sort of counting.

Subjects 3 to 6. All gave virtually no response to Q.1 but

they responded as Subject 2 to Q.2.

None of the first 6 subjects showed any idea of the problem

situation presented to them by the various questions,

particularly Q.5 to 10. Sometimes they were unable to answer

sinple questions about the problem. For instance in Q.7 when

Subjects 3 and /*. were asked "What did I tell you that Billy had?"

they pointed to the 4 marbles only, and forgot about the single
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one. None of them was even able to answer the question

"What is it you've got to find out?", although they all had

the question repeated and explained two or three times. The

few responses to this question took the form of more or less

repeating the factual part of the problem - "I've got these

flowers and you've got those ones." The quantitative

relationship between the elements of a problem was not

realised until directly suggested to them by being asked

"Who has the most?" etc.

Subject 7. With much the same mental age as Subject 6, this

boy showed a narked advance in arithmetical ability, in spite

of being virtually a couplete Stage I child. Questions 1 to 8

were all done correctly first time. He sestaed to tackle

them in a smart business-like way, saying on one occasion, "Well,

what you have tc do is put out another 3 pennies like that for

the other pencil." In Q.9 he was wrong at first, saying that

the boy with the "big pencils" would have the most. "You mean,

he would have a bigger number of pencils?" "Yes" "Count them

just to melee sure." He did so correctly and adjusted his

answer accordingly. Then in Q.10, he was at first correct,

having counted 6 for father and 5 for mother. But when mother's
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presents were spread out a little more, he was very

hesitant and finally stated emphatically that mother was

getting the most presents. Unfortunately there was no

opportunity to question this hey further. Within the

limits of what arithmetical skill he had, lie seemed to

understand how to operate numbers correctly, althou h still

at a very early level of pro-number concept development.

Subject 8. Althou h a complete Stage I child he was correct

with the first four questions and with Q.6. He did not

required actively to add or take away items car the material,

but completed each sum in his head. He failed vdth Q.5 twice,

on each occasion counting the individual groups of 4 pennies

and 3 pennies, and then declaring right away that the other

girl vould save up 6. He did not attempt to count through

the two sets of coins to get 7. In Q.8 he did not attempt

to count, hut said at once *I*ve got moat flowers ....because

the*re past that one" pointing to the wider spread of his 9«

Q. 9 and 10 showed the same type of response, even when in

Q.10 he spontaneously counted correctly.

Subject 9. In spite of a mental age of 6:4, this boy was

Stage I even in Experiment II. In Q.1 he added 2 sweets, counted
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them and then took one away. When asked he counted to 6,

The question was repeated, with the same failure to grasp it

on his part. In Q.2 he took away 2, having been told that

he had lost 3» He was reminded that 3 counters had been

lost not 2, an he responded by removing another 3* In Q.5

he did not get the idea of adding together the pennies saved

by the first two children » his answer was 3* His reponses to

all the other questions (except Q,6 which was the only one

correct) showed the misleading effect of perceptual factors

characteristic of a Stage I child, even after he has counted

items correctly.

Subject 11, This girl seemed to be ©merging frcm the Stage I

level, having reached Stage II for Experiments II, V and VIII,

and Stage HI for Experiment VI B, the rest being Stage I, She

was correct in all the sums. In Q,7 to 10 she at first

sucoiaabed each time to the perceptual factors, but on being

prompted to count the items she was then emphatically correct,

Q,10 she corrected spontaneously by counting. After this, no

alteration in spacing etc affected her confidence in her

asaK7ers,
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Section 6. In this closing section, It should perhaps

be mentioned that Piaget anticipates possible objections to

his method of study, "It might be argued, "he says, in

considering the responses of children at Stage I, "that

the mistakes are due to lack of understanding of the words

used. May it not be that the child does recognise that the

number of bottles and glasses remain the same when one set

is grouped together, and that when he says "there are more"

he is merely expressing the idea that the shape of the set has
t{

changed and the space it occupies is greater." This point

presented itself to the writer frequently with great force.

For instance many children who gave Stage I types of answers

("there are more here" "this is bigger" etc) were asked a

further question "Do you mean that you now have a bigger

number of things here than here?" or "If you counted the

line of flowers would you now count more than if you counted

the heap?" A few children gave a clear answer to this,

showing that they knew the number of items in each set to be

the same; for instance, "It's only the way they look that's

a;Ref.1 p.^-6.
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different," and they were then passed as Stage HI* Many

of than however agreed that the number was unchanged, yet

when the tests were repeated they persisted in saying that

one set was more or bigger than the other. It became a

question then of to what extent one should insist on them

thinking only of the number in each set by, as it were,

helping them by verbal suggestion to set aside in their

minds irrelevant perceptual factors. This procedure would

have given a somewhat earlier Stage III development, but it

would also have meant that the examiner was doing a good deal

of the child's thinking for him. She mere fact that a child

tends to look at the quantitative prcfclem set to him, not

solely in analytic terms of "how many items", but in global,

perceptual tenns, is evidence surely of immature numerical

thinking, however much we may feel that he "really knows all

the time that there are still 6 in each set." The fact is

that the child, although he may or may not know that the sets

are still 6 and 6, cannot prevent himself limping in with the

6 items the space that lies in between, or the size of the

individual items in one set as compared with those in the
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other (cf. problem with two sizes of pencils, pageitl' )

Piaget answers the objection by stressing the candifence

and clarity of mind which the childdisplays when he does

reach Stage III, "At the third stage the child discovers

and states explicitly, that the fact of grouping together
a

or spacing out the elements in no way affects their number,"

He also makes the important point that even if the child can

count the items of the sets correctly, there is no proof

that this "verbal enumeration expresses a better quantification,

from the child's point of view than the space occupied".

Correspondence between numerals and objects at this level

may be purely verbal - just as he can make the glasses

correspond to the bottles, so he can make the names of th®

first 6 numerals correspond to the 6 glasses, etc.

While it is certainly true that there is an eleuent of

linguistic confusion among Stage I children because their

understanding of the words in question is incomplete and limited,

it is the eventual appearance of the concept and operation which

completes the verbal understanding and removes the limitations.

With the notion of permanence and equivalence now a part of his

a;Eef,1 p.V7.
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mental equipment, the child modifies and re-directs his use

of expression like "which la bigger, where are there more,##etc"

Before that point is reached, one may try to teach ohlldren the

correct quantitative use of such expressions, so that, as some

would have it "we implant a sense of number In their minds".

With young children such teaching would certainly bear no

fruit. From approximately 6 years onwards, one might in many

instances help a child on more quickly to Stage IH» and

certainly the number teaching of young should be directed

to this end as will be observed later. But basically Stage

III is reached by the normal process of intellectual

maturation.
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PART IY. RE3P0ISSES OF KENT.ALLY SUB-iTKHAL SUBJECTS TO THE
EXPERIMENTS DEBOR1BEP IN PART 111.

Section 1. It has been noted in Part I of this study that in

hi3 theory of the growing mind of tho child, Piaget gives us a

picture of the evolution of a mental structure which, while

retaining always the unity of its inter-related parts,

increases steadily in size and complexity until the period of

formal operations is completed, system following on system and

each integrated with the one which preceded it. In his own

words "Je oonolurai en disant que ces trois grandes pdriodes,

aveo lours stades partiouliers, constituent des processus

d*equilibration successifs, des marches vers l*equilibre. Des

que l*ecfUilibre est atteint sur un point, la structure est

integree dans un nouveau systfeme en formation, ^usqu'a un

nouvel equilbre toujours plus stable et de champ toujours plus
a.

etendu." His pre-number coneepts are a fragment of this

growing system of operations. They emerge over the age range of

from 6 to 1C years approximately as concrete operations, and

along with other concrete operations, they are the stage on which

the final structure of formal operation? is built. Knowing therefore

their time and position in this procession of mental events among

normally developing children, we may now ask whether their

ajRef.16 p. 41
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development is affected by the handicap of general mental

sub-normality. For instance, a mentally sub-normal boy

of 19 years may have an intelligence test mental age of

6 years. Will his thought processes still be stumbling at

a pre-concrete operational lovel, or shall we find that his

thinking as expressed in operations has matured along more

normal lines because of his contacts and experiences in the

society of his home, school or training centre. If we find

that he has in effect "learned" the answers to the pre-number

proble s, then our conclusion must be that the successful

achievement of such problems is not so firmly, if at all,

pinned down in a system of ope rations. Persuasive as Piaget»3

arguments are in his books on number, tjuantity, space etc, one

wonders from time to time - particularly perhaps while in the

process of testing the children - if, say, the child who

solves the glasses of water problem does so primarily because

of his home and school experience, and only in a secondary-

sense because he "has" or "possesses" a particular concept of

conservation. The reaction of chronologically older

subjects, however, who have mental ages numerically comparable

with the young child, may help to re-inforce one or other point
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of view.

At least two studies on these lines have already been

undertaken. Inhelder, in her book "Le diagnostic du

raiaonnement chez lea debiles menentaux", sets out with the

full intention of demonstrating how Piaget*s theory of the

system of reversible operations could help materially in

the diagnosis of various grades of mental deficiency. The

tests which she e5Trployed were taken fran a work published

previously by herself and Piaget, "Le developpement des
a

quantites chez 1*enfant". She applied the selected tests

to about 160 subjects known to be or suspected of being

mentally retarded. The subjects* responses were related to

their chronological age, I.Q. and scholastic attainment. The

results support the hypothesis which Inhelder puts forward as

the aim cf her research.

"Nous allons chercher h montrer <jue le
raisonnement d*un groupe varid d'arridres
mentaux correspond bien a des arrets et
fixations determines par certains des stades
etablis sur les enfants normaux a propos des
notions de conservation de la raatiere. "

Her subjects in fact responded in the way one would expect

from normal children of comparable ages. She sunmarizes her

a:Ref. 24 p. 54.

#
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conclusion as follows:

" La notion de construction inachevee a laquelle
nous sssmes conduits nous peraet par contre do
proposer les definitions suivantes ....

1# que 1'idiot ne depasse pas les compositions aensori-
matrices (anterieues au langage),
2. que ^imbecile est oapable de pensee intuitive
(egoeentrisme, irreversibility raais nan pas operation),
3. que le de&ile ost capable le construction opdratoire
mais inachev6e, o*est-a-clire d1"operations concretes"
par opposition aux operations formclles,
4. enfin que l'arriere sirrple (1*enfant retard^)
parvient cux operations foraelles et rattrape ainsi le
normal.

Etre debile slgnifierait alors; parvenir a penser
par 6perations concretes inais non formelles, Le debile
so distingue ainsi de l'inibdcile par un debut de
construction opdratoiro, et de 1'individu normal ou
sinplement retarde, par incapacity a achever cette
construction par des raisonnoments farmels ou
bypothetioo-deductifs. " &

In the writer^ opinion Inhelder,3 book gives valuable

support to Piaget*s whole theory of the development of

reasoning, as well as showing how his ideas can find practioal

use in the assessment of mental retardation,

A recent study of "The behaviour of idiots interpreted by

Placet*e theory of sensori-motor development" was undertaken by
b

Kay Woodward. She applied Plaget1 s observations on sensori-

a;Ref.24 p.273. b.Ref.33.
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motor intelligence and the concept of permanent objects

in the development of normal infants to 147 mentally

defective children, and concluded that "sonsorl-rsotor

activities of severe mental defectives could be

classified into the six main types distinguished by

Piaget." More important perhaps she found strong

evidence to suggest that the sensorl-raotor development of

defectives follows the same sequence as Placet observed in

normal infants. It will be remembered that Piaget has

stressed the importance of oe-iucnce for his theory of stages

in mental development. "Pour qu'il y ait stades, il faut

d*abord que l'ordre de succession des acquisitions solt

constant."

Section 2. In the present study forty mentally sub-normal

subjects were examined. These subjects fell into two classes

as fallows j-

(a) Educat ionally sub-normal school Children. These are

defined as "pupils who, by reason of limited ability or

other condition resulting in educational retardation, require

some specialised form of education wholly or partly in

substitution for the education normally given in ordinary
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school?." Most of these children fall into the category

of those who in other contexts may he referred to as high-
!

' ' *' " V i
, V: r ' ' ' • u V ' i i!

grade mental defectives, or feeble-minded persons, of whcm
J
£• lizard writes: "Both the terminology and the

definition of this category are conAising. In Great

Britain, ttre "slot? learning1* children who make up the

1 per cent of the school population lowest in intelligence

and edueabllity used to he called feeble inded, but are now

celled, educationally sub-normal children; only if in addition

they suffer frees severe behaviour disorder ..fcich make it

ineoqpedicnt for thera to be educated with normal children are

u
they today excluded from school and called feeble-minded. *

In the definition framed for the Education Act the phrase

"other condition resulting in educational retardation"

suggests that innate mental capacity is not necessarily the

sole ground of^fi-lucdS-onal sub-norrnalily", and it is certainly

true that in England and Wales children with I.Q'a in the

broad band of normality but whose attainment in the basic

school subjects is seriously retarded, are on occasion

classified by medical officers as educationally sub-normal,

nevertheless, the majority of educationally sub-normal pupils

a;Ref. 3A p. 5,
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are in fact mentally retarded, with I.Q. on the Teman

Merrill Scale between approximately 55 and 75« The

subjects in the present study all had I.Q*s below 75* All

of them were boys attending a residential special school far

such pupils. Their ages ranged from 10s3 to 15s 7 years, and

there were 23 in all.

(b) Mentally defective subjects. Without going into the

question of the various categories of mentally defective

subjects below the level of the educationally sub-normal, it

may be said that in this study the subjects were either

(1) children of school age who had been classified as so

defective in intelligence as to be unable to benefit from

the education of an ordinary school, or of a special school

for educationally sub-normal children; or (2) persons above

school age who had been classified as mentally defective within

the meaning of the Mental Deficiency Acta. All these subjects

attended each day an occupation centre belonging to tits local

authority. There were seventeen inall, their ages ranging from

9:8 to M;0 years.
t

In their general manner at responding to the examination,

the whole mentally regarded group tended to differ from the
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normal school children in the following ways, (1) The

retarded subjects on the average took approximately

10 minute3 longer to ccuplete each session of the

exaraination. They moved more slowly, both mentally and

physically, and one very seldom found the speedy, alert

response which even some normal 5 year olds could display.

(2) This slowness was due in part to their poor

reoeptiver.ess to language. One had to speak to them more

slowly and deliberately, with repetition being more

frequently necessary. The interpretation of their

comments and observations, although they were seldom

incoherent, was no easy matter at the time for the examiner,

and this was so even when a response was essentially correct.

(3) Even among those with higher mental ages, distractibility

was caanonly in evidence, taking the form mainly of wanting

to play with the test material, or breaking-in with quite

irrelevant questions or observations. These pointswere of

course more in evidence among the mentally defective tlian the

educationally subnormal subjects. Neither group showed any

evidence of ill-will or resistance to the examinations, and
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they gave the iiapressiGn that as long as one did not

hurry them, they would work to the limit of their

capacity.

Section 3. We now present fable 2& which tabulates

separately the results for the two defective groups.
«

Having given each subject a reference number, the table

then gives the subject's mental age (from Terraan Merrill

Scale L), ciironologioal age, and his stage of

development in each cf the concepts or operations studied

by the eight experiments. An asterisk is placed against

the reference number £ the few subjects who were females,

This fable makes it clear that, as with young children

of normal intelligence, Piaget's pre-nunber concepts tend

to mature aa the subject's all-round mental capacity increases.

With normally intelligent children any other result than

this would of course, be totally unexpected, but among

jmmtally yubnormal subjects, the position might have been

tliat general socialisation, the effects of schooling, and the

training of an cwoupailon centre might have provoked the

maturation of these concepts among the chronologically older

subjects whose mental development on a standard intelligence
■
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USABLE 24 showing stage of development in each experiment for
(a) eduoationally subnormal, and (b) defective subjects.

(a)
Subject's
fief,Wo,

Mental
Age.

Chron.
Age.

Experiments;
I II III IV V VI VII V

1 5,8 12,0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 6; 11 12,4 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1

3 7;0 11,0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 7|1 11,4 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1

5 7,2 11,1 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 1

6 7; 2 11,4 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1

7 7; 9 15,0 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 3
8 7,10 13,6 1 3 3 2 3 1 1 2

9 8;0 12,7 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 2

10 8,0 15,5 3 3 3 2 3 1 1 3

11 8;2 10,3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3
12 8,2 12,10 3 3 3 2 3 3 3
13 8,3 12,7 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3
14 8,3 14,2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3
15 8,6 15,7 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3
16 8,10 13,11 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3
17 8,11 12,6 3 2 3 1 3 3 1 1

18 9,2 12,9 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 2

19 9,4 15,0 2 3 3 1 3 2 1 3
20 9,6 12,4 1 3 2 1 3 1 1 1
21 9,8 14,9 1 3 3 1 3 3 1 3
22 10,0 13,1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3
23 10,8 14,10 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3
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TABLE 2Zf. continued.

(b)
Ref.
Number. M.A. C.A. I II III IV V VI VII VIII

24 4,0 9,8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

95 r 4j0 14j11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

26 4;4 16;0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

27 4j9 16,0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

28 5j2 41,0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

29 5;3 11,10 1 S 1 1 1 1 1 1

30* 5; 6 9,10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

31 5;6 12,0 1 1 1 1 1 111

32 5;6 13,1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

33* 5|11 16,0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

34 6,4 16,4 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

35 r 6;6 11,8 3 3 2 1 2 1 1 1

36* 6,6 19,6 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1

37 6,8 14,3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

38* 7;2 16,2 1 3 3 1 3 3 1 2

39 7,8 17,6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

40* 9;2 16,6 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3
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scale was still theoretically that of a young child. For

instance, to take on extreme case, Ho,28 was a man of 40

who was attending the occupation centre as an interim roeasure

until more suitable arrangements could be made for him (he

was well beyond the usual age limit for the centre). Because

of his tendency to down tools when Ik? felt like it, and his

limited sense of responsibility in most social matters, he

was never a satisfactory worker even in an unskilled Job,

Nevertheless he had "knocked about a bit", could handle small

cjuantitiea of money needed for cigarettes, buses etc and in

casual conversation did not give the impression of being so

low on the mental age soale. But for all his worldly

experiences, he regained solidly in Stage I in all the

experiments, with no hint at all of even approaching Stage II

at any point. He also had the normal 5 year old1 a frequent

difficulty of coping with ouch a phrase as "Make it the same

as.... which one is bigger.....have I got more....etc".

Similar observations might be made about No. 25, 26 and 27, who

are around 15 to 16 years of age, but whose performance^ in the

experiments does not suggest that their development in pre-nunaber

concepts is influenced significantly by environmental factors.
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Socially these subjects had quite satisfactory heme

backgrounds, enjoying a normal degree of mental stimulus.

Turning to a hl$ier level on the mental age scale, we

find that from about 8g- years towards there is a preponurance

of Stage HI responses, exemplified by cases 22,23 and i>0.

In nearly every test these subjects gave the quick and

confident responses of normal children, including often the

same element of surprise and amusement at the obvious

simplicity of the problems# Touching on subject number 40,

thi3 irl*s I.Q, and her general responsiveness both in

conversation and while performing the Piaget tests, gave one

the impression that her mental capacity was above the level

recoj5nised as being normally character!stic of mentally

defective subjects. She was among the first of the

defective subjects to be examined, and it is interesting to

note that on attaining the age of 21 recently, she was

discharged as being no longer a person requiring statutory

supervision because of mental defect. The association

between these subJeots'mental retardation and their immaturity

in pre-number concepts is brought out again in Tables 25 and

26 • Prom Table 2% one can obtain for each subject the
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Table 25 Total of responses at each Stage for all the
mentally retarded subjects.

Ref. No.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
1

33
34
35
36
37
2
3
4
38
5
6

39
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
40
18
19
20
21
22
23

M.A. I II in

4:0 8 0 0
4:0 8 0 0
4:4 8 0 0
4:9 8 0 0
5:2 8 0 0
5:3 7 1 0
5:6 8 0 0
5:6 8 0 0
5:6 6 2 0
5:8 8 0 0
5:11 6 2 0
6:4 6 2 0
6:6 4 2 2
6;6 5 2 1
6:8 8 0 0
6:11 5 3 0
7:0 7 1 0
7:1 4 4 0
7:2 3 1 4
7:2 4 3 1
7:2 5 3 0
7:8 8 0 0
7:9 2 2 4
7:10 3 2 3
8:0 4 1 3
8:0 2 1 5
8:2 1 0 7
8:2 0 2 6
8:3 1 0 7
8:3 0 1 7
8:6 0 2 6
8:10 0 1 7
8:11 3 1 4
9:2 0 2 6
9:2 1 2 5
9:4 2 2 4
9:6 5 1 2
9:8 0 3 5
10:0 0 1 7
10:8 0 1 7
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number of responses he gave at each stage of

development from all the experiments taken together.

For instance, subject No.1 had 8 Stage I responses out

of 8. From this one can calculate the "expected"

percentage of Stage HI responses at each mental age

level for the mentally retarded subjects, on the same

lines as the last two columns of Table 20 • The

original reference numbers of Table 21+are retained on

Table 25 , but in the latter the subjects are listed

according to increasing mental age. If we compare

sane of the individual responses of Table 25 with the

general pattern of responses recorded in Table 20

anomalous cases will be quickly picked out. For

instance, subjects 9, 20 and 39 show an overloading of

Stage I responses which one would not expect from their

Taiwan Merrill mental ages. Other cases show the same

trend, if not so strongly. Thus although there is a clear

relation between mental ages and stages of development, the

former is not by any r.'.eans an invariable guide to the

presence or absence of pre-nunber concepts. It is not

surprising to find, however, that, v/hen the responses of these three
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subjects in the Tertian Merrill Scale were examined, it

was found that thqy tended to score well on items which

were relatively free of logical content and which instead

relied on such factors as memory and social training and

experience. On the other hand, they were obviously weak

in items calling for the identification of similarities

and differences, and in general the entertaining of concepts.

The caaaent iaade by the occupation centre supervisor of number

39 ia typical of the impression these subjects made on those

who looked after them: "For a defective boy he is really

quite bright, friendly and always ready to do things. But

I roust say when you do ask him to do something, you must only

give him one very simple thing to do, and you must explain

it very slowly to him." Her inpression was that most of the

time; he behaved like a normal, sensible 8 to 9 year old, but

she recognised all the same that underneath this general

retardation, there was a grosser and more intellectually

crippling handicap which showed itself only in special

circumstances. Much the same opinion was expressed of the others.

Fran Table 26 we find that mentally retarded subjects reach
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50,3 Stage III responses at about mental age 8:8, compared

with 7:1 among normal children# Their rate ox'

development, as one would expect, is also ranch slower;

between 6 and 8 years their proportion of Stage III

responses increases by only 25f* compared with nearly 70$

fsaong normal children.

Table 26 Showing "expected" % of Stage in responses
for each age for group of mentally retarded
subjects, (based on results of TaBe 24 )•

Age*- 5:0 5:6 6:0 6*6 7:0 7:6 8:0 8j6 9:0 9:6 10:0 10:6 11:0 11:6

Expect*
e&%
III

1 3 5 9 15 24 34 46 59 70 80 87 93 97

(extrapolated
The % is 50 at about age 8:8, The approximate probit

analysis was again carried out by Dr. Lawley, who points out that

the results are not too reliable since they are based on the

results of only ltQ subjects,
u..

Section ii* H»C, Gtmzlburg, in his contribution to "Mental

Deficiency - the changing outlook", writes, "PiageVs work on

number may prove of great help in understanding the difficulties

encountered in arithmetical reasoning. He points out how

a. Ref. 25 p. 3'%-,
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little the ability to count, to add up, and the knowledge

of the tables, ensures that the child h a grasped the

idea of number ....nisriber in the earliest stages is

related to sise, shape, arrangements, it is perceived

and not understood. "

An interesting point came to light in the relation of

stages of development in pre-nuniber concepts and mental

ages among the educationally sub-normal pupils, which had

a bearing on their ability in arithmetic. Individual

reports on each pupil*s ability in arithmetic had been

obtained from the class-teacher. These reports were

easily given a three-fold classification as follows

(a) Pupils with virtually no arithmetical ability: some

of than could not count, others might be able to do a

simple afidin ; sum using counters, but their capacity to do

this was shaky and unreliable.

(b) Pupils who could do simple addition and subtraction

sums, but whose progress came to a stop with the introduction

of carrying and borrowing.

(o) Pupils who although generally about 18 months to 2 years
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behind their mental ages in arithmetic, showed definite

understanding of and confidence in what they were doing.

The pupils fell into these categories as follows

Category 1. Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,11 arid 20
" 2. Nos. 7,8,9,10,13,18 and 19
« 3. Nos. 12,14,15,16,17,21,22 and 23

One notices at once that the pupils who failed most

heavily on the pro-number concept tests were all very weak

in arithmetic. But most of those vsho passed the Piaget

tests successfully were making reasonable progress in

number work. There were, however, a few exceptions to this,

for instance Nos. 10, 11, and 13, where there was poor

arithmetic in spite of good responses in the Piaget tests.

There was no instance of success in arithmetic and failure

in the Piaget tests being found in the same child. Although

the teachers of these boys expected them to be backward in

arithmetic compared to no mal children of the same

chronological age, they did nevertheless expect a boy whose

mental age was 7 or more to shew some degree of elementary

understanding of arithmetic. They had access to test results

and knew their pupils* mental ages, and expected to get the
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type of responses characteriafcio of the normal 7 year old.

These boys were therefore presented to the writer as

something of educational mysteries, particularly since they

were found to be considerably more successful in reading than

in arithmetic, and therefore "were not by any means foolB".

The results of the Piaget tests strongly suggest that their

failure in arithmetic was due to the absence of pro-number

concepts, and that in fact, in spite of their Terraan Merrill

mental ages, they were mentally not ready far arithmetic.

They were still at Piaget*s intuitive stage of thinking,

and had not yet reached the stage of concrete operations.

The irreversibility of their thinking was also apparent as

will be gathered from the quotations which follow in the next

section.

Section 9. (a) The first boy on the list of Table 21+

had a chronolgicai age of 12 years, but a mental age of only

5:8. He gave every inpresaion of being a very retarded boy

mentally, with a heavy unresponsive manner. Because his

mental age was approaching 6 years, however, it was hoped

that concentrated teaching would get something out of him.
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When he was examined for this investigation, he had been

four terms in school. He oould definitely count 4 objects

laid out before him, and on occasion would count up as

far as 7 objects# He could select only 3 objects from a

group (say of a dozen blocks) when asked to do so,

succeeding occasionally with 4, but being cjuite unable to

cope with any more than this. When his teacher asked him

to write out the numbers up to ten on a blackboard, he

wrote 1 2 3 4 5 7 6 and stopped, saying the numbers aloud

as he did so. His mistake was pointed out to him. Then

he was token to a second blackboard and asked to write out

and recite the alphabet, which he did up to the letter H.

Finally he was brought back to the first board and asked to

write and recite his numbers again. He wrote the first

seven numbers as before, but hile writing them recited the

first seven letters of the alphabet. It was clear that there

was a serious discrepancy between his Terman Merrill mental

age and his responses to class-room teaching - his response

to teaching being far below that of the normal 5 year old.

In Experiment I th's boy was unable to make any sort of

intelligent response. Even when shown two large jars filled to
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the Base level with water, he appeared to he unable to

grasp the notion of their equality; and when one of

them had aorae of its liquid poured away while he watched,

thus lowering ita water level, he was in no way h Iped

to an understanding of what was involved#

In Experiment jj he was unable to make a spontaneous

correspondence of glasses to bottles, or flowers to

bottles, even when only four items were put before him#

The examiner then placed six bottles before him, then

six glasses in obvious correspondence. The itoris in each

set were slowly counted aloud, 6 in each, with the boy's

finger being held and pointed at each# He was told "There

are 6 bottles and 6 glasses, so that you have the same

number of each, Just as many glasses as bottles"# He

agreed, but his look was uncomprehending# The bottles were

then closed up and to the question "are they still the same?"

he replied "Yes". But when the sets were made to correspond

again, the items counted once more, and the glasses closed up,

to the question "Have you more bottles or more glasses", he

replied slrap3y, "Bottles", Further questioning showed that

his responses were quite arbitrary, and he seemed to be
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The technique described in Experiment II, (Method ) was

then applied,

8 white flowers were laid out in a row before him#
"These are your flowers#"

6 red flowers were laid out, corresponding to the
first 6 of his#

"These are my flowers; who has the most flowers?" "lie"

1 added to the 6 red# "Who has the most?" "Mo"

1 more added, making 8 to each set. "Who has most new?"
"You have#"

The test was repeated hut this time when the two sets

were.; brought up to 8 each, he was asked "Are they the same?"

and he replied "Yes". He was quite unable to give, even

by gestures, any reason for his answer. However, accepting

his response at its face value, the white flowers were closed

up, and he was asked "Have we got the same number of flowers

now?" He gave no response, but merely locked at them# The

question was re-framed "Who has the most flowers?" and he

replied "You have", but oould give no reason#

In Experiment V he could not even approximately copy the

patterns, even the sinple ones# His counters were placed in a
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random, oloae-set group, without regard to masher.

In Experiment VI his responses were quite random

selections, and he gave no evidence of rasping the

significance of the serial formation.

In Experiment VII the vfoole verbal framework to the

various testa were beyond him.

Following an Interval of about four weeks, the boy was

re-examined. His responses were all as before, except this

one which follows

For the boy ,,, 8 white flowers
For examiner ,,6 red flowers "who has the most" "Me"

6+1"" on h « "Me"
6+3 • " M " " " hesitated, then "You"
6+2"" " " "" "Same"

When the size of the two sets had been doubly checked

by further counting, and the red flowers closed up, he

affirmed that there were more red ones. Apparently he could

not return from the dosed-up line to the two rows which ha

himself had checked as being equal.

Occasional repetition of acme of the tests from time to

time showed no significant progress. No matter how the

question might be varied, lack of comprehension always became

apparent, even if at first sane responses through mere
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suggestibility might be correct. As a final note on this

boy, he was eventually discharged from the school as

ineducable.

(b) She following notes are frcm the record sheets of

No. 20, who was 12:4 years of age at examination, with a

mental age of 9:6. It will be recalled that according to

Piaget • s own findings, as well as the result of this

investigation, children with a mental capacity of 9 years

have invariably passed in all the pro-number concept tests:

that is to say, they are well on in the period of concrete

operations, and arc soon to mature to the level of formal

operations. It was therefore a surprise to find this boy,

John, having a mental age of years said yet failing in 5

of the experiments.

According to the class teacher*b report John, who had
£

been a full two years in this school,was in Category 1 for

arithmetic. He could do simple addition and subtraction

without carrying or borrowing, and even this was only achieved

with any accuracy when he used counters. He was quite unable

to capo with simple problems, whether these were given orally
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or in writing - hia reading comprehension level at this

time being about 8 to 8g years. He had no visual or

hearing defect, and there was no evidence of any specific

memory weakness for oral or visual material. On the face

of it, therefore, it seemed unlikely that John's poor

pro/sresa in arithmetic was due to lack of the essential

intellectual equipment, and it had in fact been assumed

that emotional factors arising from, e.g. his ear3y

schooling, were putting obstacles in the way of his

8 ssimilatiom of arithmetic. This may well have been the

case - not enou h was known of his early school life to

be sure about this - but from his responses to the Piaget

tests it was clear that there was an intellectual weakness

which was enough in itself to make even simple arithmetic

a very difficult subject for him.

He failed in the tests of Experiment I chiefly

because he focussed his mind on the water level, and

ignored the width of the glasses. He then passed quite

easily in Experiment II and V, did not quite make the grade

in in, and failed definitely in IV, VI, VII and VIII. His
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failure in Experiment V3B was a surprise. When the two

series had been constructed, for him, and the line of hoops

or boys closed up, he could be heard talking to himself,

saying "A big hocp for a big boy, and a smaller hoop far

a small bay.** Ho seemed therefore to have a vague idea

of what the serial order entailed, but was unable - through

lack of complete reversibility, if we accept Plaget's theory -

to re-cast the olosed-ajp set in his mind with sufficient

precision for him to identify the various items in serial

correspondence to one another. His failure in Experiment VII

was very emphatic, even with several repetitions and

oare being taken to ensure that the dangerous linguistic

"catch" in the question should not trip him up. His

failure in rxperlment VIII had an interestiiig point. He

said he would have more sweets with 1 + 7 than with 4 + 4, and

when asked why, replied pointing to the 7, "Because you

spread them out like that, and that makes them and then

followed a clear gesture indicating "more". At a later session

the experiment was repeated, but on this occasion the question

was put thus "Will you have a bigger number of sweets in the

afternoon or in the orning?"i he hesitated, was urged to
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count them, did so correctly, and replied "They *11 be the

same.H On reconsidering the matter, perhaps he should

have been graded Stage II at least in this experiment. His

initial failure, however, contrasts unexpectedly with his

success in Experiment II, and hie success was achieved only

after "runfoerw had been suggested to him.

A further short test was added at this point, Two rows

of familiar objects were placed in front of him. They were

to be Christinas presents for mother and father, and consisted

of, for fatter - 3 boxes of matches, 1 pipe and 2

handkerchiefss end for mother - 1 bottle of scent, 2 little

gold pins, and 3 handkerchiefs. The rows of objects were

the same length, with the first and last objects of each row

in direot correspondence, but the intervening objects not

necessarily opposite one another. He was asked, "Who is

getting the most presents, mother or father?", and replied

at once "They are getting the same." When asked how he knew

this, he pointed to the two rows with what appeared to be an

emphasis on their length ratter than their number. One line

of presents was therefor© closea-up, ate cm being asked again

"Who lias most presents?" he pointed to the extended line, saying
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"That one." This was followed by three or four more

simple improvised problems, including the following. Two

lines of sticks placed before him as follows t-

The upper row sticks being about 6 ins long, the lower ones

about 3 ins. He was told "These (the longer sticks) belong

to Harry, and those (the shorter ones) are Tom's sticks. Who

has the most sticks?" He pointed at once to the upper row.

He waa told "Yes, each of these sticks is longer, but who

has the bigger number of sticks - you count and see." He

counted correctly, but seemed unable to make a decision.

Jhen the two anas were written down for him to add, without

using counters, his result was 3 + 3 ° 6 and 4 + 2 « 5«

Prom all the evidence, it seamed pretty clear that

much of John's thinking at this time was at a purely perceptual

level, and that in only a few single situations could he apply

concrete operations. The Tennan Merrill mental age may have

been due in part to verbal facility and the effects of a good

heme background, his father being a well-educated professional

man who with his wife devoted much time to the bey before he

attended this residential school.
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(c) This boy, Edward, is No, 6 cm Table24 • He had been

Just over 3 terms in the school, and as the table shows, had a

mental age of between 7 and ?Jr at the time of his examination.

He was in Category 1 for arithmetic in the teacher's estimation.

Apart from the significance as regards conceptual thinking

of his failure in all the experiment:-;, the ot er notable

point was the degree of confusion he showed, indicating that

sometimes the language of the problems was quite beyond his

ociaprehensicm. In Jicperlment II we see clearly the absence of the

numerical operation. He made the correct correspondence between

bottles and glasses, and agreed that there were the same

number of each, t'hen the glasses were bunched he said that

there were more glasses, and on being asked vhy this was so,

answered "Because they (the glasses) are bigger,* When they

were made to correspond again, a glass beside each bottle, he

still said there were more glasses, and for the same reason.

It seemed that be was thinking not of number, but of the

actual size of each glass couparea with each bottle, and the

glasses were, in fact, larger than the bottles. Glasses and

bottles were then counted, and it was stressed that there was
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not a bigger number of one than the other, but the same

ranker of each, to vMch he agreed* Then when the bottles

were thin time bunched, he said that there were more bottles:

and when asked why, could only reply rather hesitatingly,

"Because they're glasses!M In Expeiiment VIII he was again

most confused, and setae of hie responses suggested furthermore

what may be purely lacli: of ooE^rebension of language adding

to tlie confusion. He had answered that he would get the same

number of sweets on each day, I.e. on the face (if it that he

saw that 4 + 4 » 1 + 7* However-, when asked how he knew this

he replied, I've get 14." lie was asked to count how many he

would have for each day, ana he counted both lines getting 16

in all. He was then shown the sweets for the first day, and

then for the seoond, and told to count those for the first day

only. "How nsany will you have then on the first day?" "8"

"Have you the same on the next day?" 'TfosM •'How many have

you on the second day?" (pointing it out clearly) "18"

Section 6. It is now a psycl iologioal truism to say that

although a mentally backward subject of 16 may have the same

mental ago on an intelligence scale as a 6 year old child,
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qualitatively his mental endowments are vastly different!

and the difference does not merely apply to such factors

as interests and emotional attitudes, hut may extend

easily to "basic processes of thinking, The following

notes frcta the reoord sheets of mentally defecti%'e subjects

make this very clear. In each case the subject failed far

more profoundly than would ntutaal young children testing out

at the aar.-e mental age. The linguistic i'aotor in particular

appeared to fox these defective subjects much more than the

ycung children, so that cne felt that the defective was always

more remote from the problem than the children.

(d) This was Henry, subject No.32, a boy of 13:1 years,

whose mental ago was He was a pleasant, amenable lad,

who talked readily, and .ho superficially at least did not

appear to be snore then a somewhat dull school pupil. He

would go simple messages, and could be trusted to look after

himself on the roads.

In Experiment II he placed the bottles against the

glasses counting correctly aa he did so » thus he male

correct correspondence, He was then asked "Are bottles and

glasses the same in number?to which he gave no reply. The
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questIon was then put in various forms, "Are there more

glasses or more bottles?", "Which have you most of, bottles

or glasses?" etc, but he would merely echo the second

al emative, "More bottles, glasses, etc". When one set was

closed-up, the spread line was always said to be more or

bigger than the other. Using flowers and bottles, the

examiner then said, "I want one flower for each bottle.

Take as many flowers as there are bottles." He put a

flower in;o each bottle thus giving spontaneous correspondence.

"Which have you got most of S- or S?" The response was as

before. He appeared to have no idea of the meaning of "more"

or "less". Some counters were then taken making two lines

consisting of 8 counters and 6 counters. On being asked

"Which, has the most?", he correctly pointed to 8 counters.

"Then make them equal". He made the line cf 6 up to 9

counters. "Count the lines for me," He counted 8 and 9

correctly. "Which has moat." H« pointed to 8. When asked

to make them the same he added one to the line of 0, He^

then taken back to the flowers and shown a line of 8 flowers

and 8 bottles. Although the two sets oorr©3pottded accurately,
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and the correspondence was pointed out to him, when asked

"Which have you most of, flowers or bottles?", he replied

•Bottles", When two bottles were removed, he saw that there

were more flowers, but when two flowers were taken away, thus

making the sets equal, he then said that the bottles were more,

then the lines were equal he could not see that they were

equal unless the question was put in the fonts "Are they

the same?", i,e, if one said "Which has the most?", although

they were obviously equal and he had agreed that they were

equal, he could not retain in his mind this equality but

echoed the suggestion inplied in the question "Which is most?"

After a rest period, the examiner placed before Henry

a set of 4 counters, The boy was then told, "You put

another line down, just as big as this one," He put a line

of 7, When asked "Is your line the same as mine?" replied

"Yes", He was made to look carefully at the 4. counters,

and he was told to make another line like that. At first

he merely pointed to the set of 4, but cm being encouraged,

he put 4 in line close to the first set, and then added 3 awre.

Asked how many he had put out, he counted correctly 7» Asked
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further "How many are here?" He said "4". On being told

to make the two lines the same, he only nodded and sailed.

Finally three sets of 4» 5 and 4 counters were sho n to

him, and, v/ith the first set being pointed out to hi ;, he

was asked to point to the other set which was "like this

one," He ignored the other two sets, and pointed to the

one which was at the racraent being shown to him,

(e) Subject Ho, 31, a boy Ian, In Experiment I it

appeared to be impossible to make him see what each test

was about. All the normal 5 year olds knew at least that

they were to make a comparison of two or more quantities,

although they might invariably make an erroneous comparison,

Ian, however, who was a boy who dhatterod incessantly, showed

no sign of making a comparison. He would look at one glass,

make a quick gesture vdth his hands as if estimating its

quantity, then make quite irre evant comments about it.

Even using the two larger jars, A three-quarters full, B one-

quarter full, he could not be made to consider the two

together and to decide which "had most, was bigger, would

give him the most to drink, etc". In Experiment II, he put
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out 8 glasses to correspond v.ith 6 bottles, and this only

after repeated encouragement. When he was shown the two

lines of 8 white and 6 red flowers, to see if he could

understand that they were equal after 2 had been added to

the 6, he oould make no comparative judgment at all about

their size, bigness car number. A surprising point about

this boy, finally, is that he had a reading age on Burt,s

Word List Teat of between 7 and 7^ years: his reading

comprehension however appeared to be at about a 6 year old

level,

(f) The oldest of the defective subjects was No.28,

Willie, who was A1 years. His mental age of 5:2 was

possibly a slight under-estis iate, since he made two or

three doubtful responses for which he was not credited

with any points. He was a sailing, friendly little man,

who played the part of "teacher's help" in the centre,

running messages and doing a variety of chores. Willie

was shown a line of V flowers, and asked to make one the

same length (the request being made in a variety of

linguistic ways). After some hesitation he put out a line

of 8, He was then asked "Are they really the same length?",
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to vMoh h© replied "No", end cm being urged again to

make them the sane, he took his 8 flowers and added them

to the original 4*

These instances Illustrate the profound difficulty

defectives may have in handling such words and expression

as "more, most, bigger than, the same as, equal to, like

each other", etc. Cases 24 to 34 all showed the same

tendency in varying degrees. In the context of Piaget*s

experiments, these words icply a quantitative cceparison,

and it is in making the comparison that the subjects break

do n. They must be able to hold in the imagination, car

actually look at, two objects - say jar A and jar B, or a

set of red flowers and a set of blue flowers. The two

objects must be linked by a concept of quantity - size,

amount, number. The concept becomes active or

operational when the raind can pass in attention from one

object or image to the other, and then back to the first.

Unless it has this reversible mobility along with a distinct

orientation towards quantity, it cannot be truly operational,

and no comparison of quantity can be made. At this stage of
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development, subjects can make only a uni-uimcnsional
•

& 1

cotapardson, i.e, jars A and B must be identical, with

the only difference being level of waters the set of

red flowers must be spaced similarly to the blue, the

only difference being total length. When, however,

two-dimensional differences are introduced, e.g. jar A

different in shape from B, or the blue flowers different

in density as well as length from the red, a second

element of the concept of quantity must be introduced to

the first schema, namely the conservation of quantity -

as Piaget has elaborated, The responses of the normal

b year olds in this investigation suggest that although

they may not have reached the level of a schema having

conservation of quantity, they have reached the simple
?<

form of quantitative ocmoarison referred to above. Whereas

many defective subjects whose test mental ages are b to
' '• | "

6 years, have not yet reached this single schema, and

quantitative comparisons even at a uni-diroensional level,

are therefore beyond them,
/ i
J '*
(!Note: Scrae of the case records quoted here and in Part III
suggest that the interro ;ations may have been rather tortuous
and drawrrik)ut affairs for the subjects concerned. Let it
be stressed again that no interrogation was pursued any
further when a subject showed signs of fatigue or boredom.
The questioning was not nearly so intensive as these
quotations su gest).
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PART V. R CONCEPTS AMD THE TBA.CHIN& OP AKTgMETIC

Piaget has not yet entered the British classroom, although

his steps can now be beard in the corridor. The following

observations will refer to some specific atteiqpts to link

Piaget's work to classroom practice, and will also indicate

what his "message" should be for the teacher of arithmetic in

the junior- school,
a

(1) The first reference is to a bock by Hans Aebli,

unfortunately not translated, which deals with the application

to teaching of Piaget's psychology, 3esides surmnarizing

"beautifully Piaget's ideas, Dr. Aebli discusses their

relevance to the process of education, and outlines specimen

lessons in hich Piagetian notions are specifically the

foundation of the teaching procedure. These lessons deal

with a mathematical theme, but suggestions are made on how the

underlying principles can be extended to other subjects. The

series of lessons was given to an experimental and a control

group of pupils, the latter taught car orthodox lines. Heedless to

say, the experimental group mastered the topic more

thoroughly, "but the most encouraging point is that the

intellectually poorer members of this group showed much more

successful learning than their counterparts in the control

group. The distinguishing feature of the teaching of the

a:Ref.£ 26.
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experimental can only "bo summed-up briefly here. It

endeavoured to pft-voke a progressive construction of

operations by the pupils? they had to discover new

operations by personal research oarried out either individually

using experimental material, or collectively as a result of

group discussion. Note that the "new operation^* were not

merely new practical skills of experimental procedure, but

were new logical structures, new pieces of mental equipment.

How this orientation of the lesson is achieved is discussed

by Aebli in considerable detail,

2. A booklet published by the National Froebel Foundation

is concerned scxLely with Piaget ♦ s book on number, and one of
a

its contributors, T.R, Theakston, discusses the book's

implication for the teacher. Most of his points have bean

touched on in various sections of this thesis, end in brief

Piaget1s effect on class-room practice should be as follows s

(a) Few children below a mental age of 6 years are

intellectually equipped to cope with number with any real

understanding; (b) the need for more specific attempts to

teach the elementary vocabulary of mathematics is still very

great - words like "more", "less", "equal to" etc are often

ajRef. 27,
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relatively meaningless even to 6 year oldsj (o) free play

with a wide variety of materials will help both to

develop arithmetical vocabulary, and to give the child

opportunities for ju&gin quantities, making comparisons, and

so on: (d) ability to count does not necessarily mean that

the child understands numbers, nor that he has the notion

of conservation of quantities upon whioh understanding of
i!

number is based; (e) the idea of "arithmetic readiness needs

to be carefully reconsidered by teachers in the light of

Piaget • a teaching. This entire Froebel booklet is
*

invaluable to teachers who wish to apply Piaget's idea,to

their class-room practice.

3. A most interesting paper on the growth of mathematical

concepts in children through experience was published by
a

Z.P. Dienes. Mr. Dlones has developed a corrplete teaching

course which aims at encouraging the understanding of

mathsraatical concepts in school children, and vMch is trying

to direct teachers away from the more orthodox, rule-of-thumb

method of teaching both elementary number and advanced

mathematics. One of his sources is Piaget, to whose work he

refers in this paper. Dienes world like mathematics teaching

a;Ref.31.
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to be founded on "individual mathematical discovery", and

he would like to see children able to "enjoy abstract

games without any tangible material", "Only a very few,"

he says "are able at the moment to break through the morass

of formalism to the beauty of the structure beyond, and

those who finally decide to play with this structure are

the ones who become mathematicians",

4, Piaget ana Ouisenaire.

Perhaps more than any ot er teaching method, the

Cuisenaire technique stands as the counterpart in classroom

practice to the number theory of Piaget, Cuisenaire • a ideas

were developed and to some extent re-interpreted by Gattegno,

and glancing through Gattegno*s books outlining the method

one finds oneself in, as it were, the same "universe of

disccurse" as Piaget in which are commonly used the symbols
✓

and linguistic expression of mathematical logic and theory - all

this being somewhat unusual in the coomon run of teacher*3

handbooks. There are at least two cardinal points at which

Piaget and Cuisenaire (whether Gattegno-ised or not) meet and

ro-inforce one another, In both there is the same insistence on

the child exploring, experimenting and finding out for himself.
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"The child starts from the beginning and is ccupelled to

re-disoover arithmetic for himself, at his own pace and

according to his own capacity", thus Cuisenaire in opening a

suiiroary statement of his method. And on Pi&get's side, the

element of finding out by the pupil is stressed over and over

again in Aebli'a b ok -

"c'est au cours des reoherches (d'ordre naturellement
tree different) c|Ue s'opbre ohez 1 * enfant, cotarae chess
1'horarae de science, le progrea de la pensee,"

Secondly, the Cuisenaire material lias certain characteristics

which must surely help to csystalize the pre-number cxsncepts as

they emerge slowly from the fluid maas of the child*s intuitive,

pre-logioal thinking. The material first of all lias great

plasticity; numbers are immediately recognisable, are cjuickly

cotxposed and de-octrpoaed, and put into a wide variety of

relationships vdth one smother. Purtheimore, the material

provides the child with a set of images which not only have

great mobility, but which are mathematically exact and vhich will

enable representationally exact number structure; to develop in

the child's mind. As Cuisenaire says,U
"The child is gradually brought to a certain level of
abstraction through repeated practice in seeing
mentally. Since it is the child's own thought which

a;Ref.30 p.21.
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takes material form through his own manipulations
and with the active intervention of all his senses,
colours and dimensions thus being constructively
associated, his analytic capacity is developed
through his own calculations and his own experience.
He acquires without strain mental flexibility and
an attitude of objectivity.w

In brief the material concretizes the abstract form of number with

complete accuracy.

It may not be impossible for a teacher car occasion to use

the Cuisenaire sticks to stir tip a pre-nuiribcr concept in a

sluggish child, and it seems a likoly speculation that the ubo

of the material in routine number teaching will pin-point such

concepts with precision and accuracy at the earliest

appropriate moment in the process of mturation. Consider the

concept of conservation for instanoe. The child experimenting

with the number 10 rod will discover that it is the sane as

the 5 and 5» or the 2,2,2,2, and 2 rods put end to end. The

equivalence is plainly seen. There will, however, be a stage

when the equivalence is not lasting, and when the child will

not realize that when the five number 2 rods are spread out

they still are collectively as long as the 10 rod. But the

moment of passage to Stage III, when the child will understand

the lasting equivalence of the five masher 2 rods, should be
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facilitated, since in his many hours of exercise and

experimentation with all the rods, the child has had his

sdnd gradually concentrated on and tied to number as

such, with the two irrelevant perceptual factors of "space

between" and shape reduced in their potency. Moreover,

reversibility Is very soon practised by the child as a

simple external action (spreading out the five 2 s, and

putting them back to equal the 10), and is ready to be

taken over as an intemalysod action, or operation, at the

moment of maturation. In this way a teacher can create

the most favourable conditions for the emergence of an

operation,

The operation of equalization of differences can easily

be illustrated, at first if necessary without ary reference

to number. Suppose we build two "houses" with the rods as

follows

\.
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Let the child see that they are identical at first, and

then alter the second one as shown. "Do the houses

still have the same number of rooms?" At first he may be

puzzled, but at the appropriate moment the child will see,

and understand, that although the second house is no1.; not so

broad as the first, it is now taller by the some amount as was

taken off its breadth.

Other concepts, for instance seriatim and class inclusion,

con easily be shown to be capable of simple and vivid demonstration,

giving the child an opportunity to realize such concepts in a

mathematical situation at an early point in his number development.

It will be remembered that Piaget has defined number as

"the fusion of class and asymmetrical relation into a single

operational whole....each fcumber is a whole, born of the union

of equivalent and distingt terms, it cannot be constituted

without inclusion and seriation." The Ctisanaire material seems

to give concrete expression to these ideas about the essence of

number. Seriation obviously comes in at an early point when

the cliild builds a "stair" of the rods from 1 tip to 10, or
5

otherwise orders them in a regular Increasing or diminishing cries

according to size. Furthermore, working and playing with the

material, the child will come to appreciate that, for instance, if
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he wishes to have "5", he will take a yellow rod; that

it doesn't matter which yellow rod he takes, they are all

inter-changeable and equivalent, all elements in one class;

hut that although elements in a class, they are yet distinct,

they can be laid out in a series and they can "be added. He

knows that if he adds any two yellow rods, he will then have

something which is equivalent to any member of another class,

the class of 10 rods. In brief, the Ouisenaire material seems

to play around the conceptual nuances of Plaget's theor/ of

number.

Performing arithmetical operations with the rods, however,

is not the primary aim of the Cuisenaire method. The idea is

that the child should learn to perform the operations mentally

and without relying on the rods. As Ion- as the child relies

on the rods, or even too much on the images of the rods, number

will tend to be rooted in length. There must come a point when,

for instance, H6W vdll refer not to the rod 6, but to any set of

six ob ects, whatever their size or distribution. In the

problem of conservation, moreover, a child might understand

conservation when the sets consist of rods, but not if the sets

are variously sized objects. In teachin therefore one might
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tro to show the child that the set of rods 4,2, and 3 are

equivalent to the 9 rod, just as surel as rods 3,3 and 3, even

although the elements of the first set are variously sized.

Again, suppose a child appreciates conservation of equivalence

rod 6, and rods 1,1,1,1,1 and 1 put end-to-end a»i opened
out, The insight involved in this can be extended to the

situation of a bunch of 6 flowers, and the same flowers

considered individually. The cliild will come to understand

each number 1 rod as "standing"for a flower, and the 6 rod as

representing the bunch of flowers. The rods will fona an

accurate foundation from which to generalise number^ and so

to make its application universal. The caarxm error in

arithmetic teaching today is that when number becomes generalized

in the child's mind, as it nust and ought to be, it becomes

a rather flabby, 111-fomed concept with no hard core of precision.

The rods will anchor the generalized number* concepts to a steady

and accurate foundation. Such then is the link between the two

most significant faces today in the field of practical number

t»|ining for children.

Concluding note. In this thesis we have tried (a) to discuss

Piaget's theory of the development of number in children,

(b) to assess and to some extent to validate his experimental
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findings with ordinary school children: (c) to relate

these findings to achievement in arithmetic: (d) to study

according to Piaget's notions the development of number in

mentally retarded subjects; and finally (e) to discuss the

relevance of Piaget's theory of nuoher development to current

teaching practice. Since our work has perforce been done in

bits and pieces spread over five years, we hope that it has

not became too shapeless and ragged. Most certainly however

we have found the intensive study of Piaget while preparing

the thesis involved a very rewarding ejqoerience, and speaking

as a somewhat elderly student, perhaps we may take the

liberty of reccxamending Piaget to other students who are on

the look-cut for suitable topics on which to base an

academic thesis. He is worthy of much more study than has

so far been given to him in this country, particularly in the

field of education, and we agree wholeheartedly with Nathan

Isaacs1 estimate of Piaget in the Froebel booklet;
M Piaget * a work, ....provides us with a clearer
yardstick of true internal organisation and
structur&tion of thought than w© ever possessed
before. We can now see far better than before how
little we gain by aiming at anything less, as
educators, than integrated growth front the start
and all the way through. Our achievement will no
doubt always remain highly imperfect; but Piaget's
researches provide us with an unprecedented wealth
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of new information and insight to guide
us on the right way* They bring into focus
saae of the most pivotal points and directions
to which our educational efforts need to be
addressed**
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